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Summary
Integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) systems, which utilize coal,
petroleum coke, heavy oil, biomass and waste materials as a feedstock,
continue to enter the power generation market. The gasification products
from gasifiers using these feedstocks are mixtures of hydrogen, carbon
monoxide and inerts like nitrogen, carbon dioxide and water. These
mixtures are then used as a fuel in low-emission power generation
applications. Unlike natural gas or methane, which has been widely used
and researched for many years, these mixtures have not been widely
investigated. Thus the aim of this study is to provide data on the
combustion properties of syngas mixtures, mainly focusing on laminar
burning velocities and critical strain rates to extinction. These combustion
properties data are essential for gas turbine combustor modelling using
turbulent burning velocity closure models.
The establishment of such a database in this study mainly relies on
numerical computations. Therefore, the experimental campaign was
limited to investigation of several CO/H2/N2 fuel mixtures fuel mixtures at
different equivalence ratios and operating conditions. The laminar burning
velocity values, obtained from the experimental campaign were used
mainly for validation of the chemical kinetics model and reaction
mechanism.
The principal outcome from this study is that at ambient conditions and
reactant preheat temperatures up to 400K experimental laminar burning
velocity values compare well with numerical predictions. The laminar
burning velocity tests at high pressure presented a number of
complications due to the formation of cellular flames and the flow in the
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burner tube entering the transitional laminar to turbulent regime. As a
result the numerical model could not be fully validated experimentally for
high pressure conditions.
A comprehensive combustion properties database has been created using
numerical simulations, based on comprehensive descriptions of the
chemical kinetics and extensions using neural networks.
CFD simulations of reacting flows in a practical combustor geometry
demonstrated the importance of obtaining accurate laminar burning
velocities and critical strain rates to extinction data.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
Integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) systems continue to
penetrate the power generation market and there are now a number of
IGCC projects in design, construction or operation around the world. In
principle, coal, petroleum coke, heavy oil, biomass and waste materials
can be employed as a feedstock in these cycles. The gasification products
from these feedstocks are mixtures of mainly hydrogen and carbon
monoxide, with inert gases (nitrogen, carbon dioxide and water). These
mixtures are employed as a fuel in low-emission power generation
applications. Unlike natural gas or methane, which has been used over
many years and for which much combustion data are collected, these
gaseous fuel mixtures have not been widely investigated.
The design of stable low NO
x
emission, lean-burning combustion
systems is a challenge, even for natural gas. The combustion developments
for syngas mixtures, with its variations in composition, water content,
temperature and calorific value, depending on the gasification process, are
very complex and challenging.
The present study addresses the combustion aspects of medium
calorific value syngas from a fundamental point of view. The main focus in
this work is on the premixed combustion of carbon monoxide, hydrogen
and diluent mixtures involving investigations on laminar burning velocity
and flame structure. Of the many combustion characteristics the major
ones are the laminar burning velocity, flammability limits, autoignition
delay and temperature and critical strain rate to extinction. Out of these
the most important property is the laminar burning velocity, which is
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applied in the modelling of engines, the design of combustors and burners
and the design and validation of chemical kinetic schemes. Especially for
syngas combustion the knowledge of flame structure and burning velocity
is essential for maintaining a stable flame. Since the diffusion coefficient of
hydrogen is very high in comparison to other syngas fuel components, it is
interesting to investigate the flame structures. These mixtures are
susceptible to irregularities through cellular flame formation due to
preferential diffusion effects. The following section presents a brief
background of the concepts required for further reading.
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Flame Structure
A flame can be described as a reaction zone that travels in the gas
holding it. This term is usually used to describe fast exothermic reactions
which are often accompanied by the emission of light. Flames may be
either stationary, stabilised on a burner (propagating into gas flow from a
burner) or freely propagating flames, which travel in an initially quiescent
reactant mixture.
Yb=0
lD
lR
Tu
Yu
Slam
vu
Preheat
zone Tb
Reaction
zone
Reaction rate
Figure 1.1: Flame structure of 1D freely propagating planar premixed flame
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Figure 1.1 shows the steady propagation of a planar flame into a
combustible mixture with velocity Slam. The upstream mixture approaches
the flame with velocity vu = Slam and temperature Tu and leaves the
reaction zone with velocity vb=Sb and temperature Tb. Slam and Sb are
velocities of the flame with respect to unburnt and burnt gases, which are
assumed to be equal at ambient pressure.
The flame front consists of two zones: the preheat zone and the
reaction zone. The preheat zone is dominated by heat diffusion and mass
diffusion of the reactants and the reaction zone is dominated by chemical
reaction and mass diffusion. In the preheat zone the reactants approaches
the flame, gradually heats up by the heat transferred from the chemical
heat release in the reaction zone. The temperature continuously increases
from Tu to Tb. The temperature profile is not linear due to the presence of
the convective transport. The continuous heating of the reactants will
eventually lead to its ignition and subsequent reaction.
1.2.2 Definitions
The premixed flame has a defined adiabatic flame temperature and
laminar burning velocity. The latter may be defined as the plane flame
front velocity normal to itself and relative to the unburned reactant
mixture.
In addition, premixed flames can only be obtained if the fuel and
oxidiser mixture lies between certain composition limits called the limits of
flammability. All these definitions are discussed in following sections.
The definition of artificial neural network (ANN) is given as well
because ANN was used as a method to predict correlations for laminar
burning velocities, critical strain rates to extinction and autoignition delays
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as a function of temperature, pressure, equivalence ration and mixture
composition for syngas mixtures.
1.2.2.1 Flame temperature
The adiabatic flame temperature is the temperature of the gases
leaving the reaction zone. For the premixed flame, the adiabatic flame
temperature can be calculated from the thermodynamic properties of the
reactant mixture because the reactant mixture composition is well defined
and reactants enter the flame at a fixed temperature and pressure. For
stoichiometric mixtures of most fuels with air, the adiabatic flame
temperature is about 2000 – 2200K. Near the flammability limits, the
flame temperature is lower; it is only about 1400 – 1500K.
1.2.2.2 Laminar burning velocity of a premixed flame
Laminar burning velocity is defined as the velocity with which a
planar flame front in a 1D flow system moves normal to its surface
through the unburned gas. It is also the volume of combustible mixture
consumed in a unit of time by the unit of area of the flame front. Laminar
burning velocity is independent of flame geometry, burner size and flow
rate; it is fundamentally a measure of the overall reaction rate of the flame.
The laminar burning velocity is affected by flame radiation and flame
temperature, and by local gas properties such as thermal conductivity,
viscosity and diffusion coefficient. It can also be varied by changing such
variables as pressure, temperature, equivalence ratio and mixture fuel
composition.
However, even if its theoretical definition is straightforward, it is
difficult to measure. Therefore, there are considerable differences between
the results obtained by the various experimental methods. The main
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problem of the laminar burning velocity is that it is very difficult practically
to obtain a plane flame front. In all practical cases, the flame front is
curved or it is not normal to the direction of the reactant stream.
There are two types of measurements of laminar burning velocity; one
employs flames travelling through stagnant mixtures, the other uses
flames which are held stationary by a counter flow of unburned reactant
mixture [1]. These methods will be presented later.
1.2.2.3 Flammability limits
If small amounts of combustible fuel are added gradually to an
oxidiser, a point will be reached at which the mixture becomes flammable.
The fraction of fuel at the point is called the lower or lean flammability
limit. If more fuel is added another point will be reached at which the
reactant mixture will no longer burn. This point is called upper or rich
flammability limit. The flammability range can be widened by increasing
the unburned reactant temperature and operating pressure. The rich end
of the flammability region is mainly affected.
One might expect the burning velocity to fall to zero at the
flammability limit, but the limiting burning velocity is found to be finite at
around 3 to 5 cm/s [1].
1.2.2.4 Ignition
There are two types of ignition: homogenous ignition and point
ignition. The homogenous ignition is the ignition when it occurs
simultaneously through the reactant volume without any external source
of energy. If the temperature of the flammable mixture in the vessel is
raised up to the level required to supply the activation energy needed for
the reactions to initiate, homogeneous ignition will occur. This
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phenomenon is also called self-ignition or auto-ignition. The criterion for
the auto-ignition is the net rate of the heat loss or gain in a given volume
of the reactants. If the heat production rate released by chemical reactions
is greater than a heat loss then the chemical reactions will accelerate and
the mixture will self-ignite.
The auto-ignition phenomenon is widely investigated because it is
associated with spark ignition engine knocking. In the spark ignition
engine, when the flame travels across the combustion space, the pressure
and temperature increases in the unburned gas. Under certain conditions
the rapid reactions are initiated within the unburned gas leading to a very
rapid combustion through the volume. This rapid combustion is
accompanied with a rapid pressure rise, which creates sound of engine
knock. Knock is an undesirable phenomenon in the engine. In
compression-ignition or diesel engines however, by design, autoignition is
employed to initiate the combustion process [2].
As it was mentioned earlier, premixed combustion technology is
widely employed in gas turbines, which operate under high pressure and
temperature conditions. One of the major concerns of this technology is
avoiding the autoignition phenomenon in the fuel/air mixture prior to
combustion to protect the engine components and to limit pollutant
emission levels.
The auto-ignition is described by two criteria: autoignition delay and
temperature. Autoignition delay is the time required for formation of
sufficient concentrations of intermediate radicals, which initiate rapid
oxidation reactions. The autoignition temperature is the lowest
temperature at which the mixture will spontaneously ignite without an
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external source of energy. This temperature is needed to supply the
activation energy for chain propagation reactions.
In the instantaneous point ignition case the flame develops from the
high temperature ignition source (spark) and then spreads through the
reactant volume.
1.2.2.5 Flame stretch
In practical combustion systems flames do not have the ideal planar
configuration. Instead they are wrinkled and in most cases also unsteady.
In addition, flames also exist in flow fields, which are non-uniform.
Therefore it is expected that flame characteristics, like laminar burning
velocity and flame thickness, are affected by these so-called stretch effects.
Flame stretch is considered to be a combined effect of flame
curvature, flame motion and flow non-uniformity [3, 4]. The concept of
flame stretch was proposed by Karlovitz et al. [5]. They define flame stretch
at any point of the flame surface through the change of the flame area of
an infinitesimal element of flame surface:
dt
dA
A
1K  (1.1)
where the surface boundary is moving tangentially in respect to the
surface of the local tangential component of the fluid velocity [6].
In respect to flow variables, it can be shown that:
  
stt
nnvvK  (1.2)
where t and vt are the tangential components of  and v evaluated at the
surface; n is the unit vector of the surface, pointed in the direction of the
unburned gas. The unit of the stretch rate K is sec-1.
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There are two stretch sources represented in the equation above. The
first ( ttv ) is the influence of flow non-uniformity along the flame surface.
The second, is the stretch, experienced through the flame motion (velocity
v) and flame curvature ( n ). From this equation it is evident that flame
curvature contributes to stretch, if it is moving ( 0V  ) and flame
propagation contributes to the stretch if the flame is curved [6]. Therefore,
stationary spherical flames and propagating planar flames are
unstretched. On the other hand, the flow field strain can contribute to
stretch even if the flame is stationary and not curved.
For common flame configurations flame stretch rate can be computed
using the following equations:
a) Bunsen burner flame:
fR2
sinuK   (1.3)
where,

u is the uniform upstream velocity,  is the apex angle and
Rf is flame radius at a given axial cross section [6].
b) Opposed-flow planar flame [7]:
  212222111 v/v1L
v2K  (1.4)
where L is the nozzle separation length, and v1 and ρ1 are the exit
velocity and density for nozzle i and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to
arbitrary choices of the opposed jet nozzles. When the momentum
flux of the two jets is equal (two premixed fuel-air jets configuration),
the equation reduces to 4v1/L.
c) Outwardly propagating spherical flame [6]:
dt
dR
R
2K f
f
 (1.5)
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where Rf is the instantaneous flame radius
These equations are valid if flames are assumed to be infinitely thin.
The stretch rate can be non-dimensionalised by the characteristic flow
time within the flame:
K
S
lKa
lam
r








 (1.6)
Here lr is the reaction zone thickness and Slam is the laminar burning
velocity.
In addition to the mentioned effects, the flame can be subjected to
stretch, caused by preferential diffusion. For mixtures with Le>1, an
increase in the stretch rate would reduce the flame temperature and
consequently, the laminar burning velocity. Flames for mixtures with Le<1
will experience opposite effects of stretching [4].
Another important characteristic of the flame is the critical strain
(stretch) rate to extinction.
The critical strain rate to extinction can be defined as the flow velocity
corresponding to the state beyond which the flame would extinguish with a
slight increase in flow rate [8].
1.2.2.6 Artificial neural network
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are powerful modelling tools that are
analogous to the behaviour of biological neural structures. They have an
ability to identify relationships from given input and output data, rather
than by describing them analytically.
ANNs consist of simple elements (neurons), which operate in parallel.
As in nature, the network function is determined by the connections
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between neurons. A neural network can be trained to perform a particular
task by adjusting the values of the weights between neurons.
Normally ANNs are trained in a way, in which a particular input leads
to a specific target. ANN is adjusted, based on a comparison of the network
output and target until the difference between those is zero or within the
value of acceptable error. Usually many such input/target pairs are used
to train the network. This type of training is called supervised training [11].
ANNs can handle tasks involving incomplete data sets, fuzzy or
incomplete information, highly complex and poorly defined problems,
where humans would usually make decisions intuitively. ANNs are also
able to handle noisy data. [9, 10]
ANNs have been applied successfully in various fields including
aerospace, business, automotive, banking, industrial, manufacturing,
robotics and telecommunications fields.
ANNs are categorized by their architecture (number of layers), topology
(feedforward or recurrent, etc.) and learning algorithm. A multilayered
feedforward ANN with back-propagation learning is widely used in the
above mentioned applications [9-11].
A feedforward, back-propagation artificial neural network was chosen
to correlate the mixture combustion properties with temperature,
pressure, mixture strength and composition. This network is most
common and widely employed for function approximation problems and is
easy to implement.
1.3 Motivation for the present work
Motivation for the present investigation comes from the fact that there
are limited data available on laminar burning velocities for carbon
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monoxide hydrogen mixtures and particularly for coal-derived syngas. In
addition, most of the available data are at ambient pressure and
temperature. The aim of present study is to produce a database of laminar
burning velocities of CO/H2/Diluents fuel mixtures at various mixture
compositions, equivalence ratios, temperatures and pressures.
1.4 Specific objectives
The specific objectives of the research are threefold:
1. To establish a database of combustion properties – notably, laminar
burning velocity, ignition delay and critical strain rate to extinction
– for syngas fuel mixtures, representative of gasified coal at
conditions relevant to the gas turbine.
2. To combine measurement and numerical simulation such that a
robust methodology can be identified which both validates results
obtained under common conditions and permits their prediction for
mixtures and conditions that are not accessible experimentally.
3. To demonstrate their application in a representative gas turbine
combustor simulation.
1.5 Structure of the thesis
The thesis is organized in eight chapters, which describes the
conducted research. The next chapter gives a brief literature review on the
laminar burning velocities of single fuels and multi-component fuel
mixtures and their measurement techniques and computational methods.
In this chapter other combustion properties like flammability limits,
critical strain rate to extinction and autoignition parameters are also
discussed. Chapter 3 lays out the details of the experimental setup of the
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Bunsen burner, which was employed to measure the laminar burning
velocities for several syngas mixtures under high temperatures and
pressures. Chapter 4 discusses experimental and numerical methodologies
adopted to gather required data for the combustion properties database.
Chapter 5 presents results from the Bunsen burner experiments for lean
flames of several CO/H2/N2 fuel mixtures at reactant preheat
temperatures up to 600K and pressures up to 7bar. This chapter also
presents a comparison of experimental and computational results of
laminar burning velocities for fuel mixtures investigated experimentally.
Chapter 6 discusses the results obtained using computational methods for
laminar burning velocities for various CO/H2/CH4/Diluents mixtures for a
wide range of temperatures and pressures. This chapter also presents
computations of critical strain rates to extinction and autoignition delays
for various CO/H2/N2 mixtures. The effects of the different parameters,
like fuel mixture composition, operating conditions and mixture strength
on the combustion parameters are discussed in this chapter. Chapter 7
presents simulations of the real combustor fuelled with methane and
several CO/H2/N2 mixtures. The first part of this chapter covers the theory
of turbulent flame speed closure (TFC) model and the application of the
laminar burning velocity and critical strain rate to extinction data. In the
second part the results of the combustor simulations and demonstration of
combustion properties data implementation and comparison with
reference fuel (methane) are presented. The thesis finishes with Chapter 8,
where conclusions and discussion on the scope for future work are
presented.
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2 Literature study
Among the combustion characteristics of premixed gaseous fuel/air
mixtures the laminar burning velocity is generally the most significant one,
although other combustion characteristics such as flammability limits,
extinction strain rates and auto-ignition temperature may be important in
some situations.
Firstly a literature review on the composition of syngas, obtained from
various gasifiers, is presented. It is followed by a comprehensive review of
experimental techniques for laminar burning velocity measurement,
computational methods for laminar burning velocity determination and
flame structure investigation, and data on laminar burning velocities. A
brief review on flammability limits, critical strain rates to extinction and
autoignition delays is presented towards the end of this chapter.
2.1 Syngas compositions from gasifiers
Gasifiers are often classified into three main categories depending on
their characteristics: moving-bed, fluid-bed and entrained-flow [178, 179].
The more detailed information on gas compositions for these processes
along with information on several IGCC plants around the world and their
gas compositions is given in Appendix A.
Figure 2.1 shows that H2 and CO compositions from gasifiers vary and
do not lie in a specific range for any particular category. Some
technologies, like moving bed gasifiers, are more feedstock specific:
anthracite and coke are preferred. Therefore, the composition range for
this category of technologies does not vary very significantly.
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Fluid-bed technologies are more suitable for reactive feedstock
gasification, such as low-rank coals or biomass (due to temperature
restrictions). But new developments, able to operate at higher
temperatures, are available and for this reason the fluid-bed gasifiers are
more flexible with regard to feedstock.
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Figure 2.1: H2/CO Composition “Map” for gasification technologies and existing
projects
All gasification technologies can be classified into two major groups
based on the gasification blast used: steam/air gasification and
steam/oxygen gasification. The gas composition from these processes
varies depending on the blast used (air or oxygen). If air is used for
gasification, considerable amounts of nitrogen are present in the gas and it
has a low calorific value, see Figure 2.2. If oxygen and steam are used for
gasification, the amounts of nitrogen are very small and the calorific value
of the gas is much greater. For processes using oxygen, the expensive
oxygen separation plant should be included in any economic analysis.
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In some entrained flow gasifiers inert gas, mainly nitrogen, which is a
by-product from the oxygen separation plant, is used as the coal particle
carrier. For this reason higher amounts of nitrogen can also be present in
the gas.
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Figure 2.2: Nitrogen content in the gas for gasification technologies and existing
projects
Having established a broad basis for describing the product gases,
reflecting the gasification technology employed, the combustion
implications of such components will now be considered.
2.2 Combustion Characteristics of Mixtures
2.2.1 Laminar burning velocity
Laminar burning velocity is the measure of burning rate of a reactant
mixture. It is an intrinsic combustion property of gaseous fuel-air
mixtures.
Over several decades researchers have attempted to determine
laminar burning velocity experimentally and computationally. They have
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used various experimental techniques to perform measurements and a
number of models with varying chemical kinetics mechanisms to compute
it. In this section selected literature on various laminar burning velocity
measurement techniques is presented.
2.2.1.1 Bunsen burner method
Bunsen burner flames have been extensively investigated for laminar
burning velocity measurements and flame studies for over 50 years now.
Most of the laminar burning velocity data available in the literature prior to
1970 were obtained with Bunsen burner experiments. The main reason for
the popularity of this technique is that the Bunsen burner experiment is
relatively simple and inexpensive and it produces reasonable results. The
method involves establishing laminar flow in a tube and stabilising a
stationary flame on the top of the burner by adjusting the flow velocity of
the combustible gases.
Very early literature sources on Bunsen burner flames report laminar
burning velocity measurements of various single fuel mixtures performed
using Schlieren, shadowgraph or direct photography to obtain images of
flame geometry. Only since the early 80s has the Bunsen burner method
been widely used to investigate the formation of polyhedral flames (their
mathematical analysis and stretch analysis) [12-21] and open-tip flame
formation [22]. This method also permits flame stability analysis to
establish the stable flame region between flashback and blowout [23].
Literature sources indicate however that, given the occurrence of
various complex phenomena like preferential diffusion, flame stretch, heat
loss and rim aerodynamics, laminar burning velocity measurement by the
Bunsen burner technique is not free of error. The clear advantage of this
technique is that it is very straightforward and simple to construct and
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therefore it was chosen for laminar burning velocity measurement of
syngas fuels in the present study where a wide range of conditions is to be
investigated.
2.2.1.2 Flat Flame Method
This method provides a close approximation to the ideal 1D flat flame,
but is limited to low burning velocities. In this setup the flow is maintained
laminar, but not fully developed in the main burner tube. The flame is
then stabilised on a perforated plate or wire gauze by setting up a system
of vortices on the flame rim. The flame has the shape of a disk with slightly
curled edges. Laminar burning velocity is computed by the dividing
volumetric flow rate of the mixture by flame area. Since the flow rates can
by measured accurately, the accuracy of method depends on the accuracy
of flame area measurement.
The sources of inaccuracies in this method are due to some unburned
gas escaping at the flame edges, resulting in estimation of lower laminar
burning velocity in comparison to the actual one. Due to mixing and
cooling by the surrounding nitrogen the exact position of the flame edge is
uncertain. In addition, the heat loss from the flame and associated heating
of the stabilising matrix makes the method unreliable: flame is non-
adiabatic (due to heat loss) therefore the estimated laminar burning
velocity will be lower; on another hand, the pre-heating of the unburned
mixture will result in rise of the laminar burning velocity. This method can
by refined by making provision for quantifying the heat loss from the flame
to the perforated burner plate and controlling the heating of the unburned
fuel-air mixture. These flames are essentially stretch free due to absence of
tangential velocity gradients, because the flame is planar. This burner
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arrangement is called the adiabatic burner and the laminar burning
velocity measurement method is called the heat flux method [24-26].
2.2.1.3 Flame Propagating in Tubes
The tube method consists of a long cylindrical tube closed at one end
and filled with the gas mixture. When ignited, the initially uniform flame
travels towards the closed end of the tube. The laminar burning velocity is
obtained from uniform velocity during the initial stages of flame
propagation Ss and flame front area Af using the following equation:
f
2
s
lam A
RSS  (2.1)
here R is the tube radius.
Some investigators claim that if a small hole at the closed end of the
tube and a larger one at the open end of the tube are present, the flame
movement will be uniform, stable and reproducible. This method was used
by many researchers. The laminar burning velocity is calculated from:
 
f
2
us
lam A
RvSS  (2.2)
Here vu is the unburnt gas velocity, which is determined from the
displacement of a soap bubble formed over the orifice at the unburned-gas
end.
Nevertheless, these results are prone to discrepancies because the
flame is interacting with the tube wall and its front is deformed and it is
also wrinkled. In addition, flame is also self accelerating because of the
density change. Thus, the spatial velocity of the flame may increase many
times leading to formation of the detonation waves. Actually, the self-
accelerating waves were widely studied during the early 70s after the work
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of Markstein [101]. It was observed that the use of larger diameter tubes
will help to get rid of the serious effects created by the flame-wall
interaction, but then the flame-front shape tends to become irregular and
difficult to measure. In addition, the laminar burning velocity values differ
depending on whether they were obtained from the measurements with the
flames propagating upward, downward or horizontally.
2.2.1.4 Spherical flames in a constant volume bomb
This technique is considered to be the powerful method for
determining the laminar burning velocity. In this method, a premixed
combustible mixture contained in a thick-wall spherical vessel is ignited at
the centre. If the differences in concentration and diffusivity between
components in the mixture are small enough and the spatial velocity is
sufficiently large, the created combustible wave is generally isotropic. The
propagation of the flame towards the wall of the vessel is accompanied by
the pressure rise and temperature rise associated with it. When pressure
and temperature changes are accurately measured along with the position
of the flame, this method becomes extremely adaptable. Data on laminar
burning velocities for a wide range of pressures and temperatures can be
obtained from a single experiment.
This method for the measuring the laminar burning velocities was
developed by Lewis et al. [27] and Fiock et al. [28].They developed a
methodology for extracting the velocity of the flame relative to the mass
movement of the gases in a closed spherical vessel from an analysis of
pressure-time record of the detonation. This expression is valid during the
early stages of combustion when the pressure rise is small. The laminar
burning velocity can be determined during this stage. They compared their
experimental results with values obtained from the flame-front movement
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and found a very good agreement. Estimation of the flame stretch created
by flame curvature can be quantified with help of computational methods.
It is proven that the errors involved due to discard of stretch effects are
smaller than the experimental uncertainties [29].
2.2.1.5 Freely expanding spherical flames in constant pressure
environment
The first derivative of this measurement technique is called the soap
bubble method. It was proposed in the early 60s by Price and Potter [30].
Here the combustible mixture is used to blow a spherical bubble around
the spark gap in the centre. Assuming that such bubble doesn’t resist the
gas expansion, ignition of the mixture results in the propagation of a
spherical combustion wave at a constant pressure. The flame ball
expansion is then recorded with a high speed camera in order to obtain the
spatial velocity Ss, which is assumed to remain constant through the flame
propagation. The laminar burning velocity can be obtained from the
measured or calculated density ratio d and the spatial velocity Ss
determined from the images using the equation:
sdl SS  (2.3)
where bud  with b and u – the burnt and unburnt gas densities
respectively.
Generally the density ratio can be obtained from the bubble radii as
well (  3eod rr ) where ro is the initial bubble radius and re is the final
bubble radius. The accuracy of the method is very sensitive to
discrepancies in ro and re measurements. An alternative method of
determining density ratio d is from thermodynamic calculations.
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In order to get accurate measurements a large vessel with optical
access is needed. Spherically expanding flame propagations needs to be
captured in the early stage when the pressure inside the vessel is not
changed yet. The flame stretch due to spherical flame curvature is
corrected by obtaining laminar burning velocities at various stretch rates
and extrapolating to zero stretch. This method is popular for the global
flame structure investigations as well since it can be employed for
observing cellular flame formation, depending on the type of the fuel and
operating conditions. In addition, many researchers use this technique for
investigating the stretch effects on the flame.
2.2.1.6 Counterflow (Stagnation) Flame Method
The counterflow technique for the laminar burning velocity
measurement is well known in the combustion community. This technique
was proposed by Wu and Law [4]. It includes several arrangements in
which the flames are stabilised by the induced aerodynamic strain rate in
the flow field. In one of these arrangements the two-dimensional, laminar,
steady flame is established in the forward stagnation region of the porous
cylinder immersed in a uniform air stream by ejecting fuel-air mixture
from the cylinder surface.
One or two planar, steady, nearly one-dimensional laminar flames are
established by directing a uniform combustible stream either normally
onto a flat plate or counter to an identical combustible stream [31]. The
main advantage of such a configuration is that the flame(s) produced is
(are) flat and can be arranged to have negligible heat loss. The main
difference with the ideal 1D model is that the flames are stabilised by
employing aerodynamic strain rate. The burning velocity of this stretched
flame can be identified as a propagation velocity of the upstream boundary
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of the preheat zone, which corresponds to the minimum value of the
velocity profile at the region, see Figure 2.3:.
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Figure 2.3: Typical axial velocity profile, showing a stagnation flame; SL definition
is shown here as well
The set of laminar burning velocities at different strain rates can be
determined by varying the free stream velocities. For small values of the
stretch (up to 350 s-1), both theory and experiment have shown that the
burning velocity varies linearly with stretch [32]. As a result, the
unstretched laminar burning velocity can be obtained by linearly
extrapolating laminar burning velocities to the zero strain rate. This
technique became very popular within the combustion community in
recent decades [31-38]. However, the main limitation of the method was
that laminar burning velocities could not be measured at pressures higher
than 2.5 atm [34]. Most of the laminar burning velocities, reported in the
literature, are obtained at ambient conditions.
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2.3 Computational methods for determination of laminar
burning velocity
Computational simulations are widely used by various researchers for
calculating laminar burning velocity as well as investigating flame
structure, response of flame to strain, preferential diffusion an other
phenomena. There are number of commercial and free-source codes
available. The most commonly used commercial codes are CHEMKIN and
RUN1DL (COSILAB). These codes assist investigators in understanding the
physical phenomenon of the flame propagation.
2.3.1 Numerical codes
Most of the researchers have used their own numerical codes. These
codes are mostly one-dimensional due to stiffness of the governing
equations, which is introduced through the chemical source terms.
Laminar burning velocity can be computed by solving mass, momentum,
energy and species conservation equations. The most common methods of
solving governing equations are the Euler extrapolation and Newton
method.
The most popular one dimensional laminar premixed flame code is
PREMIX module in the CHEMKIN package. It was developed by Kee et al
[142]. It is a FORTRAN program that computes temperature profiles and
species concentrations for freely-propagating and burner stabilized flames.
PREMIX uses finite-rate chemistry and molecular transport. This code is
applicable for laminar burning velocity computations for variety or fuel-air
mixtures with single, binary and multicomponent fuel mixtures.
Another popular CHEMKIN module is OPPDIF. The OPPDIF is derived
from the model which was originally developed by Kee et al. [39]. It is a
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FORTRAN program that predicts species concentrations and temperature
profiles of one dimensional opposed-flow flames, which are stabilised by
the impinging separate fuel and oxidiser streams (diffusion flame) or by
two premixed streams (two premixed flames). This code can handle single,
binary or multicomponent fuel-air mixtures.
Another tool for one-dimensional flame computations is an open-
source, object-oriented software, called Cantera. Two one-dimensional
steady flame models are available. First one is suitable for flat flame
predictions (similar to PREMIX) and another is applicable for axi-
symmetric, stagnation-point flow modelling (similar to OPPDIF). Cantera is
designed to model CVD or catalysis processes, but it can also be employed
for gaseous fuels combustion. Both models use a damped Newton method.
If Newton method fails to converge, it is supplemented by time-stepping.
The algorithm of Cantera is based on one proposed by Grcar [40, 141].
RUN-1DL is another well known laminar flame code, which was
created by Rogg [41]. In this code one-dimensional governing equations are
solved for steady and unsteady propagation of the outwardly/planar
flames. Researchers have used this model for predicting laminar burning
velocities and flame structures for a number of fuel-air mixtures for freely
propagating spherical flames [166].
2.3.2 Chemical Kinetic Schemes
There has been a tremendous growth of detailed chemistry knowledge
since the late 1970s. The first work on the detailed chemistry in flame
simulations was done by Dixon-Lewis [42]. Since then various detailed and
reduced mechanisms have been developed. The well known detailed
chemical kinetics mechanisms for methane combustion are the following:
C1-Mechanism, C1-C3-Mechanism [43], GRI-Mech 2.1, GRI-Mech 3.0 [44].
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This is a short-list of a large number of the reaction mechanisms
published in the literature. Although the progress in chemical kinetics
mechanism developments is significant, the concerns regarding the
mechanism performance beyond their range of validity are growing. The
main issue of all mechanisms is the comprehensiveness [45]. Chemical
reaction rates and pathways are coupled and nonlinear in nature with
respect to temperature, pressure and species concentrations. In addition,
these parameters can vary locally within the flame structure or globally
through the operating conditions of the combustion system. The
mechanism can be considered as comprehensive if it can predict
accurately the chemical responses over the wide ranges of conditions that
are expected to appear. Law et al. [46] demonstrated that mechanisms,
which could be considered comprehensive and applied for any operating
conditions, do not exist. Authors claim that even mechanisms for
hydrogen, which is considered to be simplest fuel, or simple hydrocarbon
fuels like methane and benzene, are not sufficiently comprehensive.
One very common method for mechanism validation is to make a
comparison between calculated and experimental results of laminar
burning velocities of premixed flames. Law et al. [46] compared the
predicted laminar burning velocity for hydrogen flames using a kinetic
mechanism proposed by Mueller at al. [47], with experimental data
obtained from constant-pressure, outwardly propagating spherical flames
[48]. The comparison showed an inaccuracy in the predictions for the rich
flames and the high pressure tests. This disagreement suggests some
deficiency of the hydrogen oxidation chemistry and uncertainty over
transport coefficients.
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Although progress in developing kinetic mechanisms is substantial,
the prospects of developing a full comprehensive mechanism for
hydrocarbon oxidation are uncertain; presently no comprehensive
mechanism exists for hydrogen, methane or any hydrocarbon fuel [46].
Also, all reduced mechanisms derived from large mechanisms are limited
in their application, at least quantitatively.
2.3.3 Transport properties
Since most combustion processes take place in nonhomogeneous
media, transport properties of species need to be specified properly. Of all
the transport properties, the diffusion coefficients play a very important
role. Law et al. [46] showed that for hydrogen flames the computed
sensitivity coefficients for the binary diffusion coefficients of H-N2 were
larger than the sensitivity coefficients for the rate constant of
H+O2O+OH, which is the main chain branching reaction for
hydrogen/air flames. For hydrocarbon fuels the influence of H radical
diffusion was found to be similar to the rate constant of H+O2O+OH [46].
It is evident, that there are very few experimental data reported for the
diffusion coefficient of H radicals in inert gases; all of them were obtained
at room temperature.
Since the laminar burning velocities are very sensitive to the diffusion
coefficients of the H radical, the large errors between experimental and
predicted values of laminar burning velocity of H2/O2/He mixtures can be
attributed to the uncertainty in the diffusion coefficient of H radicals [48].
From the discussion above it can be concluded that the reliability of
computational models of determining laminar burning velocity is affected
by uncertainties in the reaction mechanism and transport properties of
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species. Accurate measurements of laminar burning velocities will
therefore continue to play an important role in combustion studies.
2.3.4 Fuel variations
2.3.4.1 Methane flames
Methane is the most widely investigated fuel for many years. The
reason for such extensive research is its simple structure and extensive
use in the form of natural gas, which consists primarily of methane with
very small quantities of other hydrocarbons. It was used by various
researchers for calibrating experimental devices, development and
calibration of computational methodologies and chemical kinetics schemes
[29, 49-57, 161]. There are a lot of literature sources available on methane
combustion; only a few selected ones are cited here.
Bosschart [58] performed an extensive literature review study on the
laminar burning velocity for methane. He presented comparison of his
results from measurements on an adiabatic burner with the values
presented by various researchers. His findings revealed that there is a wide
spread in the laminar burning velocity data available in the literature for
different measurement techniques and unaccounted stretch effects.
2.3.4.2 Pure hydrogen flames
Hydrogen combustion was investigated by a number of researchers via
the laminar burning velocity and flame structure, because of its wide use
in industry and different behaviour in comparison to hydrocarbon fuels
[59-63]. Hydrogen behaves differently in comparison to hydrocarbons,
because it has a high diffusion coefficient and laminar burning velocity.
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The presence of hydrogen in a flame also results in cellular flame surfaces
formation due to hydrodynamic and thermal-diffusive instabilities [64].
2.3.4.3 Mixtures of fuels
In comparison to literature available on laminar burning velocities for
the single fuel and air mixtures, literature on mixtures of fuels is limited.
Several fuel mixtures have been studied. Among those are acetylene-Freon
[65], H2 with C2H2, C3H8, CH4 [60], ethanol/iso-octane blends [66],
mixtures of either H2 or CH4, along with diluents such as N2, Ar, He, CO2
and steam [67], gas mixtures containing CO, O2, and inerts, and trace
amounts of H2-containing species [68], fuel mixtures of CO with H2 and
CH4 [69,70], CO and H2 fuel mixture [71, 72] and CH4 and H2 fuel mixture
[73].
2.3.4.4 Syngas flames
There is some literature available for the combustion characteristics of
fuel-air mixtures, including CH4/Air, H2/Air and hydrocarbon/Air
mixtures. Research on the fundamental combustion characteristics of
medium and low calorific value gaseous fuels is limited, even though their
application in various combustion systems has been tested.
Chomiak et al. [74] presented a comprehensive review of the problems
and prospects of low calorific value gas combustion. They investigated
problems of gas composition, flame chemistry and pollutant emissions,
flammability limits, laminar burning velocities, flame stability and catalytic
wall effects, as well as the effects of mixing and intense swirl on combustor
operation.
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Cho et al. [75] measured the laminar burning velocity of
multicomponent mixtures derived from various coals. They investigated
fuel mixtures involving CO, CO2, H2, H2O and C2H2.
Natarajan et al. [144] measured laminar burning velocities for lean
H2/CO/CO2/Air mixtures over a range of fuel compositions and reactants
preheat temperatures up to 700K using Bunsen burner flames. They
compared their measurements with numerical computations based on
H2/CO mechanism developed by Davis et al. [76] and GRI-Mech3.0. For
CO/H2/Air mixtures at ambient temperatures their experimental results
compare well with numerical simulations.
2.3.5 Parametric variation – equivalence ratios, pressure and
temperature ranges
Even though most of the literature on laminar burning velocities
presents values of various fuel/air mixtures over the range of equivalence
ratios, very few studies deal with laminar burning velocities at higher
temperatures and pressures. The main reason is that even the most
sophisticated experimental techniques are not able to operate at the
conditions of some practical combustion devices such as gas turbines or
internal combustion engines. Therefore the present data sets are restricted
to a limited range of temperatures and pressures, mostly close to ambient
conditions.
The maximum pressure achieved with the counterflow technique was
2 – 2.25 atm as reported in the work of Zhu et al. [33] and Egolfopoulos et
al. [34]. For the heat flux method, laminar burning velocity data were
obtained only at ambient conditions as reported by De Goey [24], Maaren
et al. [25, 26].
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Freely propagating spherical flames in large vessels proved to be
slightly advantageous over the burner techniques because experiments
could be conducted up to a maximum pressure of 10 atm. Hassan et al.
[55] determined unstretched laminar burning velocities of CH4/Air
mixtures up to 4 atm pressure. Gu et al. [56] measured laminar burning
velocities for CH4/Air mixtures up to 10 atm. The only one work presenting
laminar burning velocity values at operating pressure, similar to the
internal combustion engine, was done by Tse et al. [64]. They presented
laminar burning velocity data for pressures up to 20 atm, while their
experimental facility could be operated at a maximum pressure of 60 atm.
For pressures higher than 20 atm, flames were becoming cellular.
Natarajan et al. [144] presents Bunsen burner results for
temperatures up to 700K, but they performed their experiments only at
ambient pressure. Authors also showed that with increase in reactant
preheat temperature the discrepancy between experimental and numerical
computations is large for temperatures higher than 500K.
2.3.6 Laminar burning velocity – computations
Computational investigations are widely used for the laminar burning
velocity determination. They can also assist in understanding the
fundamental phenomena of flame stretch, flame/stretch interaction,
extinction behaviour and preferential diffusion mechanisms of various
single fuels, as well as multi-component fuel and air mixtures. In most of
the cases computational studies were performed to either deduce reduced
kinetic schemes using experimental values or to validate the experimental
results alongside more in-depth study of flame structures. There is plenty
of literature on computational studies available; a few citations are given in
the Table 2.1.
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From this table it can be seen that the literature covers a wide range
of single fuel and multicomponent fuel mixtures, but laminar burning
velocity and flame structure results are available only for ambient
conditions. Only very few sources report laminar burning velocity values at
high pressures. Tse et al. [64] reported laminar burning velocity values for
H2/Air mixture at 20 atm and Gu et al. [56] presented laminar burning
velocity values for CH4/Air mixture at 10 atm. The reason for the lack of
literature is that reaction mechanisms for high pressure and temperature
conditions have large uncertainties. All multicomponent fuel mixtures are
investigated under ambient conditions because of the complex nature of
the kinetic reaction system when several combustible components are
involved.
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Table 2.1: Summary of Earlier Computational Work for the Burning Velocity Predictions for Premixed Fuel-Air Flames
Source Fuel Pressure, atm Temperature, K Mechanism
Egolfopoulos et al.
[34]
H2/O2/N2 0.2-2.5 298 20 reactions
Vegelopoulos et al.
[36]
H2&CH4&C3H8 1 298 C2&C3
Vagelopoulos et al.
[35]
CO/H2&CO/CH4 1 298 C2
Cho et al. [75] H2/CO/CH4/C2H2 1 298 C1&C2
Bradley et al. [77] CH4 1 298 C1 reduced
Aung et al. [61] H2 1 298
Hassan et al. [144] CO/H2 0.5-4.0 298 GRI-Mech 2.1
Aung et al. [62] H2 0.45-4.00 298 GRI-Mech 2.1
Hassan et al. [55] CH4 0.5-4.0 298 GRI-Mech 2.1
Tse et al. [64] H2/Diluents 20 298 21 Reactions
Gu et al. [56] CH4 1.0-10.0 300-400 GRI-Mech 2.1
Qin et al. [78] CH4 1 298 GRI-Mech 3.0
Ren et al. [79] CH4/CO/H2/CO2/H2O 1 298 GRI-Mech 3.0
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Ren et al. [150] CH4/CO/H2/CO2 1 298 GRI-Mech 3.0
Zhou et al. [80] CO/H2/CH4/CO2 1 298 GRI-Mech 3.0 &
Reduced
Hirasawa et al. [38] Ethylene/n-Butane/
Toluene
1 298 621 Reactions
Aung et al. [81] H2&CH4&C3H8 0.5-4.0 298 GRI-Mech 2.1
Hermanns et al.
[73]
CH4/H2 1 298 GRI-Mech 2.1 &
GRI-Mech 3.0
Huang et al. [82] n-heptane&iso-octane
its lends
H2/CO/N2
1
1
298
298
GRI-Mech 2.1 &
GRI-Mech 3.0
Natarajan et al.
[144]
H2/CO/CO2 1 300-700 GRI-Mech 3.0 &
H2/CO [76]
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2.3.7 Extinction strain rate
Another very important combustion characteristic is the critical strain
rate to extinction (extinction strain rate). It is a flow field state beyond
which a flame cannot be self-sustaining and is extinguished.
This parameter is mainly investigated by employing the counterflow
flame method with several geometrical arrangements (twin-flames with two
opposed burners, single burner with stagnation surface, etc.). Very few
literature sources on critical strain rate to extinction are available. Most of
the experimental work has been performed on methane and propane
flames [83-86]; there are several papers on CH4/H2 flames [87], non-
premixed and premixed flames of ethylene (C2H4), ethane (C2H6), propene
(C3H6) and propane (C3H8) [88], benzene/air mixtures [89], n-decane/air
and n-dodecane/air mixtures [90].
By way of illustration, Jackson et al. [87] studied the effects of H2
addition to lean premixed CH4 flames in highly strained fields. They
performed counterflow burner experiments and numerical simulations.
These authors indicate that both experimental and numerical results show
that the addition of H2 in the fuel significantly increases laminar burning
velocities and extinction strain rates. The predicted species profiles suggest
that with H2 addition the CH4 burning rates are enhanced due to early H2
breakdown. This breakdown increases radical production rates early in the
flame zone and improves CH4 ignition under conditions where it would be
prone to extinction.
2.3.8 Auto-ignition
Autoignition delay time is another important parameter in premixed
combustion, traditionally for gasoline engines, but increasingly in respect
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of gas turbine combustor design and safety. Autoignition delay is
characterised by a time scale which corresponds to an increase in the pool
of radicals, followed by a thermal path where product concentrations and
temperatures increase exponentially.
Most of the available literature focuses on the internal combustion
engine applications and their fuels [91, 92]. There are several recent
sources on CO/H2 and methane or propane autoignition delay under gas
turbine operating conditions for kinetic mechanisms validation [93-95].
Wang et al. [96] studied auto-ignition characteristics of H2/air/steam
mixtures at various temperatures, pressures and gas compositions behind
the shock wave in a shock tube test rig. These authors established that
ignition delay was strongly influenced by the steam concentration and the
temperature, while the pressure effect was small. Their measured ignition
delay times are consistent with theoretical prediction only in the high
temperature region, while for low temperatures the measured ignition
delay times are shorter than theoretical values.
Walton et al [97] performed experiments in a rapid compression
facility to investigate the ignition of simulated syngas mixtures of H2, CO,
O2, N2 and CO2. They obtained ignition delay times for the pressure (P)
range from 7.1 up to 26.4 atm and temperature (T) range from 855K up to
1051K, equivalence ratios () from 0.1 to 1, oxygen mole fractions ( 2O )
from 15% to 20% and H2:CO ratios from 0.25 to 4.0 (mole basis). Authors
proposed a correlation of ignition delay with the above mentioned
parameters to be:
  TR12500expP107.3 K/molcal
4.5
2O
4.0056
ign

 (2.4)
Petersen et al. [98] presented ignition data for syngas under practical
conditions. They performed shock tube experiments with gas mixtures
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consisting of 7.33% H2, 9.71% CO, 1.98% CO2, 17.01% O2 and 63.97% N2
in the pressure range from 18.7 up to 32.7 atm and temperature range
943-1148K. They also performed ignition delay numerical simulations
using five kinetics mechanisms containing H2/CO chemistry. They found
that for lower temperatures there is great disagreement between
experimental data and numerical simulations; at 700-800K temperatures
the measured autoignition delay times are two to three orders of
magnitude lower than numerically predicted ones.
2.3.9 Flammability limits
The study of flammability limits for fuel-air mixture is very important
not only as a design parameter for safety against explosions and fire risks
but also it is an essential parameter governing flame propagation.
For the purposes of risk management from accidental fires,
flammability limits are obtained from experiments in large volumes of gas
mixtures. One of the first works of standardization of the measurement
technique was published by Coward et al. [99]. This method was modified
recently by ASTM [100]. In the ASTM method a spherical glass chamber of
5 litre capacity instead of a vertical tube was adopted. The reason for these
changes was the formation of unstable, turbulent and self accelerating
flames which were observed in long tubes with the ends either open or
closed. The change of tube to a spherical chamber was prompted by
Guenoche [101] who studied flame acceleration in vertical tubes. Although
the spherical chamber method is the most popular one [102-107], there
are a number of publications on flammability limit measurements in flame
tubes [108-110], large vessels [111] and rapid compression machines
[112].
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Shebeko et al. [113] measured flammability limits and laminar
burning velocities of methane-air and hydrogen-air mixtures at elevated
temperatures and pressures. They showed that with increase in reactants
temperature, the flammable region for both mixtures is widened.
Heffington et al. [114] measured flammability limits of coal-derived low
calorific value gas mixtures, containing large amounts of inert gases at
ambient conditions. They compared their experimental results with the
calculations performed using LeChatelier’s law, presented by Zabetakis
[115]:
 


n
1i
ii
f
LC
100L (2.5)
Lf is the flammability limit for the mixture containing n number of
combustible gases, Li is the flammability limit of the combustible
component i and Ci is the concentration of the combustible component i.
This equation can be used to compute both, lower and higher, flammability
limits.
Heffington et al. [114] demonstrated that the LeChatelier’s empirical
law is not valid for flammability limits estimations because of the complex
nature of the hydrocarbons. This conclusion seems to be ambiguous as the
flame propagation tube experimental setup is not a very accurate method
for flammability limit measurements.
Law et al. [116] performed an experimental and theoretical
investigation of lean and rich flammability limits of the C-H-O-Diluents
(H2, H2/CH4, H2/CO with O2/N2) system. The authors claim that
flammability limits are primarily controlled by the kinetic processes of
chain branching versus chain termination reactions. Their computed
results agree very well with experimental values for both lean and rich
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limits. Their study shows that at rich and lean limits the chain branching
reaction H+O2O+OH is the dominant one. For lean limits the dominant
chain termination reaction is H+O2+MHO2+M and for the rich limit the
dominant reaction is mixture specific. When the flammability limit is
approached, the maximum termination rate is close to the maximum
branching rate. Thereby all the most efficient radicals are consumed and
further reactions cannot be initiated. They also applied this theory to
investigate the effects of initial temperature and pressure.
Wierzba et al. investigated flammability limits of CO/H2 mixtures
[117] and CO/H2/CH4 mixtures [118] in air using upward flame
propagation in a stainless-steel test tube apparatus over the wide range of
fuel mixture compositions, atmospheric pressure and initial temperature
up to 573 K (300oC). Their experimental results show that lean
flammability limit mixtures obeyed LeChatelier’s rule. On the other hand,
for the rich flammability limits the experimental results deviated
significantly from the ones obtained by LeChatelier’s rule, especially for the
fuel mixture compositions with very small amounts of hydrogen.
Liao et al. [119] investigated flammability limits of natural gas/diluent
mixtures in air. They performed experiments in a constant volume bomb.
These authors proposed to determine flammability limits based on critical
burning velocity. They demonstrated that the accuracy of the method
depends on the accuracy of laminar burning velocity determination. They
used cut-off laminar burning velocities of 1, 5 and 8 cm/s and
demonstrated that a critical laminar burning velocity of 5 cm/s gives the
most accurate results in comparison to experimental values. They also
indicated that this method is not accurate enough for upper flammability
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limit estimation, while it works very well for the lean flammability limit for
natural gas/diluent mixtures at high temperatures and pressures.
2.4 Discussion and conclusions
From the literature review on the determination of laminar burning
velocity from Bunsen burner flames it can be noted that this technique has
been employed for over 50 years now. Furthermore, most of the laminar
burning velocity data reported in the literature prior to 1970 were obtained
from Bunsen burner experiments. This technique was so popular because
it is relatively simple and inexpensive, and produced reasonable results.
The Bunsen burner technique is also useful to determine the onset of
cellular instabilities of syngas. This phenomenon will be discussed in more
detail in Chapter 5.
There are several major gaps in the literature:
 There is a lot of information on the determination of laminar burning
velocity of pure fuels like methane, hydrogen, propane and others, but
few on mixtures of fuels and medium calorific value gaseous fuels.
Laminar burning velocity values are scarce at pressures and
temperatures close to gas turbine operating conditions.
 There is no comprehensive computational data available so far to cover
medium calorific value syngas at various compositions, equivalence
ratios, temperatures and pressures.
The following major conclusions are drawn from the literature review
on combustion characteristics:
1. There are various experimental techniques employed for the laminar
burning velocity determination. However, most of the laminar
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burning velocity data obtained with those techniques are limited to
ambient or slightly higher than ambient pressures.
2. Different fuel mixtures are investigated in the literature, from the
mixtures used in the present study. However, there are some data
on a fuel mixture with 50%CO/50%H2 available [76, 144]. An
investigation of burning velocity and flame structure with coal-
derived syngas would contribute to the knowledge of complex
combustion phenomena.
3. Out of the investigated parametric ranges like fuel mixture
composition, equivalence ratio, temperature and pressure,
equivalence ratios are the most common. They occur in almost every
study, but not temperature or pressure due to the limitations
imposed by experimental facilities, or the limitations imposed by
chemical kinetics mechanisms and transport properties for
numerical simulations.
4. Computational studies are greatly limited to ambient conditions as
well, because most of the present chemical kinetics mechanisms and
transport properties databases are developed, tested and verified
under ambient conditions.
The next chapter describes the experimental facility developed to measure
laminar burning velocities for low and medium calorific value gas.
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3 Experimental facility
As mentioned before, the primary aim of this study is to create a
database of combustion properties of syngas. By employing chemical
kinetics models, the data can be flexibly extended, but these models need
to be validated experimentally. The focus of the experimental part of the
study is on the laminar burning velocity at high pressures and
temperatures. A Bunsen burner configuration was selected to collect
experimental laminar burning velocity data. The principal influence on the
choice of experimental method was that this method is relatively simple,
lending itself to measurements over a wide range of conditions, and it
could be comparatively easily set up within an existing high pressure
experimental rig.
3.1 Test rig
Figure 3.1 provides a schematic of the experimental set-up employed
for the measurement of laminar burning velocity of rim-stabilised Bunsen
burner flames. Fuel mixtures and air were metered through rotameters,
each selected (tube diameter and float) based on the required mass flow
range. For different gas fuel mixtures different mass flow ranges are
required because the burning velocities differ quite substantially and in
order to stabilise flames, the reactant mass flow can vary significantly. The
following ABB Glass Rotameters (Purgemaster) were employed during 5mm
burner tube measurements:
1) Fuel: 1/8-08-SA (0.0008-0.039g/s) & air: 1/8-16-SS (0.004-
0.175g/s) for fuel mixture 67%CO/33%H2 and 50%CO/50%H2
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2) Fuel: 1/8-12-SS (0.002-0.104g/s) & air: 1/8-16-SS (0.004-0.175
g/s) for fuel mixture 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2
3) H2: 1/16-16-SA (0.00008-0.0045g/s), N2: 1/16-20-TA (0.0015-
0.056g/s) & air: 1/8-16-SS (0.004-0.175g/s) for fuel mixture
57%H2/43N2.
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heater
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flame
Fuel + Air
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window
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Figure 3.1: Schematics of the experimental setup
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During a test, the meter reading and gauge pressure were recorded
and the mass flow obtained from the calibration software, provided by the
manufacturer (ABB).
The fuel-air mixture then passes through the heater coil, where it can
be preheated to the required temperature (described later). At the bottom
of the burner tube a porous material disk is placed, that is used to damp
any oscillations appearing in the fuel supply system.
3.2 Mixture preparation
The investigated fuel mixtures with 67%CO/33%H2, 50%CO/50%H2
and 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2 were drawn from commercially premixed
gas cylinders, supplied by BOC. This arrangement ensures that the fuel
mixture composition is constant. Only the fuel mixture 57%H2/43%N2 was
prepared by mixing the H2 and N2 streams.
Air was drawn from the laboratory compressor line or from a cylinder.
Most of the experiments were performed using air from cylinder because
the required mass flows were very small and small fluctuations in flow
meter reading were observed while running from the compressor line.
These fluctuations introduce errors in the air flow measurements.
3.3 Burners
Two burners have been investigated: a convergent nozzle of 10mm
exit diameter, machined in stainless steel and incorporating a 4:1
contraction and 10 diameters in length, and a straight cylindrical tube of
internal diameter 5mm, 50 diameters in length. The former gives an
essentially uniform exit velocity profile with only a thin wall boundary layer
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(see Figure 3.2) whilst the latter produces fully developed laminar pipe
flow.
Figure 3.2: Velocity profiles at different mass flows across the burner measured with
hot wire anemometry
The hydrodynamic strain in the reactant mixture is then different in
the two cases and comparison between the two sets of results introduces
an opportunity to examine the influence of such strain on both the
measured burning velocity and the stability of lean rim-stabilised laminar
flames.
Figure 3.3: Flame images from several angles (approximately 90o and 45o angle to
the semitransparent screen) to display flame shape irregularities
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Initially the experimental setup with the convergent nozzle was
selected, because it was expected to provide laminar burning velocity data
of aerodynamic stretch free flames or flames with very low strain/stretch
rates. It proved very difficult to obtain laminar burning velocity data with
this burner for the higher equivalence ratios, however, because such
flames attain irregular cellular shapes at the range of equivalence ratios
from 0.8 to 1.1, see Figure 3.3. These flame shapes were observed for the
richer fuel mixture 1.5%CO/28.5H2/70N2 on the 10 mm nozzle and the
67%CO/33%H2 fuel mixture on both burner arrangements. This
phenomenon will be discussed in detail later.
3.4 Reactant mixture preheat
As mentioned before, the reactant mixture is heated in an electrically
heated coil heater. The maximum heater capacity is 750 W. In the original
test rig design, this heater was used to vaporize liquid fuels; therefore its
power output is much larger than that required to simply preheat the
reactant mixture for the present experimental campaigns.
The amount of heat supplied to the mixture was controlled by maintaining
a prescribed heater wall temperature constant.
It is impractical to measure directly the temperature of the reactant
mixture exiting the burner nozzle in the presence of the flame. It is also
not possible to place the thermocouple inside the burner tube because it
will perturb the flow and in turn affect the flame shape. Placing it on the
tube wall close to the exit is not practical as well because the burner wall
temperature is influenced by heat transfer from the flame to the burner
rim. Therefore, other means of estimating reactant temperature prior to
the preheat zone are used.
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3.4.1 Temperature calibration
During tests with reactant preheat it was observed that the burner
exit temperature is strongly dependent solely on the reactants mass flow:
with increase in reactant mass flow the temperature recorded at the
burner exit is increased (while the temperature of the heater wall is kept
fixed), see Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Temperature at burner exit dependence on mass flow (temperature of
heater wall was kept constant)
That is due to a shorter residence time in the burner tube and also,
with increase in stream velocities, more heat is transferred from the heater
wall to the gas.
The calibration graph, given in Figure 3.4, was obtained using only
heated air.
The actual temperature of the air/fuel mixture can differ slightly due
to differences in the cp value, as the cp for air/fuel mixture is higher in
comparison to pure air. For example for pure air cp=1002.9 J/kgK (at
T=300K, P=1atm) and for fuel mixture 67%CO/33%H2 at stoichiometric
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equivalence ratio, cp=1116.16 J/kgK (at T=300K, P=1atm). These
differences are not taken into account during the temperature calibration.
The temperature at the burner exit varies linearly with change in heater
wall temperature (heat flux) at fixed mass flow. Using Figure 3.4 the heater
wall temperature can be estimated if the mass flow is known prior to the
experiment; the desired burner exit temperature is then achieved by
setting the heater wall temperature appropriately.
In some experiments the reactant mixture can be electrically
preheated together with the wire wrapped burner tube. During the
experiments with the converging nozzle, the burner tube was also
electrically heated in order to minimise the heat loss through the tube
wall. This approach was not adopted with the plain 5 mm tube.
The burner rim itself is generally more problematic, however, and a
number of variants have been investigated with a view to extending the
stable burning regime. In the presence of the flame, heat is transferred to
the rim – principally by conduction since the flame is barely luminous.
Locally the metal temperature can exceed the planned level of preheat and
therefore, at low heating rates, some rim cooling was introduced through a
water jacket extending over the last 10 mm of the 5 mm cylindrical burner.
3.5 Pressure vessel
The burners are mounted within a stainless steel pressure vessel of
internal diameter 300mm, fitted with optical quality quartz windows of
75mm diameter that provide line-of-sight access. Additional smaller ports
provide access for probes and a retractable heated coil igniter. The top of
the pressure vessel is closed with a pressurising valve. The pressure in the
vessel is controlled by manually adjusting the position of this restricting
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valve. A bursting disk is also installed. Shielding air is supplied to the
pressure vessel by a surrounding manifold. This air is used to prevent
window fogging by condensing product water especially during high
pressure tests.
The vessel can be pressurised using the variable area exhaust orifice
up to a casing limit of 15bar. As later results show, it has not proved
possible in practice to stabilise flames beyond a 7bar chamber pressure.
Whilst reactant heating provides some relief from the effects of increasing
chamber pressure on pipe Reynolds number, through the increased
viscosity, this effect is not sufficient to delay transition to turbulent flow in
the tube. Since the reduction in laminar burning velocity with increased
pressure (and hence reactant flow velocity) is comparatively modest, the
influence of density predominates and transitional Reynolds numbers ~
2000 are reached.
3.6 Igniter
Initially a retractable spark-plug igniter was used to ignite the flame.
At the start of the experiment it was placed close to the burner rim and
retracted, when flame was stabilised on the burner rim.
For later experiments the spark igniter was replaced by a heating coil.
This proved difficult to operate for lean near limit flames and it was much
harder to get a spark arc at higher pressures. At first the flame would
stabilise on the coil igniter, which was positioned several millimetres above
the burner, and would then stabilise on the burner rim as mixture
composition and velocity were reduced below the blowout limit.
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3.7 Schlieren system
The flame is imaged and digitally recorded using a conventional Z-
type Herschelliana system [120], incorporating 10 cm diameter mirrors
with a focal length of 1m, see Figure 3.5. The distance between the mirrors
is 2f, where f is the mirror focal length.
The Schlieren image of the flame was projected onto a
semitransparent screen (made from paper) and filmed using Panasonic NV-
DS11B Digital Video Camera.
The Z-type Schlieren system is comparatively straightforward to
setup, but there are several aberrations that need to be taken into
account, in particular coma and astigmatism. Most available optical
elements are designed for on-axis use; their optical and geometrical axes
are coincident. If this is disturbed, there is the price to pay. Both, coma
and astigmatism, lead to errors in the production of the light-source image
in the cut-off plane.
By definition, coma occurs when the direction of the light reflected
from a mirror depends on the position of the point of reflection [120]. This
happens if Schlieren field mirrors are tilted off their optical axes. As a
result, a comatic optical system will spread a point focus into a line. The
point focus becomes smeared into the region of flare with one bright core
at one end.
This distortion grows in proportion to the offset angle . It can be
minimised by keeping a small offset angle and using long focal length
mirrors. As coma is generated by both mirrors, it is possible to cancel this
effect by tilting both mirrors at equal angles in opposite directions from the
a Sir William Herschel (1738-1822), a great astronomer; he tilted his parabolic telescope
mirror off its axis in order to gain access to the image [120].
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centre optical axis, forming a “z”. It is also necessary to use identical
mirrors and all optical elements need to be centred in a common plane.
This is an advantage of a “Z-type” Schlieren system: it is free of coma
if the mirrors are perfectly and identically configured [120].
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Figure 3.5: Schlieren setup [120]
Unlike coma, astigmatism cannot be removed from the Z-type Shlieren
or any off-axis mirror system. Astigmatism is a failure to focus point-to-
point. It arises from differences in the mirror periphery and path length
along the optical centreline. Due to finite axis angles 1 and 2, a point
light source is imaged as two short lines at right angles to one another and
spaced at small distance along the optical axis [120, 121]. Even these
angles are minimised and large focal length mirrors are used, some
astigmatism is always present [120].
Due to astigmatism vertical and horizontal lines in the test area are
not sharply focused simultaneously. This leads to distortion errors in the
image.
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Astigmatism severity can be evaluated using the following equation
[120, 122, 123]:
 cos/sinff 2 (3.1)
In summary, it is recommended to use larger focal distance mirrors
and restrict the angle  in order to minimise astigmatism and coma [120].
The digitisation of the image is described in the Chapter 4.
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4 Experimental and numerical methodologies
4.1 Background
To fulfil the objectives of the present study, both computational and
experimental approaches were adopted, one complementary to the other.
The major objective of this investigation was to create a combustion
characteristics database (mainly focusing on laminar burning velocities)
for coal derived gas, which primarily consists of hydrogen, carbon
monoxide, methane, nitrogen, carbon dioxide and water. Since laminar
burning velocity is one of the most important combustion characteristics,
it was investigated in more depth. From the many studies identified in the
literature survey it is well-established that laminar burning velocity is a
function of mixture composition, equivalence ratio, reactant preheat
temperature and operating pressure. The present study therefore focused
on the influence of these parameters on syngas mixtures broadly
representative of those likely to be encountered in future applications.
Of the several configurations that have been previously investigated
we chose to make measurements in Bunsen-type flames. Its comparative
simplicity leant itself to a wide range of measurement conditions and could
be readily accommodated in an existing pressure vessel. Measurements
were performed using several CO/H2/N2 mixtures at different equivalence
ratios, temperatures and pressures.
These experiments also allowed observations of the flame shape, tip
geometry and luminosity. Preferential diffusion plays an important role in
the structure of hydrogen flames because it drives some of the flame
instabilities observed. These instabilities cause the formation of cellular
structures in the flames. Since little information is available on the flame
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structures of syngas, it was informative to be able to observe the flame
behaviour on the Bunsen burner.
For laminar burning velocity determination the flames were imaged
using Schlieren photography and the flame cone area was calculated. The
implications of this method are discussed later in this chapter.
The Bunsen burner provides reasonably accurate laminar burning
velocity values; the major limitations of this method are associated with
flame stretch due to flame curvature and non-uniform inlet conditions.
Although flame stretch values can be calculated, their effect on laminar
burning velocity cannot be readily measured. In addition, the flame
stretching across the entire flame envelope is not uniform; it is much
greater at the tip and base of the flame. Therefore, some assumptions need
to be made in interpreting the measurements.
Along with the flame stretch, preferential diffusion is important for
the stability of premixed flames, especially in the present fuel/air mixtures
due to several reactants involved in the multicomponent mixture with
different diffusion coefficients like H2, CO and N2. Analysis of flame
structure/stretch/preferential diffusion interaction for the fuel/air
mixtures was done computationally. Flame codes PREMIX (a premixed
flame solver of the numerical code CHEMKIN) and Cantera were employed
for these simulations.
As mentioned earlier, there are several ways of estimating average
laminar burning velocity from observations of the flame cone. The simplest
approach is based on the area-averaged reactant velocity at the exit of the
burner and the flame cone angle. Since the spatial velocity of the flame is
zero, the laminar burning velocity Sl at any point of the flame front cone is
numerically equal to the normal component of gas velocity at that point.
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The laminar burning velocity at that point can be computed by using the
following equation:
 sinvS ulam (4.1)
where Slam is the laminar burning velocity, vu – unburned reactant velocity
and  is a half cone angle.
A more robust strategy is to determine the area-averaged global
laminar burning velocity by dividing the volume flow of the reactant
mixture by the total flame surface area. The laminar burning velocity is
computed using the following equation:
Flameu
lam A
mS



(4.2)
where m is the mass flow rate, u is unburned reactant density and AFlame
is flame surface area.
From the definition of the laminar burning velocity, the actual flame
area should be that immediately upstream of the preheat zone. Therefore,
the flame area from the Schlieren images tends to be slightly over-
predicted, since the edge of the flame cone is representing the outer
envelope of the reaction zone, resulting in laminar burning velocity under-
prediction.
A description of the experimental and computational methodologies is
presented below.
4.2 Experimental methodology
The Bunsen burner adopted in the present study, is presented below
along with its limitations, experimental procedure and calculation
procedure.
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4.2.1 Experiments
In the Bunsen burner method the fuel/air mixture flows up a
cylindrical tube long enough to ensure well developed flow at the exit. The
gas burns at the rim of the burner tube and the shape of the premixed
cone is recorded and cone area is determined.
4.2.2 Required measurements
The required measurements for laminar burning velocity
determination are flow rates of fuel and air in order to calculate the
equivalence ratio, mixture composition (for H2/N2 fuel mixture) and
premixed flame cone area required for the equation above.
The air and fuel flows were metered by rotameters of various ranges, as
discussed in Chapter 3.
4.2.3 Preparation of fuel mixtures
Cylinders with fuel mixtures of compositions of 67%CO/33%H2,
50%CO/50%H2 and 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2 were prepared by BOC.
Fuel and air cylinders were connected to the flow control panel to the inlet
of individual rotameters via double stage pressure regulators at the
cylinder end. These regulators reduced a cylinder pressure of 200bar to a
pressure of around 3-11bar. For experiments with mixture of
57%H2/43%N2 pure hydrogen and nitrogen were drawn from the
pressurized cylinders, which were connected to the flow control panel to
the inlets of individual rotameters, and mixed in required proportions to
achieve the required H2/N2 fuel mixture composition.
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4.2.4 Flow rate setting
During online test, the required air mass flow rate was set at first and
then fuel flow rate was adjusted to achieve required equivalence ratio. For
fuel with 57%H2/43%N2, the test procedure was similar. At first the air
mass flow rate was adjusted, then the required nitrogen mass flow rate
was supplied and in the end the hydrogen was added.
Air and fuel (or nitrogen and hydrogen) rotameters were set after
suitable calculations to the required flow rates with the help of an online
calibration program.
4.2.5 Flame imaging and image processing
The fuel/air mixture was lit using the hot wire igniter, placed 1 mm
above the burner rim. A conical flame then develops and anchors to the
rim of the burner.
As was mentioned before, for laminar burning velocity calculations the
required measurements are the air and fuel flow rates and flame area.
To compute the cone area the flame edge from the Schlieren image is
digitized using specialist digitising software Digitize-Pro [124]. The edge of
the cone is then divided into a number of segments and the areas of the
frustum for a number of cones are calculated and the area is then inferred
from symmetry, see Figure 4.1. The same procedure is performed for the
other half of the flame cone image. The change of the flame area between
these two sections usually is less than 5%. The average of these two flame
areas was used to determine laminar burning velocity.
For each experimental condition, typically 20 images were extracted
from the video and the corresponding flame areas were calculated.
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Figure 4.1: Determination of the flame cone: a) image with digitized edge; b) surface
of the half cone
4.2.6 Uncertainty in the measured components
An uncertainty analysis was performed based on the method of Kline
and McClintock [125]. All uncertainties accommodate the accuracies of the
measuring instruments.
The uncertainties in the values of air-fuel ratio are found to be within
2.0% and the corresponding values of equivalence ratio are within 2.5%.
Uncertainties in laminar burning velocities are within 5.5%. The detailed
uncertainty analysis is given in the Appendix C.
4.2.7 Validation of the experiments
Since newly developed facilities require to be validated against
published data in order to ensure that their results are correct, tests were
conducted with a CO/H2 mixture composition, which was studied earlier
by Natarajan et al. [144]. Mixture with composition of 50%CO/50%H2 was
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used for validation tests. Experiments were conducted at ambient
conditions. Laminar burning velocities of this mixture are given in Figure
5.4. As can be seen the present result compares very well with the ones
presented in the literature. This indicates that the present facility is well
able to predict laminar burning velocities for the investigated fuel
mixtures.
4.3 Computational methodology
Computations were performed to quantify the effects of pressure,
temperature, mixture composition and equivalence ratio on laminar
burning velocities. Other combustion parameters such as critical strain
rates to extinction, flammability limits and autoignition parameters were
numerically investigated as well.
The computational simulations of the freely propagating planar flames
were carried out using the laminar flame code called PREMIX, developed
by Kee et al. [142], to compute laminar burning velocities. This algorithm
allows mixture-averaged, multicomponent diffusion, thermal diffusion,
variable thermochemical properties, and variable transport properties for
the computations.
It employs self-adaptive gridding to accommodate the sharp gradients
and curvatures developed across the flame zone, which is computationally
efficient due to addition of extra grid points at the regions of steep
gradients.
For critical strain rate to extinction simulations, another code, called
OPPDIF, developed by Kee et al. [39] was employed. It solves governing
equations for one-dimensional, opposed-flow flames. This algorithm also
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employs the self-adapting gridding approach, similar to the one in
PREMIX.
Autoignition delay was modelled using the AURORA algorithm,
available in CHEMKIN. This transient algorithm solves conservation
equations of mass, energy and species for a closed well-mixed reactor,
including the net generation of chemical species within the reactor volume
[126].
4.3.1 Selection of chemical kinetics mechanism
Selection of suitable kinetic mechanism out of the many mechanisms
available for pure fuels is an important task in computational
investigations. But as noted by Law et al. [46] and discussed in section
2.3.2, no comprehensive mechanism is available even for simple fuels such
as hydrogen, carbon and methane. Present investigations of combustion
characteristics of syngas fuels were performed using GRI-Mech 3.0
mechanism with 375 reactions. Even though this mechanism is designed
for methane simulations at ambient conditions; it also contains chemical
reaction sets for H2 and CO combustion.
4.3.2 Features of PREMIX model
For the computations of unstretched laminar burning velocities
calculations were performed using the PREMIX code of Kee et al. [142].
This model solves the set of conservation equations that describe the
dynamics of the flame. It uses implicit difference methods and a
combination of time-dependent and steady-state methods. The algorithm
performs coarse-to-fine grid refinement in order to enhance the solution
convergence and provide optimal mesh distribution [126]. With
assumptions, such as, no body forces, no Dufour effect, zero bulk
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viscosity, no viscous dissipation, ideal gas, a constant pressure and no
radiation heat losses, the final form of governing equations are the
following [126]:
Continuity:
vAm  (4.3)
Energy:
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Equation of state:
RT
WP
 (4.6)
where x is the spatial coordinate; m - mass flow rate;  - molar rate of
production by chemical reaction of the k species per unit volume; T –
temperature; P – pressure; u – velocity of the fluid;  – mass density; Yk –
mass fraction of the k species (Kg – gas species); Wk – molecular weight of
the k species; W - mean molecular weight of the mixture;  – thermal
conductivity of the mixture; R – universal gas constant; cp – heat capacity
(constant pressure); cpk – heat capacity of k species (constant pressure); hk
– specific enthalpy of the k species; Vk – diffusional velocity of the k
species; A – cross section area of the stream tube surrounding the flame.
Boundary conditions
The employed boundary conditions are the known temperature and
fuel/air mixture composition (unburned state) and zero-gradient condition
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of species and temperature profiles for combustion products (burned state)
[126].
Numerical method
In freely-propagating flames, the mass burning rate must be
determined as a part of the solution. Therefore the flame location needs to
be fixed at a specified temperature to remove one degree of freedom from
the conservation equations. The conservation equations and boundary
conditions are transformed into a system of algebraic equations with finite
difference approximations. The modified damped Newton’s method is used
to solve non-linear algebraic equations. This method is a combination of
two methods: damped Newton’s and time-stepping. Initially the damped
Newton’s method is used and if it fails to converge, time-stepping is
employed to bring the solution within the Newton’s convergence domain.
Depending on the problem, the solver switches between the Newton’s
method and time stepping to reach the desired convergence. In addition,
the solver employs grid adaptation by solving the problem on a coarse grid
and then mapping the solution onto a refined grid and solving again to
achieve desired tolerances. The structure of PREMIX is available in the
manual [126].
4.3.3 Features of OPPDIF model
In the analysis of opposed flames, the conservation equations are
reduced to a boundary-value problem. Here assumptions of stagnation-
point potential flow and boundary layer are made. In this approach the
strain field is characterized only by the potential flow velocity gradient.
Even if most of the flame experiments have not reproduced the ideal flow,
realized in the analysis, comparison of strained flame experiments can be
made with acceptable accuracy [39].
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The mass conservation equation for the steady state is the following
[39]:
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where v and

 are the axial and cross-flow velocity components, and  is
the mass density.
If 

and other variables are functions of x only, then [39]:
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The continuity equation for axial velocity u reduces to:
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Momentum equation [39]:
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Energy and species [39]:
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Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions employed are the mixture composition,
temperature, and the inlet velocity. Symmetry conditions are applied at the
stagnation or symmetry plane [39].
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Numerical method
The computational approach, which is employed in the OPPDIF was
first developed for premixed flame modelling [142]. It reduces the boundary
value problem to a system of algebraic equations by making second order
finite difference approximations. The initial discretisation is performed on
a coarse grid containing few points. After obtaining the solution on the
coarse grid, the grid is refined in the regions where large gradients are
present and the solution changes rapidly. The solution for the finer grid is
initialized from the one obtained on the coarse grid. This iterative solution
procedure is continued until new points are not needed to resolve the
problem with the desired accuracy. As for PREMIX, the modified damped
Newton’s algorithm is employed to solve non-linear algebraic equations.
In addition to the flame structure predictions, the flame extinction
limits prediction needs to be considered. The flame extinction limits are
predicted by using the arc-length continuation methods [39].
Continuation methods are an extension of Newton algorithms. Their
most important characteristic is their behaviour near the extinction limit,
which is a turning point in the solution, where the Jacobian in the original
algorithm becomes singular. If the Jacobian approaches singularity the
solution faces computational difficulties, but the continuation method
proceeds easily through the turning point and obtains solution.
4.3.4 Features of AURORA model
Autoignition (spontaneous ignition) is investigated by using a closed
perfectly stirred reactor model, which is a part of AURORA code.
There are several assumptions made in the model. The contents of the
perfectly stirred reactor are assumed to be spatially uniform; this means
that conversion of reactants to products is controlled solely by chemical
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reaction rates. Therefore the reactor model can be described well by
spatially averaged (bulk) properties. The major advantage of such an
approximation is that this model does not demand a lot of computational
resources, allowing investigating and analysing complex reactor networks
or large chemical reaction mechanisms.
In addition, the flow though the reactor is characterized by a nominal
residence time.
Governing equations for mass, energy and species for the perfectly
stirred reactor include net generation of chemical species within the
reactor volume and net loss of species to surface walls [126].
A perfectly stirred reactor consists of a chamber with inlet and outlet
ducts. It is possible to define more than one inlet for each reactor. The
closed reactor does not have inlets or outlets.
Homogeneous zero-dimensioned reactor equations can be employed
for steady-state and transient problems.
The general mass conservation equation for the zero-dimensional
reactor(mass change in the reactor is related to the difference between the
inflow mass and outflow mass) [126] is:
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where j – reactor number,  – mass density, V – reactor volume, *m - inlet
mass flow rate, m - outlet mass flow rate.  jinletN - number of inlets for
reactor j, NPSR – total number of reactors in the reactor network, Rrj –
fraction of the outflow from r recycled into reactor j, Am – surface area of
the mth material, m,ks - molar surface production rate of the kth species on
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the mth material per unit surface area, Kg – gas-phase species, M –
materials.
Species conservation equation [126]:
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where Yk – mass fraction of kth species, Wk – molecular weight of the kth
species, k - molar rate of production of kth species. Inlet stream
quantities are indicated by superscript *.
The nominal residence time of the reactor:
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Energy equation [126]:
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Here the total internal energy Usys comprises of the internal energy of the
gas and surface phases, solid phases (deposited or etched), and walls.
Solution variables for the model
The total number of species:
     

M
1m
bsg mKmKKK (4.17)
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where Kg – number of gaseous species, Ks(m) – number of surface species
on mth material, Kb(m) – bulk-phase species on the mth material, M – total
number of different species in the reactor.
Then the maximum number of unknowns is [126]:
  PSR
M
1m
nn NmNKLJ 



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

(4.18)
Here Ln is for the additional equations for gas temperature or surface
temperature. These equations are solved for all NPSR reactors.
4.4 Artificial neural network application
Data obtained from the chemical kinetics simulations are used to
train artificial neural networks (ANNs) to get correlations between input
values (fuel/air composition, temperature and pressure) and output values
(laminar burning velocities, critical strain rate to extinction and
autoignition delays). The optional method for obtaining these correlations
is the multiple regression analysis.
The ANNs have been chosen because they are able to identify
relationships only from given input and output data. A very important
feature of the ANNs is the capability of handling tasks involving incomplete
data sets, and fuzzy and incomplete information for highly complex and
poorly defined problems, where humans usually would make decisions
based on intuition. They also are tolerant to noise variations. It is expected
that the ANNs will give acceptable results with much smaller data sets in
comparison to linear regression analysis.
A new approach, suggested by Sencan et al [9, 200], was used. These
authors propose to use weights, biases and activation functions of ANNs to
derive sets of simple algebraic equations to predict output from inputs.
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Sufficient amounts of data patterns are still needed for efficient ANNs
training.
4.4.1 Data Gathering
As was discussed earlier, this study is limited to the investigation of
several combustion characteristics, which are laminar burning velocities,
critical strain rate to extinction and autoignition delays.
Laminar burning velocities
Data of laminar burning velocities for CO/H2/Diluents mixtures were
generated using the PREMIX code. Simulations were carried out for a
broad range of conditions: for pressures from 1 to 50 bar, temperatures
from 300 to 900 K and equivalence ratios from 1 down to close to the lean
flammability limit. Various CO/H2/Diluents fuel mixture compositions
were covered, see Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: The list of mixture compositions and composition ranges along with data
patterns of laminar burning velocities for ANNs training
CH4, % CO, % H2, % N2, % CO2, % H2O, % Data
1 0 1.5 28.5 70 0 0 57
2 0 40 40 20 0 0 164
3 0 50 50 0 0 0 180
4 0 67 33 0 0 0 430
5 0 10-80 90-20 0 0 0 261
6 0 0 100-20 0-80 0 0 232
7 100-1 0-99 0 0 0 0 696
8 5-95 0 95-5 0 0 0 240
9 X X X 0 0 0 477
10 X X X X up to 10 up to 10 491
The inputs for the network are pressure, temperature and fuel/air
mixture composition, whereas the output is laminar burning velocity.
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Critical strain rates to extinction
Data for critical strain rate to extinction were generated using the
OPPDIF code. The mixture compositions were limited to CO/H2/N2
mixtures. Simulations were carried out for a similar range of conditions as
for laminar burning velocities: pressures from 1 to 50 bar, temperatures
from 300 to 900 K and equivalence ratios from 1 down to close to the lean
flammability limit.
1220 data patterns for various CO/H2/N2 fuel mixture compositions
were collected, see Table 4.2. Mixtures with compositions of
67%CO/33%H2 and 50%CO/50%H2 were investigated in more detail.
Table 4.2: The list of mixture compositions along with data patterns of critical
strain rate to extinction for ANNs training
CO, % H2, % N2, % Data
1 40 40 20 147
2 67 33 0 470
3 50 50 0 154
4 60 40 0 70
4 40 60 0 59
5 80 20 0 70
6 0 100-20 0-80 250
The inputs for the network are pressure, temperature and fuel/air
mixture composition, whereas the output is critical strain rate to
extinction.
Autoignition delay
Autoignition delay data for various CO/H2/N2 fuel mixture
compositions were generated using the AURORA code. Computations were
performed for air fuel mixtures with equivalence ratio equal to 1, a
pressure range from 1 up to 30 bars and a temperature range from 600K
to 1300K. For each fuel mixture composition 56 data patterns were
generated, see Table 4.3. The reason for investigating only the
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stoichiometric mixtures is that ignition delay is not sensitive to equivalence
ratio, in comparison to temperature, pressure or mixture composition.
Table 4.3: The fuel mixture compositions investigated for ignition delay data
CO/H2 mixtures H2/N2 mixtures CO/H2/N2 mixtures
CO H2 H2 N2 CO H2 N2
10 90 100 0 40 40 20
20 80 90 10 30 30 40
30 70 80 20 20 20 60
40 60 70 30 20 60 20
50 50 60 40 20 40 40
60 40 50 50 10 30 60
70 30 40 60 60 20 20
80 20 30 70 40 20 40
90 10 30 10 60
10 70 20
10 50 40
30 50 20
50 10 40
50 30 20
70 10 20
4.4.2 Artificial neural networks training
The Levenberg–Marquardt variant of the back propagation algorithm
was used for the feedforward network with one and two hidden layers. All
data were normalized to fit into the range (0,1). A logistic sigmoid (logsig)
transfer function has been used for the input, hidden and the output
layers. The transfer function used can be expressed as:
Ze1
1)Z(F


 (4.19)
where Z is the weighted sum of the inputs.
ANN simulations were performed in the MATLAB environment using
the Neural Networks Toolbox. Several ANNs with different numbers of
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neurons in the hidden layer(s) were used in order to define output
accurately.
The available data sets were divided into three sets: a training set with
a size of 0.5*Ntot, a testing set with 0.25*Ntot and a validation set with
0.25*Ntot (Here Ntot is total number of data patterns). Here the training set
was used for network training; the testing set was employed to evaluate
the network’s ability to generalize data and the validation set was used for
early network stopping. More information on artificial neural network
theory is given in Appendix B.
For neural network evaluation and selection, several statistical criteria
were used: goodness of the fit for output values and predicted output
values by the ANN (RMSE - Root Mean Squared Error, R2 and SSE - Sum
of Squares Due to Error):
  

n
1i
2
iii yˆySSE (4.20)
with SST, which is called the sum of squares about the mean:
  

n
1i
2
iii yySST (4.21)
The R2 value can be expressed as:
SST
SSE1R2  (4.22)
and
MSERMSE  (4.23)
where MSE is the mean square error of the residual mean square


SSEMSE (4.24)
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where y is the response value and yˆ is the predicted response value and
the wi are the weights, which determine the extent to which each response
value influences the final parameter estimated;  indicates the number of
independent pieces of information involving all the n data points that are
required to calculate the sum of squares [203].
4.4.2.1 ANN for Laminar burning velocities
Artificial neural networks, unlike any other modelling technique, need
to be designed and trained properly in order to get optimal and accurate
results. In order to achieve optimal results, different number of neurons
(9-19) in one and two hidden layers were used. It was decided to limit the
number of hidden layers to two, because more complex networks tend to
have poor generalisation abilities and memorise the data patterns.
It is evident that by increasing the number of hidden neurons the
training accuracy improves, as indicated by smaller RMSE and SSE values
and or R2 value approaching unity.
In addition, the networks’ generalisation ability was also evaluated.
Some networks with very high training performance were having very poor
generalisation ability as the error of their testing set was very large.
Table 4.4: Statistical values for ANNs with one hidden layer (laminar burning
velocities)
Number of Neurons RMSE R2 SSE
LM 9-9-1 0.002663 0.9995 0.01885
LM 9-10-1 0.00367 0.999 0.03581
LM 9-11-1 0.00265 0.9995 0.01867
LM 9-12-1 0.002227 0.9996 0.01319
LM 9-13-1 0.002015 0.9997 0.0108
LM 9-14-1 0.001917 0.9997 0.009773
LM 9-15-1 0.002037 0.9997 0.01103
LM 9-16-1 0.001868 0.9997 0.009281
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LM 9-17-1 0.001853 0.9997 0.00913
LM 9-18-1 0.00186 0.9997 0.009204
LM 9-19-1 0.001799 0.9998 0.008606
Table 4.5: Statistical values for ANNs with two hidden layers (critical strain rate to
extinction)
Number of Neurons RMSE R2 SSE
LM 9-9-9-1 0.002239 0.9996 0.01333
LM 9-10-10-1 0.001438 0.9998 0.005502
LM 9-11-11-1 0.001665 0.9998 0.00737
LM 9-12-12-1 0.001266 0.9999 0.004259
LM9-13-13-1 0.001297 0.9999 0.004475
LM 9-14-14-1 0.001633 0.9998 0.007091
LM 9-15-15-1 0.001161 0.9999 0.003585
LM 9-16-16-1 0.001125 0.9999 0.003368
LM 9-17-17-1 0.001045 0.9999 0.002902
LM 9-18-18-1 0.00102 0.9999 0.002765
LM 9-19-19-1 0.001005 0.9999 0.002684
From the data presented in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5, the optimal
artificial neural network was with 10 neurons in the two hidden layers (9-
10-10-1). The decrease in mean square error during training of the
network is shown in Figure 4.2. The regression curve for the validation set
is given in Figure 4.3. This data set was not used for ANN training or
testing. The correlation obtained in this case is 0.9991, which is very
satisfactory.
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Figure 4.2: Variation of R2 with training epochs for ANN LM-9-10-10-1
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of actual and predicted by ANN values of laminar burning
velocities for the validation data set
Network validation
To validate the artificial neural network the computed laminar
burning velocity values for a CO/H2 fuel mixtures were compared to the
results presented in the literature [127, 128, 145, 93]. The comparison for
fuel mixtures of 50%CO/50%H2, 75%CO/25%H2, 95%CO/5%H2 and
99%CO/1%H2 are presented in Figure 4.4. From the comparison it can be
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seen that the artificial neural network predicts the laminar burning
velocities for CO/H2 mixtures sufficiently well.
The largest discrepancy between ANN and literature values is around
30% in the comparison of laminar burning velocities predicted by ANN.
These results were obtained by Sun et al. [127] in a constant pressure
bomb. For all the other results the differences are in the range of 10%.
There are larger differences for lean mixtures (equivalence ratio below 0.6)
and for a mixture with 95%CO/5%H2 as well. This indicates that in the
case of low values of laminar burning velocities the ANN tends to under-
predict.
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Figure 4.4: Laminar burning velocities for CO/H2 mixtures: comparison with
literature
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Figure 4.5: Laminar burning velocities for CO/H2 mixture at high temperatures:
comparison with literature [145]
The laminar burning velocity data for CO/H2 mixtures at high
temperatures are limited. In order to validate the ANN, experimental data
for a fuel mixture containing 50%CO and 50%H2, obtained by Natarajan et
al. [144], are used. The comparison between these data and the ones
computed with ANN shows a good agreement for temperatures up to 600K,
see Figure 4.5; the discrepancies are less than 12%, which is acceptable.
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Figure 4.6: Laminar burning velocities for CO/H2 mixture with CO2 addition:
comparison with literature [145]
Natarajan et al. [144] also presented results of the effect of CO2
dilution, see Figure 4.6. These values were used to validate the ANN
network as well. The comparison between the experimental values and the
results from the ANN shows a good agreement, the discrepancies being
less than 10% for richer mixtures, but larger for lean mixtures. These
authors also indicate that for very lean flames with CO2 addition, the
experimental laminar burning velocities are higher than numerical values.
4.4.2.2 ANN for Critical strain rate to extinction
The artificial neural network for critical strain rate estimation was
trained in the same manner. A number of networks with single and two
hidden layers (with 6-13 neurons in each layer), with and without early
stopping, were tested. From the data presented in Table 4.6 and Table 4.7,
the optimal artificial neural network was the one with 8 neurons in a
single hidden layer. The decrease of mean square error during training of
the network is shown in Figure 4.7.
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Table 4.6: Statistical values for ANNs with one hidden layer (critical strain rate to
extinction)
Number of Neurons RMSE R2 SSE
LM 6-6-1 0.001494 0.9998 0.001357
LM 6-6-1ES 0.004786 0.9983 0.01392
LM 6-7-1 0.001424 0.9999 0.001232
LM 6-7-1ES 0.002518 0.9995 0.003855
LM 6-8-1 0.001403 0.9999 0.001197
LM 6-8-1ES 0.001585 0.9998 0.001528
LM 6-9-1 0.001225 0.9999 0.0009126
LM 6-9-1ES 0.003505 0.9991 0.007469
LM 6-10-1 0.00097 0.9999 0.0005721
LM 6-10-1ES 0.004696 0.9994 0.004696
LM 6-11-1 0.0009999 0.9999 0.0006079
LM 6-11-1ES 0.003975 0.9989 0.009605
LM 6-12-1 0.001262 0.9999 0.000968
LM 6-12-1ES 0.003121 0.9993 0.005921
LM 6-13-1 0.0007816 1 0.0003714
LM 6-13-1ES 0.002221 0.9996 0.003
Table 4.7: Statistical values for ANNs with two hidden layers (critical strain rate to
extinction)
Number of Neurons RMSE R2 SSE
LM 6-6-6-1 0.00113 0.9999 0.0007761
LM 6-6-6-1ES 0.003734 0.999 0.008477
LM 6-7-7-1 0.0008562 0.9999 0.0004457
LM 6-7-7-1ES 0.001732 0.9998 0.001824
LM 6-8-8-1 0.0007186 1 0.000314
LM 6-8-8-1ES 0.003256 0.9992 0.006444
LM 6-9-9-1 0.0005999 1 0.0002188
LM 6-9-9-1ES 0.002118 0.9997 0.002727
LM 6-10-10-1 0.0004478 1 0.0001219
LM 6-10-10-1ES 0.007034 0.9964 0.03008
LM 6-11-11-1 0.0003419 1 7.11E-05
LM 6-11-11-1ES 0.004868 0.9983 0.01441
LM 6-12-12-1 0.0003185 1 6.17E-05
LM 6-12-12-1ES 0.002831 0.9994 0.004872
LM 6-13-13-1 0.0002365 1 3.40E-05
LM 6-13-13-1ES 0.002126 0.9997 0.002748
ES – ANN with early stopping
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Figure 4.7: Variation of mean square error with training epochs
4.4.2.3 ANNs for Autoignition delays
Several artificial neural networks having pressure, temperature and
mixture composition as inputs were trained. Although it had a good
training performance and a low testing set error, it failed to predict ignition
delay times at high temperatures correctly, see Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9.
For the first network, which was designed to predict autoignition delays for
a temperature range of 600-1300K, all the ignition delay data set was
normalized by one normalisation factor, which is 5.0E+5s, in order to have
all values smaller than 1. Because of this all values of autoignition delay
become very small, as low as 1.0E-10. Even though an artificial neural
network is able to find relations between inputs and outputs successfully,
it fails to predict very low values, which can be even smaller than its
accuracy threshold.
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Figure 4.8: Variation of mean square error with training epochs for ANN for
autoignition delay prediction
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Figure 4.9: The comparison between autoignition delay, obtained with AURORA and
ANN for mixture with 70%CO/10%H2/20%N2 at ambient pressure
In addition, another artificial neural network for the temperature
range between 900K and 1300K was trained. It also had a good training
performance and low testing error, but it failed to predict autoignition
delay time at high temperatures.
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These attempts to train ANNs for ignition delays demonstrated that
the ANN has great difficulty when handling a data set where differences
between minimum and maximum values are of several orders of
magnitude. Therefore this method cannot be used for ignition delay data
processing.
4.5 Conclusions
Detailed experimental and computational methodologies adopted in
the present study are presented. The validation experiments for the
Bunsen burner method with 50%CO/50%H2 – air mixture show good
agreement with the measured laminar burning velocities from the
published literature.
The application of artificial neural networks (ANNs) to predict laminar
burning velocities, critical strain rates to extinction and autoignition delays
was discussed in this chapter as well. ANNs can be successfully employed
to predict laminar burning velocities and critical strain rates to extinction,
but they failed when applied for the prediction of autoignition delays. The
validation simulations for different CO/H2 – air mixtures show good
agreement with the laminar burning velocities predicted by ANNs from the
published literature.
Having demonstrated the accuracy of the experimental facility, in the
next chapter experimental results obtained from the tests with syngas
mixtures will be presented.
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5 Experimental results
As was discussed earlier syngas composition varies depending on the
gasification process. Normally it is composed of hydrogen and carbon
monoxide with some diluents like nitrogen, carbon dioxide and water. The
presence of highly diffusive hydrogen complicates the combustion
phenomenon through selective diffusion of component gas molecules.
Flame stretch at the tip due to the strong curvature effects and preferential
diffusion of heat or mass because of non-unity Lewis numbers alters the
flame structure as well.
Experiments with several CO/H2 mixtures burning in air unveiled
various flame phenomena such as open tip flames, polyhedral flames with
varying number of edges, highly luminous inner cone and smooth cones
with uniform luminosity. The objective of the present study was to
measure laminar burning velocities of syngas–air mixtures as a function of
equivalence ratio, temperature and pressure. The area averaged laminar
burning velocity measurements need to be limited to continuous and
smooth flame structures. Therefore the range of mixture equivalence ratios
is very limited.
Experiments were performed with the following three CO/H2/N2
mixtures: 67%CO/33%H2; 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2; 50%CO/50%H2 and
one H2/N2 mixture with 57%H2 and 43%N2. Laminar burning velocities for
these gases were obtained on a straight pipe of 5mm in diameter and 50
diameters in length. This pipe produces fully developed laminar pipe flow.
Earlier experiments with a fuel mixture of 67%CO/33%H2 were
performed on a convergent nozzle with a 10mm exit diameter, machined in
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stainless steel and incorporating a 4:1 contraction in order to produce
aerodynamic stretch free flames.
5.1 Polyhedral flames
Cellular flame structures with the formation of cells and ridges of
characteristic sizes over the flame surface are very beautiful and an
intriguing phenomena in flame dynamics [129]. Cellular flame structures
in premixed flames are widely discussed phenomena [130, 131]. The basic
mechanisms driving cellular flame instabilities and many aspects of the
flame dynamics are believed to be explained quite well [132] through
preferential diffusion instability, hydrodynamic instability and acceleration
instability. Cellular flames on a Bunsen burner are the graphic appearance
of polyhedral flames. The flame pattern consists of flame surfaces which
have the appearance of petals. These surfaces are separated by
extinguished regions of ridges, with the “petals” being convex towards the
unburnt mixtures. The number of ridges varies with the mixture strength
and the flow velocity. In addition, the polyhedral flames rotate rapidly
about a central axis. This rotation is usually accompanied by an increase
in the number of ridges [133].
In the present investigation, polyhedral flames at ambient pressure
were obtained in the equivalence ratio range of 0.626 to 0.786 for the fuel
mixture 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2, one flame at equivalence ratio 0.523
for fuel mixture 50%CO/50%H2, and 0.499 to 0.541 for fuel mixture
57%H2/43%N2. No polyhedral flames were observed for mixture
67%CO/33%H2. The number of sides of polyhedral structure varied from 3
edges at an equivalence ratio of 0.523 (50%CO/50%H2) to 10 edges at an
equivalence ratio of 0.7433 (1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2). All high pressure
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flames had polyhedral shapes. Schlieren photographs of all fuel mixtures,
Figure 5.1, show the number of edges varied from 4 to 10.
a) b) c)
d) e) f)
Figure 5.1: Polyhedral flames; a) mixture 67%CO/33%H2 at =0.522, T=435K,
P=3.05bar; b) mixture 50%CO/50%H2, at =0.464, T=517K, P=4.29bar, c) mixture
57%H2/43%N2 at =0.521, T=517K, P=2.9bar; d) mixture 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2
at =0.786, T=290K, P=1bar; e) at =0.743, T=290K, P=1bar, f) at =0.685, T=340K,
P=1.99bar
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The formation of polyhedral flames is related to the presence of
hydrogen in the fuel mixture. Polyhedral flames have been observed in lean
mixtures of hydrogen-air and rich mixtures of heavy hydrocarbon-air
flames [134].
Behrens [134] observed the formation of polyhedral flames with the
addition of small quantities of hydrogen into methane flames. A pure
methane-air flame always retains its homogeneous undisturbed surface. A
similar phenomenon was observed by Garside et al [133] with premixed
carbon monoxide-air and propane-air mixtures. Addition of small
quantities of hydrogen produced polyhedral flames for both mixtures. The
presence of hydrogen in the “free state” was considered to be a possible
reason for such phenomena. Hydrogen is at first released in pre-flame
reactions and then the free hydrogen diffuses into specific zones until its
concentrations reach the required level for combustion. The zonal
combustion creates the polyhedral shape of the flame, since the burning
velocity in the hydrogen-rich zones will be greater than anywhere else.
Behrens [134] also attributed the flame structure irregularity to the
presence of the H radicals. In the case of hydrocarbon flames, intermediate
formation and burning of hydrogen is considered to be responsible for the
irregularity of the flame surface. However, in methane combustion, no
hydrogen was found to be forming intermediately. Therefore the flame has
a very stable structure for all concentrations.
When a balance between the supply of hydrogen and its consumption
is achieved, the flame becomes very stable and stationary. Hertzberg [135]
considers the polyhedral flames to be stable structures. He also proposed a
flame perturbation analysis of cellular flames. It is based on the theory
that cellular flames in lean mixtures of hydrogen-air and rich mixtures of
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heavy hydrocarbon-air flames are formed because of the selective diffusion
of oxygen or fuel, depending on their diffusional velocities. The rapid
chemical reactions in the flame front, propagating into the homogeneous
premixed mixture, will generate large concentration gradients. As a result,
both fuel and oxidiser molecules will have large diffusion velocities into the
flame front. If either oxidiser or fuel molecule has greater diffusion velocity,
it will diffuse selectively (preferentially) into the flame zone. The flame
propagation rate will then be influenced and the mixture will become
leaner or richer, in comparison to its original composition, depending on
whether oxidant or fuel molecule has the greater diffusivity. Any shift in
actual composition of the reactant mixture will cause a shift in laminar
burning velocity of the mixture relative to its value when there is no
selective diffusion.
In the case of hydrogen, the fuel (hydrogen) molecule has much higher
diffusivity in comparison to the oxidiser (oxygen); therefore the hydrogen
will preferentially diffuse into the flame zone. As a result the reactant
mixture will behave as if it is richer, compared to the initial composition
[135].
This provides the general notion that cellular structures are formed in
a mixture containing a deficient amount of highly diffusive components.
Hertzberg’s [135] perturbation analysis also shows that cellular flame
structures are not instabilities, but rather stable curvilinear flame
structures which involve a complex, multidimensional balance between
flow velocities, diffusion velocities and flame propagation velocities.
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5.2 Weak tip flames
Some weak flames at high pressures with equivalence ratio between
0.548 and 0.97 for fuel mixture 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2 had a tip which
was barely luminous or even completely open. This was observed from
schlieren images. Bunsen burner flame tip opening/weakening is
attributed to the non-equidiffusive mixture (non unity Lewis numbers)
along with the presence of a strong stretch at the tip of the flame [136].
Burning intensity of premixed Bunsen flames is affected only in the
concurrent presence of stretch effects due to flame curvature and
preferential diffusion of heat or mass. Mizomoto et al [137, 138] quantified
these effects and showed that lean hydrogen-air mixtures have open tips
because of the presence of a strong curvature at the tip. For mixtures with
Lewis number less than unity the effect of flame stretch due to flame
curvature is significant. They also demonstrated the opposite effect
(brightening of the tip) for rich hydrogen-air mixtures. For propane-air
mixtures the tip effects are opposite: the tip is more intensive for lean
mixtures and open for rich mixtures. In another study, Law et al [139] also
examined the combined effect of preferential diffusion of heat or mass and
stretch on the flame temperature and burning intensity.
5.3 Smooth cone with uniform luminosity
For mixtures 67%CO/33%H2, 50%CO/50%H2 and 57%H2/43%N2 at
ambient pressure, flames formed smooth inner cones with uniform
luminosity. Only a few very lean flames with equivalence ratio below 0.55
attained polyhedral shapes.
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For mixture 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2, flame cones at equivalence
ratio above 0.78 were smooth. Flames were bright blue in colour. Flames of
mixture with 57%H2/43%N2 were hardly visible.
Schlieren photography was used to measure the premixed inner cone area
to calculate the laminar burning velocities.
5.3.1 Mixture with 67%CO/33%H2 at ambient conditions
The burning velocities were found to vary from 0.3 m/s to 0.67 m/s
for the measured range. Laminar burning velocities at ambient conditions
for this mixture were obtained using two arrangements: 10 mm converging
nozzle and straight tube. The burning velocity variation with equivalence
ratio is shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Laminar burning velocities for 67%CO/33%H2 mixture at ambient
conditions obtained with 10mm nozzle and 5mm pipe and compared to artificial
neural network
From Figure 5.2 it can be seen that there is no large difference
between laminar burning velocity values obtained with the two burner
arrangements for equivalence ratios between 0.6 up to 0.75. In addition,
experimental values compare very well with results obtained from the
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Artificial Neural Network (ANN). There is linear relationship between
laminar burning velocity and equivalence ratio. The discrepancy between
experimental and numerical data is less than ±4%, which is acceptable.
The laminar burning velocity values obtained with the 5mm straight tube
are more scattered; the discrepancies are less ±10%. For leaner flames,
with equivalence ratios of less than 0.6, the experimental laminar burning
velocities are higher and more scattered in comparison to the numerical
values; the discrepancies between some experimental and numerical
values are as high as ±20%.
The reason for changing the nozzle is that flames, at equivalence
ratios 0.95 and higher, attain irregular shapes, see Figure 3.3. As was
discussed earlier for mixtures with Le<1, increase in stretch created by
preferential diffusion increases flame temperature and laminar burning
velocity, while negative aerodynamic stretch created by flow velocity
gradient will have opposite effects on the flame. It will therefore help to
eliminate these irregularities.
In addition to the mentioned effects, flame can be subjected to stretch
caused by preferential diffusion.
5.3.1.1 The effect of the burner rim cooling
In addition a water-cooled jacket was also mounted near the rim of
the 5mm tube burner in order to stabilise flames at higher pressures and
minimise the heat transfer effects from the flame to the burner rim.
Experiments were performed on the 5mm tube with and without
burner rim cooling in order to investigate the effect of rim cooling on
laminar burning velocity.
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Figure 5.3: Laminar burning velocities for 67%CO/33%H2 mixture at ambient
conditions for experiment with and without mounted water cooling jacket
The results with both configurations (with and without cooling jacket)
are presented in Figure 5.3. From the results it can be seen that laminar
burning velocities with cooling arrangement are slightly lower in
comparison to ones without nozzle rim cooling. The laminar burning
velocities for the arrangement without cooling are over-predicted. It can be
observed that there is no systematic over-prediction; some differences in
experimental laminar burning velocities are larger while some are
comparatively close to the numerical values. This can be explained by the
flame stabilisation at higher mass flows, which resulted in higher
hydrodynamic strains and higher heat transfer from the burner rim to the
reactants.
This is non intuitive, as it would have been expected that these effects
would be reversed as the residence time of the reactants in contact with
the nozzle wall is shorter. The velocity increase in the nozzle tube results
in higher heat transfer even though the residence time is shorter.
The experimental arrangement with the cooling jacket was chosen to
perform the experimental campaign.
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5.3.2 Mixture with 50%CO/50%H2 at ambient conditions
The burning velocities were found to vary from 0.31 m/s to 1.79 m/s
for the measured range, see Figure 5.4. The experimental laminar burning
velocities compare well with numerical values; the discrepancy is less than
10%, which is acceptable.
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Figure 5.4: Laminar burning velocities for 50%CO/50%H2 mixture at ambient
conditions
In addition, laminar burning velocity values obtained in this study
compare well with Bunsen burner experiments performed by Natarajan et
al [144].
5.3.3 Mixture with 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70.0%N2 at ambient conditions
The burning velocities were found to vary from 0.23 m/s to 0.50 m/s
for the measured range, see Figure 5.5. The experimental laminar burning
velocities compare reasonably well with numerical values; the discrepancy
is less than 20% (in most data points it is less than 10%), which is
acceptable.
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Figure 5.5: Laminar burning velocities for 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2 mixture at
ambient conditions
The discrepancies are larger for leaner flames. This is because these
flames attained polyhedral shapes for almost the entire range of
equivalence ratios. This resulted in higher errors in the flame area
calculations. In addition, as was discussed earlier, the actual mixture
composition at the flame front is richer in comparison to the initial one,
which was 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2.
5.3.4 Mixture with 57%H2/43%N2 at ambient conditions
For this mixture the burning velocities vary from 0.28 m/s to 1.22
m/s for the measured range, see Figure 5.6. The experimental laminar
burning velocities compare reasonably well with numerical values for
equivalence ratios higher than 0.6; the discrepancy is less than 10%,
which is acceptable. For flames at lower equivalence ratios, the
discrepancy is much larger – around 50%; the experimental laminar
burning velocities are considerably larger in comparison to the numerical
values.
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Figure 5.6: Laminar burning velocities for 57%H2/43%N2 mixture at ambient
conditions
The burning velocity can be seen to peak at an equivalence ratio of 1.6
for 50%CO/50%H2 and 1.3 for 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2, see Figure 5.4
and Figure 5.5. The experimental results for 67%CO/33%H2 and
57%H2/43%N2 also indicate that maximum laminar burning velocities
should be achieved at equivalence ratios higher than unity; see Figure 5.2
and Figure 5.7. This is in disagreement with the laminar burning velocity
peaking trends for the other hydrocarbon fuel-air mixtures, where
maximum burning velocities are near stoichiometric concentrations. The
reason for these differences is that the flame structure of the mixture is
governed by the presence of hydrogen. For a pure hydrogen-air mixture
laminar burning velocity peaks at an equivalence ratio of 1.8 [62] at
ambient temperature and pressure. The reason for such behaviour is that
flame zone reactivity depends not only on the chemical reaction rate within
the flame front, but also on the rate of back diffusion of heat and free
radicals from the burned gases to the unburned mixture. This back
diffusion is needed to activate the reactants. Hertzberg [135] showed that
although the reaction rate for an hydrogen-air stream reaches a maximum
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at stoichiometric conditions, the maximum effective diffusivity is at much
higher hydrogen concentrations. Therefore the maximum burning velocity
can be found at equivalence ratios greater than unity; it is at equivalence
ratios around 1.6 and 1.3 respectively. This is true for all hydrogen
containing mixtures, whose behaviour is primarily dictated by the
presence of hydrogen.
5.3.5 Effect of reactant mixture preheat
In order to investigate the effects of reactant preheat all the mixtures
were tested over the range of temperatures from room temperature to
600K.
As the unburned reactant temperature increases, the laminar burning
velocity also rises. The increase in laminar burning velocity requires
operating at higher average flow velocities. The flow in the tube remains
laminar due to the increase in gas viscosity. 67%CO/33%H2 tests were
performed on the 10mm burner, while for the other three mixtures tests
were performed on the 5mm tube burner.
The effect of preheat temperature for the 67%CO/33%H2 fuel mixture
is shown in Figure 5.7. The measured and computed laminar burning
velocities compare well up to a preheat temperature of 443K over the entire
range of equivalence ratios. As the temperature is increased further, the
discrepancy between measured and calculated laminar burning velocities
increases, with larger differences for richer mixtures. The computed
laminar burning velocities over-predict measured values by as much as
20%.
Similar results were obtained with 50%CO/50%H2 fuel mixture
composition, see Figure 5.8. As in 67%CO/33%H2 case, the computed and
measured laminar burning velocities are in good agreement up to 400K.
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Above this temperature, the discrepancy between computed and
experimental values increases again. The computed laminar burning
velocities are higher than experimental ones; the discrepancy is around
15%. Natarajan et al [144] obtained similar results for this mixture as well.
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Figure 5.7: Laminar burning velocities for 67%CO/33%H2 mixture at various
preheat temperatures (10mm converging nozzle); points: experimental results,
lines: numerical and dotted line: T-50K
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Figure 5.8: Laminar burning velocities for 50%CO/50%H2 mixture at various
reactant temperatures; points: experimental results, lines: numerical and dotted
lines: T±20K
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Figure 5.9: Laminar burning velocities for 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2 mixture at
various reactant temperatures; points: experimental results, lines: numerical and
dotted lines: T±20K
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Figure 5.10: Laminar burning velocities for 57%H2/43N2 mixture at various reactant
temperatures
For fuel mixture with 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2, experimental laminar
burning velocities again compare well with numerical values at preheat
temperature of 360K; the discrepancy is less than 10%, Figure 5.9. For a
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temperature of 500K, the experimental values are more scattered because
the reactants’ exit temperature was not exactly 500K, but varied between
480K and 525K. The discrepancy between experimental and numerical
laminar burning velocities at preheat temperatures of 500K is around
20%.
For fuel mixture with 57%H2/43%N2 the discrepancies between
experimental and numerical values are less than 30% at preheat
temperature of 500K, see Figure 5.10. The numerical laminar burning
velocities over predict in comparison to the experimental values. As for
other all gases, at preheat temperatures of 400K, the experimental and
numerical values compare very well. The discrepancies are less than 10%,
which is very acceptable.
The difference between the experimental results and the numerical
predictions at higher preheat temperatures indicates either errors in the
temperature dependence of the chemical mechanism or gas properties
(e.g., diffusivities) used in the computations [144]. The difference may also
be due to errors in the current measurements.
The measurements of the reactant preheat temperatures are
challenging. This is because thermocouple measurements at the burner
exit are impractical and can only be made upstream or in the absence of
the flame.
One possible way of measuring reactant temperature is by placing a
thermocouple on the burner wall (assuming that gas temperature is close
to the burner wall temperature). The thermocouple should be close to the
burner rim, as some heat is lost by the heat transfer from the tube to the
surrounding. This effect becomes more significant with increase in
reactant preheat temperatures. In addition, the temperature cannot be
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measured precisely enough due to the heat transfer from the flame to the
burner rim. This would result in much higher recorded temperature.
It is not practical to put the thermocouple in the flow stream as well,
because it will distort the flow. Laminar flames are very sensitive to the
smallest flow distortions.
5.3.6 Effect of pressure
Experiments for all four gases were performed at higher pressures to
investigate the pressure effect on laminar burning velocity.
Results for high pressure tests of a gas fuel mixture composed of
33%H2/67%CO obtained on the 5mm tube are presented in Figure 5.13.
For this experimental arrangement stable laminar flames were acquired for
pressures up to 5 bar and for very lean mixtures with equivalence ratios
below 0.7. Only a very few flames were stabilised at 6 and 7 bars.
In general, it has not proved possible to get data for richer flames
because the Re number in the tube approaches 2000 and the flow enters
the transitional to turbulent regime. Theoretical computations show that
with increase in pressure the limiting equivalence ratio drops; see Figure
5.11 and Figure 5.12. In order to minimise flame curvature effects at the
flame tip and base, longer flames need to be stabilised. Therefore the
equivalence ratio range for the available data (when the flame is laminar)
becomes narrower. In addition, in order to avoid a flashback, higher mass
flows are needed to stabilise the flame.
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Figure 5.11: Computed conditions for which Re=2000, when assumed reactants
velocity is three times higher than laminar burning velocity and laminar burning
velocity remains constant with increase in pressure
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Figure 5.12: Computed conditions for which Re=2000, when laminar burning
velocity is two times and six times lower than reactants velocity and laminar
burning velocity is assumed to remain constant with increase in pressure
Unlike the numerical simulations, these experiments indicate that
pressure has little effect on laminar burning velocities at very lean
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equivalence ratios. Numerical simulations show that the laminar burning
velocity falls by a factor of 2 with an increase in pressure from 1 to 3 bar.
The results for mixtures with 50%CO/50%H2,
1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2 and 57%H2/43%N2 show similar trends.
Experimental laminar burning velocities for these mixtures are highly
overpredicted in comparison to the numerical values. Even where the data
points are scattered, results indicate that laminar burning velocities are
little affected by pressure rise.
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Figure 5.13: Laminar burning velocities of 33%H2/67%CO fuel mixture at different
pressures
For a mixture with composition of 50%CO/50%H2, laminar burning
velocities at 4bar pressure were obtained for lean mixtures with
equivalence ratios between 0.43 and 0.48, see Figure 5.14. These
equivalence ratios are close to the lean flammability limit. Again it was not
possible to obtain laminar flames for richer mixtures, as the flow in the
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pipe would enter the transitional to turbulent region. This mixture is more
reactive than 67%CO/33%H2; therefore the laminar burning velocities are
greater and require higher mass flows to stabilise flames.
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Figure 5.14: Laminar burning velocities for 50%CO/50%H2 mixture at ambient and
4bar pressures
For a mixture with 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2, it was possible to get
laminar burning velocities for flames at equivalence ratios between 0.64
and 0.9 and reactant temperatures of 292K and 400K, see Figure 5.15 and
Figure 5.16. From the two figures it can be seen that flames were
stabilised over a broader equivalence ratio region for 400K reactant
preheat temperature.
In comparison to other investigated fuels, this mixture is greatly
diluted with nitrogen. The laminar burning velocities are much lower;
consequently laminar burning velocity data were obtained at richer
equivalence ratios as lower mass flows are needed to stabilise flames. In
addition, the lower flammability limit of this mixture is at richer fuel-air in
comparison to other investigated fuels.
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Figure 5.15: Laminar burning velocities for 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2 mixture at
different pressures
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Figure 5.16: Laminar burning velocities for 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2 mixture at
different pressures and T=360K (1bar pressure) and T=400K (4bar and 5bar pressure)
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For a mixture with a composition of 57%H2/43%N2 laminar burning
velocities were obtained at 2bar pressure and equivalence ratios between
0.48 and 0.75, see Figure 5.17. These data were obtained at 500K
temperature, because it was not possible to stabilise any laminar flames at
ambient temperature and higher pressures for this mixture. Laminar
burning velocities are high for this mixture. Therefore higher mass flows
are needed to avoid flashback and achieve stable flames.
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Figure 5.17: Laminar burning velocities for 57%H2/43%N2 mixture at different
pressures and 500K temperature
A possible explanation for the discrepancies between experimental
and numerical values could be that the experimental values are correct
and there are shortcomings in the GRI Mech 3.0 mechanism at high
pressures for very lean flames, as the mechanism was designed and
validated to simulate methane combustion under ambient conditions.
Alternatively, it is possible that the actual flame area is substantially
under-estimated from the Schlieren images, resulting in an over-estimate
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of laminar burning velocity. Lean flames at higher pressures appear
increasingly susceptible to cellular disturbance promoted by preferential
diffusion instability.
Another explanation could be that heat is transferred from the flame
into the rim of the burner due to conduction upstream. Some heat is then
transferred into the reactants’ flow raising the gas temperature, while
some of it is carried away by cooling water. As the laminar burning
velocities are comparatively low, the reactants’ flow velocity is lower as
well. The reactant heating effects on laminar burning velocity of lean
flames at high pressures are significant.
Limits between flame flashback and blowout are very narrow for these
flames as well. This limitation makes it difficult to stabilise the flame
under the desired conditions.
5.4 Conclusions
Laminar burning velocities for medium and low calorific value gas at
different preheat temperatures and pressures were presented as a function
of equivalence ratios. Tests were performed on converging nozzle and
straight tube experimental setups. Polyhedral flames were seen to form for
all fuel mixtures at equivalence ratios close to the lean flammability limit.
It was observed that severe stretch at the tip of the premixed cone, along
with preferential diffusion due to the presence of hydrogen, can break the
tip.
Laminar burning velocity values for mixtures with compositions of
67%CO/33%H2, 50%CO/50%H2, 57%H2/43%N2 and
1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2 were presented. There is good agreement
between experimental and numerical values at ambient conditions for all
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mixtures; the discrepancies are less than ±10%. Only for flames at
equivalence ratios close to the lean flammability limit the errors are larger.
All mixtures were tested over the temperature range from room
temperature to 500K (and for 67%CO/33%H2 up to 600K) in order to
evaluate the reactants’ preheat effect on laminar burning velocity. For all
mixtures, measured laminar burning velocities compare well with
computed values for temperatures up to 400K. For higher temperatures
the numerical laminar burning velocities over-predict measured values by
20%.
High pressure tests were performed with all mixtures, and pressure
effects on laminar burning velocity were evaluated. Data were obtained for
very lean flames close to their flammability limit. It was not possible to get
data for richer flames, because the Reynolds number in the tube
approached 2000 and flow entered the transitional regime. Experimental
laminar burning velocities data indicate that the effect of pressure on
laminar burning velocity is small, while numerical predictions show that
laminar burning velocity falls by a factor of 2 with a pressure rise from
1bar to 3bar.
The next chapter presents the computational results of unstretched
laminar burning velocities calculated using a 1D freely propagating flame
model of CO/H2/Diluents–Air mixtures for a range of pressures, preheat
temperatures, and an equivalence ratio range between 1 and the lean
flammability limit.
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6 Numerical simulations results
6.1 Introduction
The background to flame kinetics modelling is presented in Section
4.3. This approach has been employed to investigate laminar burning
velocities of CO/H2/CH4/Diluent – Air flames. The following diluents,
added to the CO/H2/CH4 fuel mixture, are N2, H2O and CO2. A large range
of CO/H2/CH4/Diluent fuel mixture compositions were studied
numerically in order to develop a comprehensive laminar burning velocity
database. The effects of temperature, pressure and mixture strength on
laminar burning velocity were also investigated.
The freely propagating flame model (similar to PREMIX in CHEMKIN)
in the open-source code Cantera [140] with the GRI-Mech 3.0 mechanism
was used for laminar burning velocity simulations. The GRI-Mech 3.0
mechanism was chosen because it is the most widely researched and
employed in the combustion community, especially for methane flames,
but it also contains comprehensive H2 and CO combustion chemistry.
The critical strain rate to extinction for these mixtures was modelled
using the opposed-flow, diffusion flame model (OPPDIF) in the commercial
code CHEMKIN [141].
Data on ignition delay for CO/H2/N2 mixtures were also gathered
from simulations on the closed, perfectly stirred reactor model (AURORA)
in the commercial code CHEMKIN.
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6.2 Laminar burning velocities
6.2.1 Effect of CO/H2 ratio in fuel composition
Although there is growing interest in the combustion properties of
CO/H2 mixtures, there are very few laminar burning velocity data reported
in the open literature. In addition, the information on the single
component behaviour of CO and H2 is not sufficient to get CO/H2 mixture
performance characteristics. The chemistry of CO is strongly coupled to H2
oxidation for example, through the reaction CO+OHCO2+H. This reaction
is the dominant one for CO conversion under most conditions [1, 142,
143]. In addition, CO and H2 have significantly different transport
properties (e.g. Lewis numbers) and burning velocities [144].
For hydrogen chemistry the chain branching reaction H+O2O+OH is
the main reaction for high temperature H2 and “wet” CO [1, 145]
combustion. This reaction consumes one H atom and produces two radical
species O and OH. In any combustion system, an increase in H atoms will
accelerate the overall combustion rate by raising the net amount of chain
branching from the reaction H+O2O+OH [1]. On the other hand,
reactions which compete with H+O2O+OH for H atoms and reduce its
concentrations will tend to slow down the combustion process. For this
reason, the addition of H2 to CO flames results in an increase of laminar
burning velocities as the H radicals from H2 lead to raised branching, the
OH radical concentrations rise and accelerate the CO oxidation rate [146].
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Figure 6.1: Laminar burning velocities for CO/H2 mixture at different CO/H2 ratio
and equivalence ratio
Results of laminar burning velocities for different CO/H2 fuel mixture
compositions at ambient conditions and several equivalence ratios are
given in the Figure 6.1. As expected, the addition of hydrogen to the
carbon monoxide flame raises the laminar burning velocities considerably.
For a mixture with 95%CO/5%H2 the laminar burning velocity is 0.44
m/s, while for pure hydrogen the laminar burning velocity is 2.28 m/s. All
quoted values are at the stoichiometric equivalence ratio.
The maximal fraction of CO is considered to be 95% in these
computations. From Figure 6.1 it can be seen that by extrapolating to pure
CO, the laminar burning velocity would be around 0.39 m/s at
stoichiometric equivalence ratio. This burning velocity value cannot be
reached for pure CO flames in dry air, because “dry” CO is oxidised only by
the following chemical steps:
CO + O2  CO2 + O
CO + O + M  CO2 + M
This bone “dry” CO oxidation is practically hardly possible to achieve
due to its high activation energy, and slow reaction rates [147]. Rightley et
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al [147] reported the numerical laminar burning velocity of CO in dry air to
be 0.006m/s. These authors claim as well that with sufficient amounts of
hydrogen containing species the reaction OH + CO  H + CO2 is initiated,
which is much more rapid, resulting in a laminar burning velocity rise.
Present sensitivity analyses for hydrogen and carbon monoxide show
that the most important reactions are OH + H2  H + H2O and O + H2  H
+ OH which produce O, H and OH radicals, see Figure D 1. These radicals
diffuse upstream to meet incoming oxygen and react with it by the lower
activation energy cycle via reaction H + O2 + H2O HO2 + H2O.
For the lean flames, where concentrations of O, H, OH and adiabatic
flame temperatures are lower, the chain breaking reaction H + O2 + M 
HO2 + M have a greater contribution to the system reactivity; see Figure D
2, Figure D 3 and Figure D 4. Furthermore, the reaction H + O2 + H2O
HO2 + H2O is then followed by reactions:
H + HO2  2OH
H+HO2  O2+H2
OH+HO2  O2+H2O
O+HO2  OH+O2
This study demonstrates as well that the reaction OH + CO  H + CO2
plays a major role in CO chemistry for the CO/H2 flame. This slow
secondary reaction takes place over a more extended region on the hot,
burnt gas side of the flame and it is responsible for the oxidation of bulk
CO to CO2, see Appendix D. Since the reaction OH+COH+CO2 consumes
the bulk of CO with OH, the CO oxidation rate depends very much on the
OH radical concentrations [1].
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6.2.2 Effect of Pressure
The effect of pressure on the laminar burning velocity for several
CO/H2 mixtures is shown in Figure 6.2. It is evident that the pressure rise
causes a decrease in the laminar burning velocity. The laminar burning
velocity drops from 1.17 m/s (at the ambient pressure) to 0.48 m/s at
15bar pressure for a mixture of 50%CO/50%H2 at equivalence ratio 1.0.
For a mixture with 80%CO/20%H2, the laminar burning velocity drop is
from 0.68 m/s at ambient conditions to 0.24 m/s at 15bar pressure. This
behaviour is common to all H2, H2/CO and hydrocarbon fuel flames.
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Figure 6.2: Laminar burning velocity variation with pressure for different CO/H2
mixtures
Sensitivity analysis for high pressure flames shows that the reaction
H+O2O+OH (R1) competes directly with the reaction
H+O2+H2OHO2+H2O (R2) for H radicals and the reaction
H+O2+N2HO2+N2 consumes all H radicals produced by reaction
O+H2H+OH, see Figure D 5 and Figure D 6.
The third order reaction R2 is much more pressure dependent than
R1, therefore it becomes more effective in the H radical competition at
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higher pressures and leads to a reduction in laminar burning velocity. This
shows the non-linear dependence of the laminar burning velocity on
pressures for H2, H2/CO and any hydrocarbon fuels [1]. It can also be
noted that the temperature sensitivity coefficient curves for reactions
H+O2O+OH and OH+COH+CO2 overlap indicting that all OH radicals
produced by reaction R1 are consumed for CO oxidation.
6.2.3 Effect of Temperature
The laminar burning velocity rises significantly with an increase in
reactant preheat temperatures, see Figure 6.3. As it was mentioned earlier,
for a mixture with 50%CO/50%H2 the laminar burning velocity at ambient
conditions is 1.17 m/s. With a temperature rise of 100 degrees, the
laminar burning velocity rises to 1.87 m/s, while for T=800K it exceeds
8.32 m/s.
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Figure 6.3: Laminar burning velocity change with temperature for different CO/H2
mixtures
With an increase in the reactant preheat temperature, the reaction
rates for nearly all reactions increase to accelerate the fuel consumption,
heat release rate and overall combustion process.
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The sensitivity analysis based on H2, shows that with an increase in
temperature there is no great difference in the sensitivity coefficients for all
important reactions. Although, for temperatures above 800K, the
combustion process is completely dominated by the high temperature
reactions O+H2H+OH, OH+H2H+H2O and CO conversion reaction
OH+COH+CO2. The HO2 formation reaction H+O2+H2OHO2+H2O
becomes more important far downstream in the flame zone, where
concentrations of H2O are considerably high, see Figure D 7.
6.2.4 Effect of N2 addition
The addition of nitrogen into hydrogen results in a decrease in the
laminar burning velocity, since N2 acts as a passive diluent by reducing
the adiabatic flame temperature and combustion system reactivity as
concentrations of reactive components (H2, CO or CH4) are reduced. For
the mixture with a fuel composition of 30%H2/70%N2 the laminar burning
velocity is 0.42 m/s (at =1 and ambient conditions), while for pure
hydrogen it is 2.28 m/s, see Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Laminar burning velocities for H2/N2 mixture at different H2/N2 ratio
and equivalence ratio
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The sensitivity analysis shows that with an increase in the nitrogen
concentration in the fuel mixture, the combustion system exhibits a very
similar behaviour to the lean flames. Lean flames have low adiabatic flame
temperature. For nitrogen diluted mixture flames HO2 production and
consumption reactions, which compete for H radicals with the reaction
H+O2O+OH, become more significant, see Figure D 8. In addition, the
dilution with nitrogen reduces available H radical concentrations resulting
in a branching reduction.
Figure 6.5 shows a comparison between the effects on the laminar
burning velocity of introducing CO and N2. This comparison is very
interesting, as N2, unlike other diluents like CO2 or H2O, does not alter H2
chemistry. From this figure it can be seen that for fuel mixture
compositions between pure hydrogen and fuel mixture of 50%H2/50%CO
(N2), nitrogen and carbon monoxide act to a certain extent as diluents,
since the decrease in laminar burning velocities follows very similar trends.
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Figure 6.5: The effect of CO replacement with N2
For mixtures with higher contents of carbon monoxide it is evident
that the CO oxidation reaction OH + CO  H + CO2 becomes more
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important and contributes significantly to the laminar burning velocity
rise.
6.2.5 Effect of CO2 addition
As was discussed in Chapter 2, syngas fuels have a large variability in
the fuel composition and in the diluents. For example the range of
composition of CO2 is from 2% up to 30% [148]. The presence of CO2 will
impact the flame in several ways, through changes in mixture specific heat
and adiabatic flame temperature, chemical kinetics rates and radiative
heat transfer [145].
The molar specific heat of CO2 is larger than CO and H2.
Consequently, the addition of CO2 will lower the reactant temperatures in
the preheat flame region and the adiabatic flame temperature and, thus,
the laminar burning velocity. Because of the CO2 higher molar specific
heat, its effect on the adiabatic flame temperature and burning velocity is
greater in comparison to air dilution. In addition, the flammability limits
and extinction strain rates of the CO2 diluted mixtures are correspondingly
narrower. These aspects of the effects of CO2 dilution on CH4 [149-151]
and H2 [152] flames [145] have been discussed in the literature.
CO2 does not act as a passive diluent in the fuel, but interacts
kinetically. The kinetic effects of CO2 dilution appear primarily through the
main CO oxidation reaction CO + OH  CO2 + H. Higher CO2 levels lead to
enhanced reverse reaction rates and CO oxidation reduction and enhanced
consumption of H atoms. In lean H2/CO flames, the H atoms are very
important because they control the following main branching (H + O2  O
+ OH) and termination (H + O2 + M  HO2 + M) reactions. Since CO2
dilution changes the H atom concentration, it has great effects on the
flame propagation and laminar burning velocities of CO/H2 flames. CO2
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effects are more significant at high pressures where the three-body
termination reactions become dominating [145].
Another effect of CO2 dilution is through higher levels of radiation as
CO2 is a more effective absorber and radiator in comparison to O2 or N2.
Therefore CO2 dilution can lower adiabatic flame temperature and laminar
burning velocity due to radiative losses from the flame [151]. Non-gray
radiation must be considered to predict laminar burning velocity and
flammability limits of flames with CO2 dilution [145, 153]. Furthermore,
flame radiation effects are more significant at elevated pressures.
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Figure 6.6: Laminar burning velocities for H2/CO2 mixture at different H2/CO2 ratio
and equivalence ratios
The effects of CO2 dilution on laminar burning velocity are shown in
Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7. For the H2/CO2 mixture at ambient conditions
and equivalence ratio equal to 1, the laminar burning velocity drops by
43% from 2.28 m/s for pure hydrogen down to 1.31m/s for a mixture with
30% CO2 dilution. It is evident that the presence of CO2 has a considerable
impact on combustion system reactivity. It needs to be noted that in all
chemical kinetics simulations of flames with CO2, radiation effects were
not taken into account.
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Figure 6.7: Laminar burning velocities for CO/H2/CO2 mixture at different H2/CO2
ratio, where 1CO/1H2 refers to one part of CO and one part of H2 (50%CO/50%H2)
Temperature sensitivity analysis reveals that for H2/CO2 mixtures
with carbon dioxide concentrations up to 30%, CO2 doesn’t alter hydrogen
chemistry significantly; only the following hydrogen chemistry reactions
are involved, see Figure D 9:
OH+H2H+H2O
O+H2H+OH
H+O2O+OH
In addition, the HO2 production and consumption reactions become
more significant for fuel mixture 70%H2/30%CO2 due to the reduced
adiabatic flame temperature:
H+O2+H2OHO2+H2O
H+HO22OH
H+HO2O2+H2
It is evident that the presence of CO2 in small concentrations has only
thermal effects. As was discussed earlier, CO2 lowers the reactant
temperatures in the preheat flame region due to its larger specific heat.
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For CO/H2/CO2 mixtures with several CO/H2 ratios, sensitivity
analysis indicates that CO oxidation reaction to CO2 contributes
significantly to a temperature rise, see Figure D 10 to Figure D 12. It is
also evident that for mixtures with higher CO or CO2 concentrations, the
CO conversion to CO2 takes place over an extended length. The reason is
that the adiabatic flame temperatures are lower for higher CO or CO2
concentrations. Therefore it takes longer for the OH+COH+CO2 reaction
to oxidise CO.
6.2.6 Effect of H2O addition
As previously mentioned, the syngas composition and diluent
contents can vary significantly depending on the gasification process. H2O
is also present and for some gases its content can be as high as 19% [165,
154].
The presence of H2O will impact the flame in several ways, through
changes in mixture specific heat and adiabatic flame temperature and
chemical kinetics rates because H2O interacts kinetically with other
components.
The effect of H2O addition on the laminar burning velocity of H2 is
given in Figure 6.8. For the H2/H2O mixture at ambient conditions and
equivalence ratio equal to 1 the laminar burning velocity drops by 29%
from 2.28 m/s (for pure hydrogen) to 1.63m/s for a mixture composition
70%H2/30%H2O.
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Figure 6.8: Laminar burning velocities for H2/H2O mixture at different H2/H2O ratio
and equivalence ratio
The sensitivity analysis shows that H2O acts in a similar way to other
diluents, if it is present in small amounts; it slightly lowers adiabatic flame
temperature, but does not alter H2 chemistry significantly, see Figure D
13.
For H2/H2O mixtures with large amounts of H2O, it also acts as a
diluent and lowers the adiabatic flame temperature, but it also interacts
kinetically as a third body in the chemical reaction like
H+O2+H2OHO2+H2O, see Figure D 14.
The temperature sensitivity analysis also shows that for these
mixtures there are large concentrations of HO2 present, since some of the
HO2 consumption reactions have significant impact on the temperature:
H+HO2O2+H2 (R1)
H+HO22OH (R2)
It is evident that the reaction R1 consumes all H radicals produced by
the reaction O+H2H+OH. The reaction R2 (which is very exothermic) has
a similar temperature sensitivity coefficient to the chain propagation
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reactions O+H2H+OH, OH+H2H+H2O and H+O2O+OH, signifying that
there are large concentrations of HO2 radicals produced in the flame.
In the H2/H2O flame H2 is consumed, whereas H2O persists, being
converted into free radicals and converted into H2O again through HO2
chemistry or acting as a third body.
The addition of CO and CO2 into the H2 flame results in a higher
laminar burning velocity drop, whereas effects of N2 and H2O are very
similar, see Figure 6.9. This indicates that N2 and H2O present in small
quantities do not contribute significantly to reactions; they act rather like
a passive diluent or third body in the recombination reactions.
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Figure 6.9: The effect of addition of CO and diluents into H2 on laminar burning
velocity
As previously discussed for H2/CO and H2/CO2 flames, the following
CO oxidation reaction CO + OH  CO2 + H is the most important. If CO2
concentrations are higher, H radicals are consumed more effectively
through the reverse reaction CO2 + H  CO + OH. This results in a
reduction of system reactivity as the main chain branching reaction
H+O2O+OH has to compete for H radicals.
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6.2.7 The effect of CH4 addition
6.2.7.1 Methane combustion
Methane is also present in the syngas in small quantities for most
gasification processes. But some gasification processes, like the Lurgi Dry
Ash Process (10% CH4) and the E-Gas Process (16%CH4) [155] produce
large amounts of methane. Therefore the methane effect on CO/H2
combustion needs to be also considered.
Methane has unique combustion characteristics because of its
tetrahedral molecular structure. For example it has a low laminar burning
velocity and high autoignition temperature.
Methane kinetics are well researched and most well understood,
because of extensive kinetic modelling [156]. The earliest methane
oxidation mechanism was proposed by Smoot et al. [157] and Tsatsaronis
[158]. This mechanism involved 14 species and 30 reactions. Both authors
compared their numerical predictions with experiments for lean methane-
air flames. Westbrook [159] introduced a more complex mechanism with
24 species and 74 reactions. He claimed, along with Egolfopoulous et al
[160], that C2 species were important for stoichiometric and rich flames.
During the oxidation of methane, radical recombination reactions produce
significant amounts of C2 hydrocarbons. The subsequent consumption
reactions of these C2 species must be included in a complete methane
mechanism for rich flames [1].
The major chemical pathway for methane conversion to carbon
dioxide can be represented in the following way:
CH4CH3CH2OHCOCOCO2.
At first, the CH4 molecule is attacked by OH, O and H radicals to
produce the methyl (CH3) radical though reactions:
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O+CH4OH+CH3
H+CH4CH3+H2
OH+CH4CH3+H2O
Then CH3 combines with the oxygen atom to form formaldehyde
(CH2O) through the reaction O+CH3H+CH2O. The formaldehyde then
reacts with OH, H and O radicals to produce a formyl radical (HCO):
O+CH2O HCO+OH
H+CH2O HCO+H2
OH+CH2O HCO+H2O
The formyl radical is then converted into CO:
OH+HCOH2O+CO
HCO+MH+CO+M
HCO+H2OH+CO+H2O
which is finally converted into CO2, primarily though reactions
CO+OHCO2+H and O+CO+MCO2+M.
In addition to the major pathway from methyl (CH3) to formaldehyde
(CH2O), CH3 radicals also react to form CH2 in two possible electronic
configurations. The singlet CH2 state is designated as CH2(S) (not a solid).
In another side loop CH3 is converted into CH2OH, which is converted into
CH2O. Other less important paths complete the methane oxidation
mechanism [2].
Sensitivity analysis of pure methane in this study shows that the
above mentioned reactions have large CH4 sensitivity coefficients; see
Figure D 15. In addition, the reaction H+O2O+OH has the highest CH4
sensitivity coefficient indicating that it is the major chain propagation
reaction in the system, providing necessary radicals for the CH4 conversion
to CH3.
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6.2.7.2 CH4/H2 mixture
With the increase in the hydrogen concentration in the fuel mixture,
the laminar burning velocity rises exponentially, see Figure 6.10. For pure
methane the laminar burning velocity is 0.39 m/s, while for pure hydrogen
it is 2.28 m/s
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Figure 6.10: Laminar burning velocities for H2/CH4 mixture at different H2/CH4
compositions
The addition of hydrogen promotes the high temperature branching
reactions and increases the reactivity of the combustion system. Actually
H2 reacts mainly with O2 and produces the H radical needed for the
reaction H+O2OH+O to proceed. This reaction produces the OH and O
radicals needed for methane oxidation, which are involved in CH4CH3
conversion. In such a way, the methane oxidation pathways can be
initialized and accelerated by the greater amount of radicals present in the
system due to increased concentrations of the hydrogen. The same
findings are reported by Dagaut et al. [161] and Sabia et al. [162].
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6.2.7.3 CH4/CO mixture
The effect of CO addition to a CH4 flame is shown in Figure 6.11. The
laminar burning velocity of the carbon monoxide flame in dry air is close to
zero m/s. With small amounts of methane addition to carbon monoxide,
the laminar burning velocity of the CH4/CO mixture rises rapidly up to
0.57 m/s (for 20%CH4/80%CO). If more CH4 is added, the laminar burning
velocity slowly decreases and reaches 0.39 m/s for pure methane.
The reason for such behaviour is that the presence of hydrocarbon
fuel (methane) will inhibit CO oxidation until all of the fuel has
disappeared. At this point the OH concentration rises rapidly and the
OH+COH+CO2 reaction which consumes CO to produce CO2 is
accelerated [1].
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Figure 6.11: Laminar burning velocities for CH4/CO mixture at different CH4/CO
compositions
Sensitivity analysis for pure methane shows that the H+O2O+OH
reaction has the highest positive temperature sensitivity making it a main
source of OH radical production. Other important reactions are
HO2+CH3OH+CH3O and OH+COH+CO2. Two chain termination
reactions H+CH3(+M)CH4(+M) and OH+CH3CH2(S)+H2O have the
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largest negative sensitivities because they consume H and OH radicals, see
Figure D 15. For a fuel mixture composition of 20%CH4 and 80%CO, the
reaction OH+COH+CO2 becomes much more significant due to increased
amounts of CO. It has a very similar sensitivity coefficient to H+O2O+OH,
which is a source for OH radicals for CO oxidation, see Figure D 16. This
shows that almost all OH radicals are consumed by reaction
OH+COH+CO2. For fuel mixtures with very small amounts of CH4
(97%CO/3%H2), the most important reaction for a temperature rise is
OH+COH+CO2. Even the effect of the reaction H+O2O+OH on the
temperature rise is considerably smaller, this reaction is a source for OH
radicals, which are needed for CO oxidation, see Figure D 17.
6.2.8 CO/H2/CH4/Diluents mixtures
Three syngas mixtures were investigated in order to examine the
chemistry of practical mixtures, which contain CO, H2, some diluents and
small amounts of methane. The compositions of these mixtures are given
in Table 6.1.
The first gas (Mix1) was produced in “The Wabash River Coal
Gasification Repowering Project”. The design of Wabash River coal gasifier
was based on Destec’s Louisiana Gasification Technology Inc. (LGTI)
gasifier. It is an oxygen-blown, entrained-flow, refractory-lined gasifier with
continuous slag removal [163]. This coal syngas has mainly H2 and CO; it
also contains high amounts of CO2.
Table 6.1: Mixture compositions of syngas
H2 CO CO2 CH4 H2O N2 AR
HHV,
MJ/m3
Mix1 0.344 0.453 0.158 0.019 - 0.019 0.006 10.32
Mix2 0.27 0.356 0.126 0.001 0.186 0.058 - 7.98
Mix3 0.22 0.22 0.1 0.04 - 0.42 - 7.18
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The second gas (Mix2) is similar to the first one, but has considerable
amounts of H2O (18.6%). This gas was produced in “The Tampa Electric
Integrated Gasification Combined-Cycle Project”. It has the single-stage,
downdraft-firing, entrained flow coal gasifier used in the Texaco coal
gasification technology. Here coal/water slurry with 60-70% of coal and
oxygen (95% pure) are fed to a gasifier. The coal reacts with oxygen and
produces raw coal gas (syngas) and molten ash at a temperature of about
1480oC [164].
The third gas is a producer gas. It is heavily diluted with nitrogen.
This mixture composition was taken from K. Murthy’s thesis [165].
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Figure 6.12: Laminar burning velocities for gas, produced by gasifiers, at different
equivalence ratios
The laminar burning velocities for lean flames of all these mixtures are
given in the Figure 6.12. As expected, Mix1 has the highest laminar
burning velocity ranging from 0.70 m/s at equivalence ratio 1 down to
0.16 m/s at equivalence ratio 0.5. This mixture has higher hydrogen
content in comparison to Mix2 and Mix3. For Mix2, the laminar burning
velocity changes from 0.55 m/s at the stoichiometric equivalence ratio to
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0.11 m/s at equivalence ratio 0.5. As mentioned above, this mixture
contains large amounts of H2O, which lowers the laminar burning velocity.
Mix3 is heavily diluted with N2 (42%); therefore it has the lowest laminar
burning velocity. For this mixture the laminar burning velocity ranges from
0.41 m/s at the stoichiometric equivalence ratio to 0.11 m/s at
equivalence ratio 0.6.
The temperature sensitivity analysis for the first mixture shows that
for the stoichiometric equivalence ratio, the CO oxidation reaction is the
main contributor to the temperature rise, see Figure D 18. The reason that
the CO oxidation reaction takes over hydrogen chemistry is that this fuel
mixture contains large amounts of CO and CO2. It needs to be noted that
for lean mixtures (with equivalence ratio 0.6), where the adiabatic flame
temperature is lower, hydrogen chemistry reactions of HO2 production and
consumption become important, while CO conversion to CO2 takes place
over longer region. Similar trends are observed for the Mix2, containing
considerable amounts of CO2 and H2O. For Mix3 the CO oxidation reaction
has a similar sensitivity coefficient to H+O2O+OH. Because this reaction
is endothermic, it does not contribute directly to the temperature rise, but
it is a source of OH radicals for the CO oxidation. As this mixture is
diluted with N2, its adiabatic temperature is lowered; therefore again HO2
production and consumption reactions become important due to larger
concentrations of HO2 radical.
6.3 Artificial neural network for laminar burning velocities
As was mentioned in Section 4.4.2, the artificial neural network (ANN)
was trained to find the correlation of laminar burning velocity with mixture
composition, temperature, pressure and equivalence ratio. The ANN in the
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form of a number of linear equations and number of transfer functions is
given in Appendix E.
The data for ANN with the 9 input neurons (P, T, CO, H2, N2, CO2,
H2O, CH4 and O2) were supplied in the form of pressure, temperature and
air/fuel mixture composition and for output neurons – laminar burning
velocity. However, the more convenient way to present input data is in the
form of a fuel mixture composition and equivalence ratio rather than in
air/fuel mixture composition. The mixture composition + equivalence ratio
can be related to the air/fuel mixture composition (number of moles) in the
following way:
mixCO CON  (6.1)
mix,22H
HN  (6.2)








 

1
2
HCH5.2CO
76.3NN mix,2mix,4mixmix,22N (6.3)
mix,22CO
CON  (6.4)
mix2O2H
OHN  (6.5)
mix,44CH
CHN  (6.6)








 

1
2
HCH5.2CO
N mix,2mix,4mix
2O
(6.7)
Here the subscript “mix” refers to the volume fraction of the
component in the fuel mixture composition,  is the equivalence ratio; N is
the number of moles.
The mixture composition needs to be normalized in the form of mole
fractions. Then the mole fraction of each component is calculated using
the following equation (CO mole fraction):
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2O4CHO2H2CO2N2HCO
CO
CO NNNNNNN
NV

 (6.8)
The same relation is used to compute mole fractions of H2, N2, CO2,
H2O, CH4 and O2).
The ANN presented in this study can accurately predict the laminar
burning velocities for various CO/H2/CH4/Diluents fuel mixtures (here
diluents are N2, CO2 and H2O) for a temperature range from 300K up to
900K and a pressure range from 1bar up to 50bar. This network can
handle any CO/H2 ratio in fuel mixture, CO2, H2O addition up to 10% and
N2 addition up to 70% and CH4 addition up to 30%.
6.4 Critical strain rate to extinction
In addition to its dependence on state properties – composition,
temperature and pressure – the burning velocity is also influenced by the
hydrodynamic field in which combustion takes place. Whilst the open
laminar Bunsen flame imposes a fairly benign strain field, the practical
application in the gas turbine involves both high levels of flow velocity and
intense turbulent fluctuations, which can lead to local flame extinction.
Thus, data at strain rates up to flame extinction are needed for the more
accurate simulations of turbulent premixed burning.
6.4.1 Effect of CO/H2 and N2/H2 ratio in fuel composition
Results of critical strain rate to extinction for different CO/H2 fuel
mixture compositions at ambient conditions and stoichiometric
equivalence ratio are presented in the Figure 6.13. It can be seen that with
an increase in hydrogen concentration in the fuel mixture the extinction
strain rate of the CO/H2 and N2/H2 flames increases linearly from 2890
1/s for 90%CO/10%H2 (890 1/s for 90%N2/10%H2) up to 32500 1/s for
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pure hydrogen. Only for mixtures with 50%CO/50%H2 and
40%CO/60%H2 is the critical strain rate to extinction slightly lower and
not following exactly the linear change. This indicates that the combined
effects of CO and H2 oxidation results in a slight decrease in the critical
strain rate to extinction.
The temperature sensitivity analysis shows that for a pure hydrogen
chain propagation reaction O+H2H+OH competes mainly with the chain
termination reaction H+HO2O2+H2. Other reactions which contribute
considerably to the temperature rise are OH+H2H+H2O, H+HO22OH
and O+H2H+OH.
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Figure 6.13: The effect of H2 concentration on critical strain rates to extinction for
CO/H2 and H2/N2 mixtures
With an increase in the CO concentration in the CO/H2 fuel mixture
the CO oxidation has a great effect. The temperature sensitivity analysis
for the fuel mixture 50%CO/50%H2 shows that the CO oxidation reaction
OH+COH+CO2 has the highest positive temperature sensitivity. Other
important hydrogen oxidation reactions e.g. O+H2H+OH, H+HO22OH
and H+O2O+OH have a two times lower sensitivity coefficient.
Furthermore for a fuel mixture 80%CO/20%H2, the CO oxidation reaction
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is the dominant one. The contribution to the temperature rise from the
hydrogen oxidation reactions becomes small. Additionally, for CO/H2
mixtures the main chain termination reaction is H+HO2O2+H2, which
has the highest negative temperature sensitivity.
From Figure 6.13 it can also be observed that for H2 rich mixtures
down to 50%H2 in the fuel mixture, the effects of CO and N2 are very
similar indicating that CO for these mixtures acts as a diluent, but its
oxidation reaction becomes more important for CO rich CO/H2 fuel
mixtures.
6.4.2 Effect of equivalence ratio
The results of the equivalence ratio effect on extinction strain rate for
several CO/H2/air and N2/H2/air mixtures are presented in Figure 6.14. It
is evident that for lean flames with increase in the equivalence ratio the
extinction strain rate rises considerably. For example, for a mixture with
50%CO/50%H2, the critical strain rate to extinction is 202 s-1 (for
equivalence ratio 0.3), while for the stoichiometric equivalence ratio it can
rise up to 14630 s-1.
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Figure 6.14: the effect of equivalence ratio on critical strain rate to extinction for
CO/H2 and N2/H2 fuel mixtures
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Additionally, it can be noted that for CO/H2 mixtures for lean flames
with equivalence ratios below 0.6, the critical strain rate to extinction is
much lower in comparison to the corresponding N2/H2 mixtures. These
differences indicated that CO oxidation has a large effect on flame kinetics
for very lean flames under extreme strain conditions.
Sensitivity analysis for CO/H2/air and N2/H2/air flames at
equivalence ratio 0.5 shows that for the CO/H2/air flame the CO oxidation
reaction OH+COH+CO2 contributes most to the adiabatic flame
temperature rise, while for the N2/H2/air flame the main reaction is the
chain propagation reaction OH+H2H+H2O. These reactions compete for H
radicals with the chain termination reaction H+HO2O2+H2, which has its
highest negative temperature sensitivity coefficient. The main reason that
CO/H2/air flames cannot be sustained in the flow with higher strain rates
is that the CO oxidation reaction is much slower in comparison to
OH+H2H+H2O, which becomes far less significant for CO/H2 flames, see
Figure D 21 and Figure D 22.
6.4.3 Effect of temperature
With increase in temperature the critical strain rate to extinction
rises. At higher temperatures the reaction rates increase leading to the fuel
consumption acceleration, the heat release rate increase and acceleration
of overall combustion process. In addition, a flame can be sustained in the
higher strain fields as the main chain propagation reactions can be
initiated faster due to higher reaction rates, where it would not have
sufficient time at lower temperatures.
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Figure 6.15: Temperature effect on critical strain rate to extinction; Mix1 is
20%CO/80%H2, Mix2 is 50%CO/50%H2 and Mix3 is 80%CO/20%H2
For the mixture with a composition of 50% CO/50% H2, the critical
strain rate is 14630s-1 at temperature of 300K, while at 800K temperature
it reaches 71900s-1; see Figure 6.15. For a mixture with composition of
20%CO/80%H2 the critical strain rate rises from 27300s-1 (300K) up to
109950s-1 (800K). The same behaviour is observed for a mixture with
80%CO/20%H2: the critical strain rate rises from 5720s-1 (300K) up to
32000s-1 (800K).
6.4.4 Effect of pressure
For fuel mixtures containing large amounts of hydrogen (for CO/H2
fuel mixtures with CO concentration of up to 30%), the critical strain rate
to extinction rises with an increase in pressure up to 15 bars and then
starts decreasing with a further pressure rise, see Figure 6.16.
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Figure 6.16: Pressure effect on critical strain rate to extinction for various CO/H2
fuel mixtures
The hydrogen is released at first in pre-flame reactions and then this
“free hydrogen” diffuses into the combustion zone. As a consequence the
flame temperature is raised and the flame becomes more resistant to
extinction. Therefore for fuel mixtures with higher hydrogen content, the
critical strain rate to extinction is considerably higher. Additionally, H2 is
able to be sustained in much thinner flame zones by providing faster rates
of OH production, resulting in less sensitivity in flame temperature with
respect to strain. Therefore the flame is able to sustain higher strain rates
[166].
For CO richer mixtures, with CO concentration in CO/H2 fuel mixture
higher than 40%, the critical strain rate to extinction increases for the
entire pressure range from 1 up to 30 bars. The pressure effect on critical
strain rate to extinction is most significant for pressures up to 10 bars.
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Figure 6.17: Pressure effect on critical strain rate to extinction for various N2/H2
fuel mixtures
For N2/H2 fuel mixtures the pressure effects on critical strain rate to
extinction are similar to hydrogen mixtures: it increases at lower pressures
and starts decreasing for higher pressures. For mixtures with small
amounts of nitrogen, the peak value of critical strain rates to extinction is
15 bars and for a mixture with 80%N2/20%H2, it is at 5 bars, see Figure
6.17.
This behaviour indicates that mass diffusivity of the reactants
(especially H2) has a significant effect on the flame’s ability to sustain itself
in highly strained flows.
6.5 Artificial neural network for critical strain rate to
extinction
The data for the artificial neural network, trained to predict critical
strain rate to extinction as a function of mixture composition, equivalence
ratio, pressure and temperature, were presented in a similar manner as for
ANN for laminar burning velocities. This ANN, presented in the form of a
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number of linear equations and a number of transfer functions, is given in
Appendix E as well.
The data for ANN with 6 input neurons (P, T, CO, H2, N2 and O2) were
supplied in the form of pressure, temperature and air/fuel mixture
composition and for output neuron – critical strain rate to extinction. The
mixture composition + equivalence ratio can be related to the air/fuel
mixture composition (number of moles) in a following way:
mixCO CON  (6.9)
mix,22H
HN  (6.10)



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
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(6.12)
Here subscript “mix” refers to the volume fraction of the component in the
fuel mixture composition,  is the equivalence ratio and N is the number of
moles.
The mixture composition was also normalized in the form of mole
fractions. Then the mole fraction of each component was calculated using
the following equation (CO mole fraction):
2O2N2HCO
CO
CO NNNN
NV

 (6.13)
The same relation is used to compute mole fractions for H2, N2 and O2.
This ANN can predict strain rate to extinction for various CO/H2/N2
fuel mixtures in an operating pressure range from 1 to 50 bars, with
temperatures ranging from 300K up to 900K.
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6.6 Ignition delay
The emphasis on low emissions, particularly of NOX, from the
industrial gas turbine has focussed primarily on the development of lean-
burning premixed combustion systems. The presence of a premixing
chamber upstream of the combustor, in turn, emphasises the importance
of preventing flashback and autoignition. Whilst the former is largely a
matter of aero-thermal design, the latter is strongly influenced by fuel
composition and chemical kinetics. Simulations of ignition delays have
therefore been performed for the gas mixtures also examined in respect of
burning velocity.
The ignition delay time, used to quantify the ignition of a combustible
mixture, is defined as the time interval required for the mixture to
spontaneously ignite under prescribed conditions of temperature, pressure
and equivalence ratio. The definition of an ignition criterion from
conditions in a homogeneous reactor is open to interpretation. We here
adopt the convention that the delay is the time elapsed before the
reactants in a perfectly-stirred reactor show a 5% temperature rise with
respect to the initial conditions. The calculations were performed using the
GRI-Mech 3.0 mechanism in the AURORA model.
6.6.1 Ignition chemistry
This section presents the chemistry of hydrogen and carbon monoxide
ignition. At first the chemistry of the H2/O2 system is discussed, followed
by the CO to CO2 conversion chemistry in the presence of hydrogen.
Similar chemical reactions are involved in CO/H2/N2 – Air mixture
ignition as in premixed flame propagation.
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From shock tube experiments, which can be modelled accurately, the
most probable reaction initiation step for ignition is proposed to be [167]:
H2+O2HO2+H R1
This reaction produces one H radical and one relatively unreactive
HO2 radical. The main feature of this reaction is to supply an H radical for
the chain propagation system. It does not contribute significantly to the
ignition itself, but it provides necessary radicals that develop a radical pool
of OH, H and O by the following reactions:
H+O2O+OH R2
O+H2H+OH R3
H2+OHH2O+H R4
O+H2OOH+OH R5
Because the H radical is regenerated from the chain propagation
system there is no chemical barrier to prevent ignition. This chain
propagation sequence is very important not only for hydrogen ignition, but
also for oxidation mechanisms of any hydrocarbon, because it provides
fast chain branching and propagation steps, together with a radical pool
for fast reactions [169].
In a constant volume reactor, when the system moves from lower to
higher pressures, the fast chain propagation reaction R2 is competing with
a third-order reaction:
H+O2+MHO2+H+M R6
Here M is the usual third body that removes the energy needed to stabilize
the combination of H and O2. At higher pressures this reaction becomes
more competitive with reaction R2 [140].
At higher temperatures the HO2 radical can react in the following way:
HO2+H2H2O2+H R7a
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H2O22OH R7b
Since reaction R6 requires a third body its rate decreases with an
increase in temperature, while the rate of reaction R2 increases with
temperature rise. The reaction R2 is the dominating one at higher
temperatures, while reaction R6 is more effective at higher pressures and
lower temperatures.
If HO2 concentrations build up in the system it will react in the
following way:
HO2+HH2+O2 R8
HO2+HOH+OH R9
HO2+HH2O+O R10
HO2+OO2+OH R11
HO2 can also recombine, which yields hydrogen peroxide formation:
HO2+HO2H2O2+O2 R12
Then H2O2 is consumed by radicals H and OH through the following steps:
H2O2+OHH2O+HO2 R13
H2O2+HH2O+OH R14
H2O2+HHO2+H2 R15
H2O2+M2OH+M R16
It is evident that at some conditions, reaction R6 will terminate the
chain, while under some conditions it is a part of a chain propagating
path. In addition, the following sequences are very exothermic:
H+O2+MHO2+M
HO2+H2OH
and
H+O2+MHO2+M
HO2+HO2H2O2+O2
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H2O2+M2OH+M
Because these reactions are very exothermic they significantly
contribute to the temperature rise and initiate ignition [169].
It also needs to be noted that for many hydrocarbon species the rates
of reactions that consume H radicals are larger than the rate of reaction
R2, so these reactions compete effectively for H radicals and reduce the
chain branching rate. For this reason hydrocarbons act as inhibitors for
the hydrogen reaction system. As was mentioned, at high pressures (P≥20
atm) and relatively low temperatures (T = 1000K), reaction R6 will
dominate reaction R2 and reactions R6, R12 and R16 will provide the
chain propagation. Therefore the fuel will accelerate the overall reaction
and will act as an inhibitor at lower pressures due to competition with
reaction R2 [45].
If CO is added into the H2 fuel, it will react most effectively with OH
through the following reaction:
CO+OHCO2+H R17
As was discussed before, the reaction R6 will supply HO2, which will
provide another root for CO conversion to CO2 by:
CO+HO2CO2+OH (18)
The reaction R18 can become competitive to reaction R17 only at high
pressures or in initial stages of the hydrocarbon oxidation, when high
concentrations of HO2 are produced. The reaction R18 is rarely important
in most combustion situations, but it contributes significantly to ignition
at high pressures.
As discussed before, the fate of H radicals is critical in determining
the rate of the H2/O2 reaction sequence in any hydrogen containing
mixture, while the concentration of hydroxyl radicals is important in the
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rate of CO oxidation. Because reaction R17 is relatively slow in comparison
to other hydrocarbon oxidation reactions it comes later in the reaction
scheme. The conversion of CO to CO2 is delayed until all the original fuel
and intermediate hydrocarbon fragments have been consumed [45]. When
these species have disappeared, the HO2 concentrations rise to high levels
and converts CO to CO2. Because the rate of reaction R17 starts rising
sharply only at temperatures above 1100K, at lower temperatures than
1100K the CO will not be converted completely [169].
6.6.2 Effect of reactants initial temperature and pressure
The ignition delay times for representative fuel mixture with
composition 50%CO/50%H2 are given in Figure 6.18. From this figure it
can be seen that with an increase in the reactants’ preheat temperature,
the ignition delay time drops exponentially.
As mentioned earlier, the main reaction for OH generation and
ignition initiation is H+O2OH+O (R2). This reaction is strongly
endothermic; therefore it will not proceed rapidly at low temperatures.
Consequently, at low temperatures, the H atom can survive much more
collisions and can find its way to a surface, where it is destroyed [168] or
consumed by other reactions.
Compared to the effect of temperature, the effect of pressure on
ignition delay is small, see Figure 6.19. Performed simulations show that
for a 50%CO/50%H2 mixture for an initial temperature of 800K the
ignition delay drops with an increase in pressure, while at a temperature of
900K, it rises with an increase in pressure and reaches a peak at 5 atm
and then starts decreasing with a further increase in pressure. For a
temperature of 1100K, the longest ignition delay is at 15bar. For
temperatures of 1200K and 1300K, the ignition delay drops with an
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increase in pressure reaching a minimum value at about 5 atm pressure
and then starts rising again with a further increase in pressure. A very
similar behaviour of ignition delay was observed for a 50%H2/50%N2
mixture, see Figure 6.20.
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Figure 6.18: Ignition delays for 50%CO/50%H2 fuel mixtures at different
temperatures and pressures
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Figure 6.20: Ignition delays change for 50%H2/50%N2 fuel mixtures at different
temperatures and pressures (given normalized values)
As was discussed in the previous section, at higher pressures the
chain initiation reaction R2 and chain termination reaction R6 compete for
H radicals and even HO2 radicals. OH sensitivity analysis for mixture
composition 50%CO/50%H2 at initial reactants’ temperature 1100K shows
that the main reaction for all pressures ranging from 1 to 30 atm is R2. It
mainly competes for H radicals with two reactions:
H+O2+N2HO2+N2 R19
H+O2+MHO2+M R6
The sensitivity coefficients for reactions R19 and R6 rise dramatically
for pressures up to 10 bar and then drop with further pressure rise, see
Figure D 24. Because reactions R6 and R19 become more significant at
higher pressures, they reduce system reactivity resulting in longer ignition
delays. In addition, the CO to CO2 conversion reaction R18 becomes more
important at higher pressures, indicating that there are enough HO2
radicals, produced by reactions R6 and R19, for it to proceed.
The OH sensitivity analysis at atmospheric pressure shows that
reaction R2 is the main one which supplies OH radicals and contributes
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most to the system reactivity, while the effects of reactions R6 and R19 are
considerably smaller, see Figure D 23.
6.6.3 Effect of mixture composition
The effect of the CO/H2 mixture composition on the ignition delay is
shown in Figure 6.21. From this figure it can be seen that for temperatures
lower than 1000K, with an increase in H2 concentration in the fuel
mixture, ignition delay time becomes longer, while for temperatures higher
than 1000K, the addition of H2 results in ignition delay shortening.
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Figure 6.21: Mixture composition effect on ignition delay for various CO/H2 fuel
mixtures at different temperatures
The sensitivity analysis based on OH at 1100K and 1atm pressure for
fuel mixtures with different CO/H2 compositions shows that the major
reaction contributing to a highly reactive OH production for all mixtures is
R2, which is competing for radicals with the HO2 production reactions R19
and R6 for the entire range of mixture compositions, see Figure D 25. With
increase in CO concentration, the sensitivity coefficient for reaction R2
drops significantly indicating that the system is becoming less reactive due
to smaller concentrations of H2 and H radical. In addition, for mixture
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compositions with higher CO concentrations the CO oxidation is
proceeding only through reaction R17. The reaction R18 is not taking place
effectively due to lack of HO2 radicals.
For systems at lower temperatures than 1000K with addition of CO
the ignition delay gets shorter. This behaviour indicates that CO is
contributing more significantly through the HO2 radical consumption
reaction R18. With a decrease in temperature the reaction R2 proceeds
more slowly, and reactions R6 and R19, which produce HO2 radicals,
become more important to the system reactivity. In addition, they proceed
to further chain propagation though HO2 and H2O2 reactions, because at
lower temperatures HO2 concentrations are expected to be sufficiently
higher.
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Figure 6.22: Mixture composition effect on ignition delay for various H2/N2 fuel
mixtures at different temperatures
For N2/H2 fuel mixtures with an increase in N2 concentration, the
ignition delay gets longer, see Figure 6.22. Nitrogen dilutes the fuel/air
mixture resulting in a decrease of H radical concentrations, which are
crucial for the reaction R2, see Figure D 26. From the sensitivity analysis it
is evident that for N2/H2 fuel the change in N2 composition affects only the
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value of the OH sensitivity coefficients of the main chemical reactions,
which are the same for different N2/H2 compositions
6.7 Conclusions
Values of laminar burning velocities, critical strain rates to extinction
and ignition delays for various syngas mixtures were computed using 1D
flames and 0D reactor models. The computations of laminar burning
velocities were particularly extensive in order to build a comprehensive
database for lean flames covering a wide variety of fuel mixture
compositions involving CO, H2, CH4, N2, CO2 and H2O and a broad range of
operating conditions (temperatures from 300K up to 900K and pressures
from 1 up to 50 bars). The databases of critical strain rates to extinction
and ignition delays were limited to CO/H2/N2 fuel mixtures under a range
of operating temperatures (from 300K up to 900K) and pressures (from 1
up to 50 bars).
From the laminar burning velocity computations and reaction rate
sensitivity analyses it was concluded:
 That the addition of CO to the H2 flame lowers the laminar burning
velocity, but CO does not act as a passive diluent, it has a very low
burning velocity in the “dry” air, but it interacts kinetically through its
main oxidation reaction: CO+OHCO2+H. This reaction is slow when
compared to hydrogen reactions and mainly takes place in the
extended post-flame region, where temperatures are sufficiently high.
 The pressure rise results in a laminar burning velocity decrease in
CO/H2 flames due to an increase in the effectiveness of the third order
reactions H+O2+H2OHO2+H2O and H+O2+N2HO2+N2, which
become more efficient with pressure rise. These H radical consuming
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reactions are chain terminating reactions; therefore their increased
effectiveness results in a laminar burning velocity drop.
 The temperature rise results in a rapid laminar burning velocity rise
due to an increase in reaction rates of nearly all reactions and
acceleration of the fuel consumption, heat release rate and overall
combustion process.
 The addition of N2 results in a laminar burning velocity drop, because
N2 acts mainly as a passive diluent, resulting in a decrease of the
adiabatic temperature drop and promotion of HO2 production and
consumption reactions. N2 also acts as a third body in the
recombination reaction.
 The presence of CO2 in the fuel mixture will impact the flame and its
laminar burning velocity in several ways through changes in mixture
specific heat and adiabatic flame temperature, chemical kinetic rates
and radiative heat transfer. The presence of CO2 results in the
decrease in laminar burning velocity due to the enhanced reverse
reaction CO + OH  CO2 + H rates and H radical consumption. The
effects of CO2 are more significant at high pressures as well because it
participates as a third body in the recombination reactions.
 The effect of H2O is similar to N2 if it is present in small quantities,
but if its concentrations are increased it starts to interact kinetically
as a third body in chain termination reactions, it accelerates H
consumption though enhanced reverse reaction rates of
OH+H2H+H2O and converts into radicals and into H2O through HO2
chemistry.
 The increase in concentration of H2 in the H2/CH4 fuel mixture results
in the exponential laminar burning velocity rise due to the promotion
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of high temperature branching reactions and increase in system
reactivity. H2 reacts mainly with O2 and produces the H radical
needed for the reaction H+O2OH+O to proceed. This reaction
produces OH and O radicals needed for CH4CH3 conversion.
 The laminar burning velocities for pure methane (0.39 m/s) and for
CO flames in “wet” air are similar, but for CO/CH4 fuel mixtures it is
higher reaching a peak value of 0.57 m/s at a fuel mixture
composition of 80%CO/20%CH4. The reason for such behaviour is
that the presence of hydrocarbon fuel (methane) will inhibit CO
oxidation until all of the fuel has disappeared, but at this point the
OH concentration rises rapidly and the reaction OH+COH+CO2
which consumes CO to produce CO2 is accelerated, resulting in the
laminar burning velocity rise.
 This study also demonstrates that thermal ignition kinetics for the
CO/H2 fuel mixtures at different pressures, temperature and fuel
mixture composition are driven by several reactions: H+O2O+OH,
H+O2+MHO2+M, H+O2+N2HO2+N2, CO+HO2CO2+OH
While for the N2/H2 system, the main reactions are H+O2O+OH,
H+O2+MHO2+M and H+O2+N2HO2+N2.
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7 Gas turbine combustor modelling
In premixed combustion, where oxidiser and fuel are mixed prior to
ignition, combustion takes place as a flame that is propagating into the
unburned reactants.
The modelling of premixed combustion is generally more difficult in
comparison to that in non-premixed flames because combustion occurs as
a thin propagating flame that is more closely coupled to the velocity and
pressure fields and more strongly affected by turbulence. For subsonic
flows, the overall rate of the flame propagation is determined by both the
laminar burning velocity and the turbulent eddies in the unburned
reactant mixture. To capture the laminar burning velocity the internal
flame structure needs to be resolved and hence detailed chemical kinetics
and molecular diffusion processes. Since practical laminar flame
thicknesses are of the order of millimetres or smaller, the required
computational resolution is not affordable.
The turbulence wrinkles and stretches the propagating flame sheet
resulting in an increase in the sheet area and the effective burning
velocity. These effects are created by the larger turbulent eddies, while the
small turbulent eddies, if they are smaller than the laminar flame
thickness, penetrate the flame sheet and modify the flame structure.
While non-premixed combustion can be greatly simplified to that of a
mixing problem, premixed combustion modelling is based on capturing the
turbulent burning velocity.
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7.1 Turbulent flame speed closure (TFC) model
A combustion model, based on a turbulent flame speed closure, has
become popular within the gas turbine community due to its
computational efficiency. The idea of the TFC model was first proposed by
Zimont [169] in the late 70s but only recently applied practically. The
original TFC model was only capable of handling homogeneously premixed
combustion; however in the last couple of years it has been extended to
partially premixed combustion problems [170-173].
The TFC model is based on the solution of the transport equation for
the density weighted progress variable, whose closure is based on the
turbulent burning velocity:
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where c is mean reaction progress variable, Sct is a turbulent Schmidt
number and Sc – reaction progress source term (s-1).
Here progress variable is defined in terms of normalized combustion
products in the following way:
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Here n is the number of products, Yi is the mass fraction of product
species i, whilst Yi,eq is the equilibrium mass fraction of product species i.
Based on this definition, for unburned mixture c=0 and for fully burned
mixture c=1.
The transient and convective terms on the left side of equation 7.1 can
be calculated directly from the iterative solver, but it is necessary to model
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the turbulence parameters and the reaction source term on the right. The
modelling of these terms introduces some problems. The accurate
representation of the turbulent diffusion term (first term) and the source
term of mean reaction rate depends on both chemical and turbulent
processes.
The problem with the diffusion term is that it cannot be represented
accurately by a gradient expression, analogous to Fick’s law, because of
the existence of counter gradient diffusion.
The differential effect of a pressure gradient on the cold and heavy
reactants and the hot and light products gives rise to the transport process
usually described as counter gradient diffusion. The light products will
accelerate more than the heavy reactants and diffuse towards the burnt
side of the flame, where their concentrations are already high, while the
reactants will remain close to the unburnt side, where their concentrations
are still elevated.
As counter gradient diffusion is caused by the density change during
combustion, its influence will depend on the heat release, for high heat
release the counter gradient diffusion will be greater and vice versa [174].
Another problem is the modelling of the chemical source term, which
varies sensibly with chemical and turbulence time scales. Various
approaches have been adopted to develop a model for the reaction progress
source term, ranging from the assumption that reaction rate is only
controlled by the turbulent mixing to models based on the structure of
unstrained laminar flames. The advantage of using turbulent burning
velocity is that the effects of chemical kinetics are included but not
explicitly calculated within the turbulent flow.
The mean reaction rate is modelled as:
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cSS tuc  (7.3)
where u is unburned mixture density and St is turbulent burning velocity.
Turbulent burning velocity is then computed using the following
expression:
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where A is a model constant and the value of 0.52 was shown by Zimont et
al. [175] to give accurate results over a wide range of operating conditions
and hydrocarbon fuels, u’ is the root-mean-square turbulence velocity
(m/s), Slam – laminar burning velocity (m/s),  – thermal diffusivity of the
unburnt reactants (m2/s), lt – turbulence length scale (m); t – turbulence
time scale (s), c – chemical time scale (s)
The values of Slam and  depend on the fuel and operating conditions.
The value of St will be altered as the chemistry of the combustion process
is changed. The other terms are influenced by the turbulence, so the
source term will also respond to changes in the turbulence field.
7.1.1 The partially premixed TFC model
The original TFC model was only applicable for cases where reactants
were homogeneously premixed. This assumption was used to perform
analysis of commercial premixed gas turbine combustors, but the effects of
the mixture inhomogeneity are also very important as they have
considerable influence on flame stability, pollution formation and thermo-
acoustic effects. Therefore, the model has been extended to partially
premixed combustion.
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The partially premixed model solves three transport equations for the
progress variable, mean mixture fraction ( ~ ) and mixture fraction variance
( 2~ ). Using these variables and assuming a pdf (probability density
function) for the mixture fraction distribution it is possible to calculate an
average value for the variables required for the following equation:
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In this model mixture fraction distribution is described by a beta
function. The disadvantage of this method is that significant complexity is
introduced to the model. The beta function cannot be readily integrated in
“real time”; therefore lookup tables need to be produced. But the use of
lookup tables ensures that the values of all variables that depend on the
mixture fraction can be estimated accurately.
7.1.2 Flame stretch effect
Since industrial low-emission combustors typically operate near the
blow-off limit, flame stretching has a significant effect on the heat release
intensity. To take this effect into account the source term of mean reaction
rate for progress variable ( cS ) is multiplied by a stretch factor, which
represents the probability that the flame will not be quenched by the
stretching. If there is no stretching (G=1), the probability that the flame
will be unquenched is 100%.
The stretch factor is found by integrating the log-distribution of the
turbulence dissipation rate :
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Here erfc is the complementary error function.
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  tstr
2 lln is the variance of the log-normal distribution (where str is
a constant equal to 0.26, measured in turbulent non-reacting flows, but is
considered suitable for most premixed flames) and cr is the turbulence
dissipation rate at the critical strain rate:
2
crcr g15 (7.7)
where gcr is the critical strain rate to extinction, which can be obtained
experimentally or from chemical kinetics simulations.
7.2 Simulations – PRECCINSTA Project
7.2.1 Introduction
The PREdiction and Control of Combustion INStabilities in Tubular
and Annular GT Combustion Systems Project (PRECCINSTA) was a recent
European project which investigated combustion instability phenomena.
One of the project partners DLR (German Aerospace Centre)
performed experimental work and provided a significant amount of
validation data to support the future development of combustion models
and to assess the level of existing modelling. They undertook an extensive
measurement programme covering aerodynamics, temperatures and
species on an atmospheric premixed gas turbine type combustion rig
[205].
Although this project focussed on combustion instability phenomena;
it provided experimental data for model validation and allows us to
examine the combustion of syngas in a gas turbine combustor.
7.2.2 Experimental facility
The brief background provided here is intended to simply establish
the context for the numerical simulations reported.
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All experimental investigations were performed on premixed swirling
CH4/air flames at atmospheric pressure in a gas turbine like combustor,
which has optical access.
The experimental combustor has three major geometry components:
the air plenum, the swirling burner and the square combustion chamber,
which is completely transparent, enabling experiments by Laser Doppler
Velocimetry, Raman spectroscopy and Laser Induced Fluorescence to be
performed [176].
a) b)
Figure 7.1: a) Complete experimental rig layout; b) Detail of DLR’s combustion
chamber [177]
The structures holding the four quartz windows and swirling burner
are made out of metal; see Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2.
All experiments were performed under ambient operating conditions
(pressure and temperature). The choice of these conditions is clearly far
from real gas turbine combustor operating conditions, where air from the
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compressor is typically supplied at approximately 15bar pressure and
600K temperature. This experimental setup is easy to put in operation
however and simple to maintain, whilst the risks associated with high
pressures and temperatures are eliminated.
The test rig is setup vertically with flow moving from the bottom
upwards. The air is supplied by an electronically controlled compressor.
Figure 7.2: Operating experimental equipment with the measurement
instrumentation [177]
The injector consists of an experimental swirler with simple gimlets,
which have twelve valves. Fuel is injected by twelve orifices connected
directly to the swirler’s arms and at the same time directs the flow so it
moves rotationally inside the chamber.
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Figure 7.3: Backside view of the swirler
with the three air inlets and twelve fuel
injectors [177]
Figure 7.4: Front side view of the swirler
and detail of the twelve arms which
gathers in one exit [177]
The fuel was injected through small holes of 1mm diameter in each of
the swirler slots with very high momentum to ensure very good air and fuel
premixing. The fuel injection orifices with diameter of approximately 1mm
were used; therefore the fuel was injected with very high speed (about 100
m/s for methane) [177]. The exit diameter of the nozzle is about 30mm, see
Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4.
The respective flows of air and fuel (methane) can be controlled
completely independently, but they are limited by the structural resistance
of the combustion chamber windows. In this configuration 35 kW was not
exceeded in order to ensure the reasonable lifespan of the chamber walls
[177].
7.2.3 Combustor geometry
As was mentioned before, the PRECCINSTA combustor rig has a very
complex geometry consisting of air plenum, the swirling burner and the
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square combustor. Because the air was fed from the burner plenum and
mixed within the swirler and the central part of the burner in this way,
none of the geometrical details can be neglected or the combustor
geometry simplified.
Some elements, like connections of the measurement
instrumentation, were neglected due to their small size.
Due to complexity of the combustor geometry, a hybrid grid,
containing trihedral non-structured and quadrilateral structured elements
was employed. The grid contains approximately 700000 modes and
1600000 cells. This grid was taken from the project partners.
The density of the mesh varies in different part of the domain; in the
swirler it is highly refined due to the complex geometry, while in the
combustion chamber it was optimized to sustain the best possible
compromise between grid density and desired solution quality.
Figure 7.5: Computational domain section
A section of the computational domain is given in Figure 7.5. The
domain zone along the chamber centreline is discretised with greater
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density to accommodate the large gradients which appears with the
presence of the flame. A more refined grid in the combustion chamber
would be desired as well, but in order to reduce computational effort, it
was created to be coarser.
7.2.4 Modelling background
The numerical model used in this study was developed using the
commercial Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software, Fluent. To
determine the compressible reacting flow and heat transfer in the
computational domain, Fluent solves the fundamental equations of mass,
momentum (i.e. the continuity, Navier-Stokes equations), energy
conservation and gas species mass fraction conservation on an
unstructured 3-D finite-volume grid. The models and methods applied in
this work are summarised.
Fluent provides several different turbulence closure models ranging
from the simple two-equation k-ε model to the Reynolds stress model
(RSM). Although two-equation turbulence models give reliable results in
many applications, they are known to be inaccurate for buoyant or highly-
swirling flows where the structure of the turbulence is clearly no longer
isotropic. Therefore the Reynolds stress model is expected to perform
better in this situation. RSM closes the RANS equations by solving
transport equations for the Reynolds stresses, together with equation for
the dissipation rate. Seven additional transport equations are solved for 3D
flow. More information on this model is given in Fluent’s user guide [206].
Fluent solves the complete set of transport equations by first
discretising them on a finite-volume mesh and then solving for the velocity,
pressure, temperature and conserved scalars in an iterative way until the
equations are satisfied to a given numerical accuracy. Here Pressure-
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Based Segregated algorithm is employed. This algorithm extracts pressure
field by solving a pressure equation, which is obtained from continuity and
momentum equations. The pressure interpolation is performed using
PRESTO! scheme, which is considered to be most suitable for flows with
high swirl numbers [206].
A second order upwind differencing scheme is used for the convection
terms to ensure good resolution of the high gradients of species and
velocity expected in the regions of strong mixing.
Transient simulations were performed, because due to highly swirling
flow the steady solutions failed to converge.
7.2.5 Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions for the benchmark case with methane were
adopted from DLR combustion experiments, which they had considered.
For cases with CO/H2 mixtures, air and fuel boundary conditions were
calculated based on fuel gas stoichiometric air fuel ratio by keeping the
total mass flow (air + fuel) the same as for methane case.
Figure 7.6: Description of the nature of the boundary conditions
7.2.6 Benchmark case - methane
Stable combustion with methane fuel at an equivalence ratio of 0.84
has been investigated computationally here. DLR performed experiments
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for lean flames with equivalence ratios of 0.84 and 0.7. The experimental
campaign at equivalence ratio 0.7 was performed in order to study
combustion instabilities. This case was not considered in the present
study. The boundary conditions are given in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Boundary conditions for the simulation with methane
Variable Air Inlets Fuel Inlets
Mass flow 0.00407 kg/s 4.96∙10-5 kg/s
Turbulence intensity 2 % 2 %
Hydraulic diameter 0.05 m 0.000987 m
Inlet Temperature 300 K 300 K
Equivalence Ratio 0.84
Fuel Methane
In order to examine the effect of methane replacement with syngas,
methane fuel was replaced with CO/H2/N2 mixtures.
7.2.7 First gas – high calorific value syngas
In order to provide a demonstration of the modelling similar to that
with methane, a comparatively high H2-content gas has been introduced
comprising of 88%H2/12%CO. This gas has a similar heating value
(HHV=55.76 MJ/kg, LHV=48.00 MJ/kg) to methane and its stoichiometric
air fuel ratio (AFRst=13.41) is similar too. The values for methane are
HHV=55.5MJ/kg and LHV=50.16MJ/kg; with an AFRst=17.16.
The choice of a syngas, to replace methane, is limited by several other
factors. The air/fuel ratio needs to be kept similar, so that the mass flows
of air and fuel fed through the air plenum and fuel injectors will be also
similar. The hydrogen rich gas will have much lower density, however, and
therefore the fuel inlet velocities are expected to be significantly higher.
Another factor is that this gas should have a similar heat release rate given
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the similar heating values and mass flows. The boundary conditions for
the fuel mixture with 12%CO/88%H2 are given in the Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Boundary conditions for the simulation with 12%CO/88%H2 fuel mixture
Variable Air Inlets Fuel Inlets
Mass flow 0.00407 kg/s 6.37∙10-5 kg/s
Turbulence intensity 2 % 2 %
Hydraulic diameter 0.05 m 0.000987 m
Inlet Temperature 300 K 300 K
Equivalence Ratio 0.84
Fuel 12%CO/88%H2
7.2.8 Second gas – low calorific value syngas
Another gas has also been considered, which has very different
properties in comparison to methane and the fuel mixture with
12%CO/88%H2. This fuel mixture is highly diluted with nitrogen
(1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2) and has therefore a low calorific value of 3.6
MJ/kgK and a stoichiometric air fuel ratio of 1. In order to maintain the
total mass flow, the air mass flow rate needs to be minimised (due to the
increase in fuel mass flow) in order to retain the desired equivalence ratio.
This is clearly not the strategy to be adopted in practice but the intention
here is simply to retain the same basic combustor geometry.
The boundary conditions for this fuel gas mixture are given in Table
7.3.
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Table 7.3: Boundary conditions for the simulation with 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2
fuel mixture
Variable Air Inlets Fuel Inlets
Mass flow 0.002134 kg/s 0.002134 kg/s
Turbulence intensity 2 % 2 %
Hydraulic diameter 0.05 m 0.000987 m
Inlet Temperature 300 K 300 K
Equivalence Ratio 1
Fuel 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2
7.2.9 Third gas – medium calorific value gas
Another fuel mixture of 50%CO/50%H2 was employed. It has a
medium calorific value (HHV=17.5 MJ/kg) and a stoichiometric air fuel
ratio of 4.576. For this case, the air mass flow was kept the same, but the
fuel mass flow needed to be increased due to the difference in air to fuel
ratio, in comparison to methane. The power output in the combustor is
expected to be similar to the methane. Boundary conditions are given in
the Table 7.4.
In order to observe greater effects of flame straining and flame
behaviour, air mass flow was increased by 50%. In order to preserve
equivalence ratio, fuel mass flow was increased as well, see
Table 7.5.
Table 7.4: Boundary conditions for the simulation with 50%CO/50%H2 fuel mixture
Variable Air Inlets Fuel Inlets
Mass flow 0.00407 kg/s 0.000178 kg/s
Turbulence intensity 2 % 2 %
Hydraulic diameter 0.05 m 0.000987 m
Inlet Temperature 300 K 300 K
Equivalence Ratio 0.84
Fuel 50%CO/50%H2
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Table 7.5: Boundary conditions for the simulation with 50%CO/50%H2 fuel mixture
with increased air mass flow by 50%
Variable Air Inlets Fuel Inlets
Mass flow 0.006105 kg/s 0.0002802 kg/s
Turbulence intensity 2 % 2 %
Hydraulic diameter 0.05 m 0.000987 m
Inlet Temperature 300 K 300 K
Equivalence Ratio 0.84
Fuel 50%CO/50%H2
For all four cases the combustor outlet is modelled with a zero
gradient outflow boundary, placed sufficiently far away from the burner to
ensure that combustion is completed.
The walls of the combustor are considered to be adiabatic.
7.2.10 Laminar burning velocities and critical strain rate to
extinction data
As mentioned earlier, the source term in the equation is a function of
turbulence properties and turbulent burning velocity, which in turn is a
function of laminar burning velocity. The laminar burning velocity is not
computed directly by the CFD code, but it is included as information in the
probability density function (PDF) along with mixture fraction and mixture
fraction variance. Combustion is detected by the mathematical model
where the laminar burning velocity appears in the domain and the
production term of progress variable becomes positive.
The laminar burning velocity data for methane are already available in
Fluent, but need to be provided for CO/H2/N2 mixtures.
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For fuel mixtures with 12%CO/88%H2, 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2 and
50%CO/50%H2 laminar burning velocities as a function of mixture
fraction were provided in the form of 6th or 5th degree polynomials.
For fuel mixture with 12%CO/88%H2:
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For fuel mixture with 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2:
99.183m5.2106m5.9779
m23546m31024m21268m3.5948S
fr
2
fr
3
fr
4
fr
5
fr
6
frlam


(7.9)
For fuel mixture with 50%CO/50%H2:
5127.0m627.19m29.238
m97.791m1.1029m83.473S
fr
2
fr
3
fr
4
fr
5
frlam


(7.10)
User Defined Functions (UDFs) were then used to provide laminar
burning velocity data in Fluent.
In practical premixed combustion the flame is continuously wrinkled
and stretched by the turbulence, which can even quench the flame locally.
Flame stretching effects can be taken into account by multiplying the
reaction source term (Sc) by the stretch factor G. In order to calculate the
turbulence dissipation at the critical strain rate to extinction, the values of
critical strain rate need to be provided, because they are not computed
directly by the solver.
By default in Fluent a large value of critical strain rate to extinction
(1.0e+08) is given. Therefore the flame stretch factor is most likely to be
equal 1 (100% probability that flame will not extinguish) for the entire flow
field. In order to take flame stretching into account the strain rate to
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extinction as a function of mean mixture fraction must also be provided
through a UDF.
For fuel mixture with 12%CO/88%H2:
33630m1995000m22510000m98370000g fr
2
fr
3
frcr  (7.11)
For fuel mixture with 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2:
2.9125m56897m53075m5789g fr
2
fr
3
frcr  (7.12)
For fuel mixture with 50%CO/50%H2:
13925m515836m5718000m15760000g fr
2
fr
3
frcr  (7.13)
For methane the critical strain rate to extinction was defined using
the following equation:
 at
2
lam
cr T
SCg

 (7.14)
where C is a constant, Slam is the laminar burning velocity and  atT
is the molecular diffusivity evaluated at adiabatic flame temperature.
The constant C was taken to be equal 8.4. This value was
determined by Polifke et al. [174] and is valid for atmospheric
flames.
7.3 Simulations results
7.3.1 Methane flames
The purpose of these simulations is to demonstrate the application of
laminar burning velocity and critical strain rate to extinction data in
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling. As a first step the
evaluation of the TFC model performance was carried out. The
computations were performed using methane fuel. The results from these
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simulations were compared with experimental values, reported by DLR
[177].
The comparison of predicted axial velocities for strained and
unstrained flames show a good agreement with experimental values, see
Figure 7.7. However, the experimental values indicate that there is
stronger recirculation zone than predicted by computations. Tangential
velocity results support the analysis as tangential velocity, predicted
numerically, is lower in comparison to experimental values, see Figure 7.8.
In addition, the axial velocities further downstream of the burner are
considerably lower for the strained flame in comparison to experimental
values and computations for the unstrained flame, see Figure 7.7. The
more detailed comparisons of experimental and numerical values of axial
and tangential velocities are given in Appendix F, see Figure F 11 to Figure
F 20.
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Figure 7.7: Predicted axial velocities compared with experimental measurements for
methane
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Temperature field analysis shows that the flame straining has an
impact on heat release and the flame temperature. The comparison
between experimental and numerical simulations shows that the
unstrained flame model over-predicts temperature at the inner flame cone
region, where heat release is expected to highest, see Figure 7.9 and Figure
F 3 to Figure F 10. From these figures it is evident that the flame cone,
predicted by the unstrained flame model, is narrower and shorter in
comparison with experiment, with the strained flame model indicating
more intense combustion. Although the strained flame model predicts very
well the flame profile in the inner region of the flame cone, it overestimates
flame temperatures in the regions outside the flame cone and close to the
combustor walls. The same temperature levels in this region are achieved
from simulations with the unstrained flame model as well, showing that in
this region the flame stretching has little impact on the temperature,
except in regions several millimetres away from the combustor wall. These
discrepancies appear because both numerical simulations assume that
there is no heat loss though the combustor wall. Considerable heat
transfer by convection and radiation takes place due to high temperatures
in the combustion chamber. This heat loss is not taken into account in the
numerical simulations.
7.3.2 CO/H2/N2 mixtures
7.3.2.1 Fuel mixture with composition 12%CO/88%H2
Methane was replaced with a fuel mixture composed of
12%CO/88%H2. This mixture has a similar stoichiometric air to fuel ratio
and calorific value to methane, but its laminar burning velocity (1.73 m/s
for 12%CO/88%H2 compared with 0.42 m/s for CH4 at =1) and critical
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strain rate to extinction (29475 1/s for 12%CO/88%H2 compared with
8000 m/s for CH4 at =1) are much higher. These differences are expected
to affect the combustion process and resulting flow.
The comparison between computations of strained and unstrained
flame models show that flame of this fuel mixture is weakly strained as
flame stretching has negligible impact on the temperature and velocities,
see Figure F 21 to Figure F 28. The stretch factor contour plot supports
this finding as the stretch factor is close to unity for almost the entire flow
field, except in the region close to the flame front, where turbulence is
more intense due to flow recirculation, and higher shear stresses result in
an increase in hydrodynamic strain; see Figure 7.10.
Figure 7.10: Contours of the stretch factor for combustion with 12%CO/88%H2 fuel
mixture
The temperature and velocity profiles (Figure F 21 to Figure F 28)
show that the replacement of the fuel results in a shorter flame cone, as
this fuel burns more intensively due to the high content of hydrogen. Due
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to lower density and higher adiabatic flame temperature, axial and
tangential velocities in the device are higher in comparison to methane
burning.
7.3.2.2 Fuel mixture with composition 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2
This fuel mixture has similar laminar burning velocities to methane
and its critical strain rates to extinction are considerably lower (7000 1/s
at =1) in comparison to the fuel mixture with 12%CO/88%H2. It is
expected to exhibit greater effects of flame straining on the overall
combustion process. This fuel mixture has a stoichiometric air fuel ratio of
unity and a calorific value of 3.6 MJ/kgK. Therefore the fuel mass flow rate
would need to be 17.2 times greater in comparison to methane to keep the
same power output. This way of scaling proved to be impractical without
major changes in the combustor sizing in particular. For this case the total
air/fuel mass flow was preserved, so the air mass flow needed to be
reduced.
Simulation results for strained and unstrained flames show that this
gas flame is much shorter in comparison to methane, see Figure F 29 to
Figure F 34. Due to reduced mass flows the power output is considerably
lower resulting in a very short flame. For this gas the strain has an effect
on flame shape and length. The heat release rate is much lower in
comparison to unstrained flame, so combustion takes place over an
extended length of flame.
7.3.2.3 Fuel mixture with composition 50%CO/50%H2
The reason for choosing this fuel mixture was that the fuel mixtures
with 12%CO/88%H2 and 1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2 did not provide
sufficient information about flame stretching effects on the turbulent
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flame. The first gas has a similar calorific value and stoichiometric AFR to
methane, but its critical strain rates to extinction are much larger due to
the presence of H2. The comparison between strained and unstrained
flames shows negligible strain effect on the flame shape. The second gas
has similar laminar burning velocities to the methane, but its calorific
value and stoichiometric AFR is an order of magnitude lower. Due to
combustor size restrictions, the air and fuel mass flows were adjusted to
preserve the overall mass flow passing through the combustion chamber.
The temperature field analysis for this gas shows that there is a very small
flame occurring in the combustor and flame straining has an impact on
the flame.
The fuel mixture with 50%CO/50%H2 is expected to produce
reasonable results, because it is possible to keep the same power output in
the combustion chamber without great alterations in the combustion
device geometry. Although, it needs to be pointed out that due to great
differences in the densities of methane and hydrogen rich fuels, the
combustor geometry would be needed to be modified anyway. This study is
limited to the demonstration of laminar burning velocity and the
application of critical strain rate to extinction data. Therefore the
combustor sizing issues are not considered here.
Two cases for the gas with composition of 50%CO/50%H2 were
investigated. For the first case the air mass flow is the same as for the
methane case, only the fuel mass flow was recalculated to preserve the
equivalence ratio of 0.84. For the second case the air mass flow was
increased by 50% (and the corresponding fuel mass flow to keep =0.84).
Even though the power output of the device is raised, it is expected to see
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greater effects of flame straining due to increased velocities and
turbulence.
a)
b)
c)
Figure 7.11: Temperature contours for simulations with fuel mixture
50%CO/50%H2: a) unstrained flame; b) strained flame; c) strained flame with larger
air and fuel mass flows.
Simulation results for unstrained flames for both cases show no effect
of velocity increase on flame shape; see Figure F 35 to Figure F 40. For
strained flames, the increase in mass flow and turbulence results in a
peak temperature decrease by 170K (at 6 mm downstream of the burner
nozzle). The flame also became wider and longer, see Figure 7.11.
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a) b)
Figure 7.12: Contours of stretch factor for simulation with 50%CO/50%H2 fuel
mixture: a) case with similar mass flows to methane, b) case with increased air and
fuel mass flows
The stretch factor contours show that the flame is stretched more
severely for the second case due to increased flow velocities and shear
stress levels in the areas of the recirculating flow, see Figure 7.12.
7.4 Conclusions
CFD simulations were performed on a practical combustor geometry
fuelled by methane and several CO/H2/N2 mixtures. The purpose of these
simulations is to evaluate the turbulent flame speed closure (TFC) model
for partially premixed flames burning syngas and assess flame straining
effects. Another aim is simply to demonstrate the application of syngas
laminar burning velocity and critical strain rate to extinction data for
turbulent flame modelling.
This study demonstrated good agreement between experiments and
numerical simulations for strained methane flames, showing that flame
straining affects both product formation rate and overall flame behaviour.
Implementation of an adiabatic model resulted in temperatures close to
the combustor wall being overpredicted.
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The replacement of methane with CO/H2/N2 fuel mixtures led to the
following findings:
 For fuel mixture with 12%CO/88%H2, which has similar calorific
value and stoichiometric air fuel ratio as methane, but much lower
density, inlet velocities for the fuel were much greater. These
differences in the fuel density need to be accommodated in the
combustor design. For this gas the flame stretching had negligible
effect on the temperature field and flame shape due to much
greater critical strain rates to extinction.
 Another gas is heavily diluted with nitrogen
(1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2). This gas has similar laminar burning
velocities and critical strain rates to extinction values as methane,
but its calorific value and stoichiometric air to fuel ratio is much
lower. The mass flows of air and fuel were set to preserve the same
total mass flow as for methane. This resulted in lower power
output from the combustor. For this mixture the flame was very
short and flame straining had a considerable impact on the
combustion process.
 The simulations with medium calorific value gas (50%CO/50%H2)
showed greater effects of flame straining on the peak flame
temperature and the flame shape.
This study demonstrated that accurate determination of laminar
burning velocities and critical strain rates to extinction is very important
for the accuracy of the TFC model.
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8 Conclusions
Syngas mixtures, which are the gasification products of various
feedstocks, like coal, petroleum coke, heavy oil, biomass and waste
materials, are employed as a fuel in low-emission power generation
applications. Unlike natural gas or methane, which was widely used and
researched for many years, these mixtures have not been widely
investigated. Thus the aim of this study was to provide data on the
combustion properties of the syngas mixtures.
The main focus of this research was to create a comprehensive
database of laminar burning velocities and critical strain rates to
extinction of various syngas mixtures. These combustion properties data
are essential for gas turbine combustor modelling using turbulent burning
velocity closure models.
The establishment of such a database in this study mainly relied on
numerical computations, as performing laminar burning velocity
experiments can be very expensive and time consuming. Therefore, the
experimental campaign was limited to investigation of only four fuel
mixtures (CO/H2/N2) at different equivalence ratios and operating
conditions. The laminar burning velocity values obtained from the
experimental campaign were used mainly for validation of the chemical
kinetics model and reaction mechanism. To measure laminar burning
velocities, an experimental facility for the Bunsen burner method was
adopted and was set up within an existing high pressure experimental rig.
Although this is a relatively inexpensive and straightforward technique,
which provides laminar burning velocity data with acceptable accuracy, it
has some limitations. During the experiments polyhedral flame structures
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were observed for the lean (close to lean flammability limit) and for all high
pressure flames. This phenomenon is a characteristic of hydrogen, which
is a major constituent in the fuel mixture. Other flame phenomena
observed on the Bunsen burner included weak tip flames, smooth cones
with uniform luminosity and cellular flames. While the polyhedral flames
represent fuel characteristics, other flame phenomena developed due to
the combined effects of severe flame stretch at the tip of the premixed
cone, and preferential diffusion. Since only perfect conical flames with
uniform luminosity are expected to provide accurate laminar burning
velocity values, only a limited amount of data could be obtained using this
method.
Three medium calorific value fuel mixtures (67%CO/33%H2,
50%CO/50%H2, 57%H2/43%N2) and one low calorific value mixture
(1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2) were investigated experimentally. The
experimental data obtained at ambient conditions compared well with the
numerical computations.
From the results from high temperature tests it was observed that the
laminar burning velocity rises with increase in the unburned reactant
temperature. The measured and computed laminar burning velocities
compared well up to a preheat temperature of 450K over the entire range
of equivalence ratios for all gases. As the temperature is increased further,
the discrepancy between measured and calculated laminar burning
velocities increases. These differences at higher preheat temperatures
indicates either errors in the temperature dependence of the chemical
mechanism or gas properties (e.g., diffusivities) used in the computations,
or errors in the reactant preheat temperature in the current
measurements.
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The experiments at higher pressures presented a number of
complications. For the experimental arrangement with a Bunsen burner,
only very lean flames were stabilised for pressures up to 5 bars. Very few
flames were obtained at 6 and 7 bars, because flames at these pressures
were generally very unstable. It was attempted to stabilise these very lean
flames at conditions where stability limits between flashback and blowout
are very narrow. It proved impossible to stabilise richer laminar flames at
high pressures because the flow in the tube enters the transitional regime
as the Re number approaches 2000. Therefore this technique cannot be
used for laminar burning velocity determination at gas turbine operating
pressures.
Various CO/H2/CH4/Diluent fuel mixture compositions were
investigated numerically to determine laminar burning velocities and to
investigate the effects of each constituent. The sensitivity analysis for a
number of fuel mixture compositions and operating conditions showed
that the combustion processes for the lean flames are governed by only a
few main reactions.
Critical strain rates to extinction were determined numerically for
various CO/H2/N2 fuel mixtures at different pressures, temperatures and
equivalence ratios. The effects of temperature, equivalence ratio and CO or
N2 addition on critical strain rates to extinction are similar to the effects on
laminar burning velocities.
The generated laminar burning velocity and critical strain rate to
extinction data patterns were used to train artificial neural networks. Two
separate networks were trained: one for laminar burning velocities,
another for critical strain rates to extinction. The first ANN was able to
predict laminar burning velocities for various CO/H2/CH4/Diluents
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mixtures at different fuel mixture compositions, pressures, temperatures
and equivalence ratios. Another ANN predicted critical strain rates to
extinction for various CO/H2/N2 fuel mixtures at different fuel mixture
compositions, pressures, temperatures and equivalence ratios.
Low emission combustor development for industrial gas turbines
focuses primarily on lean-burning premixed combustion systems. The
presence of the premixing chamber upstream of the combustor
emphasises the importance of preventing flashback and autoignition.
While flashback can be resolved with proper aero-thermal design,
autoignition is strongly influenced by fuel composition and chemical
kinetics. Therefore, autoignition delay simulations for various
stoichiometric CO/H2/N2 fuel mixtures were carried out with a constant
volume reactor model. Results from these simulations indicate that auto-
ignition delay is strongly influenced by the initial reactant temperature.
With increase in reactant initial temperature, the ignition delay time drops
exponentially. For CO/H2 fuel mixtures at initial reactant temperatures
higher than 1000K, with increase in CO concentration in the fuel mixture,
ignition is delayed. For lower temperatures the effect is opposite.
For H2/N2 fuel mixtures with increase in N2 concentrations in the fuel,
ignition delay gets longer due to reduced concentrations of the H radical
needed for the main chain branching reaction to proceed.
Practical combustor simulations were performed to assess the
accuracy of the turbulent flame speed closure model and to demonstrate
the use of laminar burning velocity and critical strain rate to extinction
data for turbulent combustion modelling. The data from CFD simulations
of strained flames on methane were compared with experiments performed
by the DLR. The comparison between computations and experiments
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showed good agreement, indicating that this model is robust and can be
applied for design of industrial applications.
The replacement of methane with CO/H2/N2 fuel mixtures presented
several issues. First, gas (12%CO/88%H2), which has similar calorific
value and AFRst to methane, was tested. The main issue with this fuel is
that its density is very low due to the high quantities of hydrogen,
resulting in unrealistically high fuel injection velocity. This issue needs to
be addressed in the combustion device design.
The comparison between cases of strained and unstrained flames for
this gas shows that flame stretching has little effect due to very high
critical strain rates to extinction for this fuel mixture.
The simulation with low calorific value gas, which has a high content
of nitrogen (1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2), shows that flame was affected by
the flame straining. The difference between methane and this gas is that a
very small flame was stabilised in the combustor. The main issue with this
mixture is that in order to keep the same power output in the combustion
device the mass flows need to be increased considerably. To accommodate
these mass flows the burner needs to be redesigned.
The simulations with medium calorific value gas (50%CO/50%H2)
showed greater effects of flame straining on peak flame temperatures and
flame shape.
From this study, it is evident that for medium and low calorific value
gases the flame straining needs to be taken into account in order to predict
turbulent flame behaviour accurately. These simulations also
demonstrated that precise determination of laminar burning velocities and
critical strain rates to extinction is very important for the accuracy of the
turbulent combustion solution with the TFC model.
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8.1 Future Work
This study focused primarily on lean CO/H2/N2 mixtures, but
practical syngas contains trace amounts of CH4, C2H6 and C3H8. The
effects of these components on fuel combustion properties needs to be
investigated experimentally and numerically. The combustion properties
database needs to be expanded to include laminar burning velocities and
critical strain rates to extinction for these mixtures for the entire
combustible range from lean to rich flammability limits.
Some improvements to the present experimental and computational
techniques need to be considered:
 The accuracy of laminar burning velocity data, obtained
experimentally from the Bunsen burner, suffered from several
factors. It is evident that flame stretch is not uniform over the
surface of the flame cone due to curvature. An adiabatic flat flame
burner with very accurate flow meters would help to obtain
unstretched laminar burning velocities more accurately. The
accurate determination of the flame front is very important for
flame area estimation as well. The flame front estimated from
Schlieren images is slightly larger than the true one; therefore
alternative more accurate flame imaging techniques, like PLIF,
need to be considered.
 Since the Bunsen burner flame technique is limited to pressures
up to 5 bars, alternative laminar burning velocity determination
techniques like the constant pressure bomb need to be evaluated.
 The validation of present chemical kinetics schemes like GRI-Mech
3.0 is limited to ambient conditions. However computations at high
pressures and temperatures, with suitable corrections in the
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reaction rate parameters in the chemical kinetics scheme, need to
be performed.
 The turbulent flame closure model requires experimental and
further computational validation.
Regardless of the limited time and resources available during the
period of this study, all efforts were made to obtain the best possible
results. The theoretical and experimental studies enabled the better
understanding of the combustion of syngas. The developed databases of
laminar burning velocities and critical strain rates to extinction would be
helpful for researchers working on gas turbine combustion for IGCC
applications.
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Appendix A – Gas Compositions from Gasifiers
Gasifiers are classified into three main categories depending on their
characteristics: moving-bed, fluid-bed and entrained-flow.
Moving-bed (fixed bed) gasifiers are characterized by the bed, in which
coal moves slowly downwards under gravity and is gasified by a counter-
current blast. In such arrangements hot synthetic gas, flowing from the
gasification zone on the bottom, preheats and pyrolizes the coal. In this
process the oxygen requirement is comparatively low, but syngases contain
some pyrolysis products. The temperature of product gases is generally
low. This process is the oldest one. The atmospheric producer gas and
water gas processes were the most important in the early production of
syngas from coal and coke [177].
The moving-bed gasification processes (including theoretical ones) and
typical gas compositions are as follows:
 Producer Gas (Wellmann-Galusha Process) with dry gas composition
of 15.0% H2, 28.6% CO, 3.4% CO2, 2.7% CH4, 50.3% N2 by volume
and calorific value of 6.587 MJ/m3 [178].
 Gasification with Oxygen and Steam under Atmospheric Pressure with
dry gas compositions for coal: 41.0% H2, 40.0% CO, 16.5% CO2,
0.9% CH4, 1.5% N2 and 0.1% O2; for coke as feedstock: 31.0% H2,
54.1% CO, 11.3% CO2, 0.4% CH4, 2.6% N2 and 0.6% O2. The
calorific values of the gases are 10.6 MJ/m3 and 10.1 MJ/m3
respectively [179].
 The Lurgi Dry Ash Process (pressurized; 25-30bar). The dry syngas
composition from this process is following: 38.0-42.2% H2, 15.2-
24.0% CO, 28.0-31.0% CO2, 8.6-10.0% CH4, 0.68% N2 by volume,
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some H2S+COS and NH3. Calorific value of the gas is from 11.2 to
11.8 MJ/m3 [178, 179].
 British Gas/Lurgi (BGL) Slagging Gasifier (pressurized) The dry
syngas composition from BGL process is typically: 27.3-31.5% H2,
55.0-70.4% CO, 1.9-3.5% CO2, 0.5-6.7% CH4, 3.4% N2 by volume,
1.3% H2S+COS and 0.4%NH3. Calorific value of the gas is from 12.5
to 14.6 MJ/m3 [178, 179].
 Ruhr 100 Gasifier (very high pressure of 90-100bar). The dry gas
composition from this process is following: 39.1% H2, 17.2% CO,
35.5% CO2, 7.9% CH4, and 0.2% N2 [178].
 Water Gas; No gas composition data are available.
The Lurgi Dry Ash and BGL Slagging Gasifier are commercialized
processes.
Fluid-bed gasifiers provide a very good mixing between feedstock and
oxidant. This feature ensures an even distribution of reaction material in
the bed. But fluid bed gasifiers have some limitations. The operation of this
gasifier is restricted to temperatures lower than the ash softening point,
because slagging of the ash in the bed will disturb fluidization. Sizing of
the particles is essential, because if a particle is too fine, it will be carried
out from the bed with the flowing synthesis gas. Some of these particles
are captured by cyclone filter and returned to the bed. The fluid-bed
gasification processes are more suitable for gasifying reactive feedstock,
like low-rank coals and biomass, due to lower operation temperatures in
the reactor [178].
There are several fluid-bed gasification processes. Some of them and
their gas compositions are listed below:
 The Winkler Process (historic, too expensive) [178].
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 The High Temperature Winkler (HTW) Process; Gas composition from
this process varies depending on the feedstock and reaction
conditions chosen: 35.0-46.0% H2, 30.0-50.0% CO, 13.0-25.0% CO2,
1.0-1.8% CH4 and 0.5-1.5% N2 by volume. Calorific value of the gas
varies from 9.2 to 13.0 MJ/m3 [179].
 Circulating Fluid-Bed (CFB) Process; No gas composition data are
available for this process.
 The Kellog Brown and Root (KBR) Transport Gasifier; No gas
composition data are available.
 Cogas Process (COED); Clean gas composition from this gasification
process is as follows: 57.9% H2, 31.2% CO, 6.6% CO2, 4.0% CH4
and 0.3% N2 by volume. Calorific value of the gas is about 12.9
MJ/m3 [179].
 CO2 Acceptor Process; the gas from this process contains
considerable amount of hydrogen: 56.0% H2, 15.5% CO, 10.9% CO2,
14.1% CH4, and 3.0% N2 by volume. Gas also contains some NH3
and H2S. Calorific value of the synthetic gas is about 14.7 MJ/m3
[179].
 Synthane Process; the raw gas composition is as follows: 27.8% H2,
16.7% CO, 29.0% CO2, 24.5% CH4, 0.8% N2, 0.8% C2H6 and 0.5%
H2S by volume. Calorific value of the gas is approximately 15.9
MJ/m3 [179].
 Agglomerating Fluid-bed Processes:
o U-Gas (Utility Gas) Technology (pressurized, working pressure
25bar); gas composition from this process varies depending on
reaction agent used. For gasification with steam and air, gas
contains considerable amounts of nitrogen: 9.8-15.5% H2, 12.0-
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16.6% CO, 10.3-14.7% CO2, up to 0.5% CH4, 59.9-62.7% N2. The
calorific value of this gas is very low, only about 2.8 to 3.6
MJ/m3. If steam and oxygen is used for gasification, gas contains
higher amounts of hydrogen and carbon monoxide: 34.9-36.9%
H2, 21.3-29.8% CO, 34.5-42.7% CO2 and 0.5-1.1% CH4; no N2
present in the gas. Due to large amounts of carbon dioxide, gas
calorific value is only 7.4-8.5 MJ/m3 [179].
o Kellog Rust Westinghouse (KRW) Process (pressurized, working
pressure 10 to 20bar); raw gas composition from this gasifier is
as follows: 14.4% H2, 19.2% CO, 9.4% CO2, 2.8% CH4 and 54.2%
H2 by volume. Calorific value of the synthesis gas is 5.2 MJ/m3
[179].
Entrained flow gasifiers operate with feedstock and oxidant in co-
current flow. The main features of this process are that the residence time
is very short (only a few seconds) and feedstock size is kept very small (less
than 100m) to promote mass transfer. Due to the short residence time,
high temperatures are required to ensure good carbon conversion. For this
reason, all entrained flow gasifiers are operating in the slagging regime.
This high temperature operation demands high oxygen levels for the
gasification process. These gasifiers can operate on any type of coal, but
high moisture or ash content feedstocks may require such high oxygen
levels that it ceases to be economically feasible [178].
Some entrained-flow gasification processes and gas compositions are
listed below:
 The Koppers-Totzek Atmospheric Process; the raw gas composition
from this process is following: 21.0-32.0% H2, 55.0-66.0% CO, 7.0-
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12.0% CO2, 0.1% CH4, 1.0% N2 and 0.5-1.0% H2S by volume.
Calorific value of the gas is from 10.6 to 11.8 MJ/m3 [179].
 Shell Coal Gasification Process (SCGP) and Prenflo Process
 The Noell Process; (no gas composition data are available).
 The Texaco Process (pressurized, working pressure for chemical
processes can exceed 70-80bar, for IGCC plants – 30bar); dry raw
gas composition from this process is following: 38.7-37.9% H2, 45.7-
46.6% CO, 11.5-13.2% CO2, 0.7-0.9% CH4, 1.7-2.0% N2 and 0.6-
0.7% H2S by volume. Calorific value of the gas is 11.1 MJ/m3 [179].
Some literature sources report that water content present in the gas
from Texaco gasifier can be as much as 18.0% [179, 180].
 The E-Gas Process (Bi-Gas Process); gas from this process contains a
large amount of methane: 32.1% H2, 21.5% CO, 29.3% CO2, 15.6%
CH4, 0.7% N2 and 0.8% H2S. Calorific value of the gas is around
13.7 MJ/m3 [179].
 The Clean Coal Power R&D Company (CCP) Gasifier; (no gas
composition data are available for the gasifier).
 The EAGLE Gasifier; (no gas composition data are available for this
gasifier).
 Ruhrgas Vortex Chamber Process (atmospheric process); the gas
composition depends on the oxidant employed. It operates on
air/steam and on oxygen/steam. If air and steam is used, gas
composition is following: 8.0% H2, 22.0% CO, 5.1% CO2 and 64.1%
N2 by volume. Calorific value of this gas is low, only 3.9 MJ/m3.
Syngas composition from gasification process with oxygen and
steam: 33.2% H2, 48.5% CO, 16.8% CO2, 0.5% CH4 and 1.0% N2 by
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volume; and calorific value of the gas is considerably higher – 10.5
MJ/m3 [179].
 Combustion Engineering Process (atmospheric); this process is
operating with air. Gas from this process contains high amounts of
nitrogen: 10.7% H2, 24.4% CO, 4.1% CO2, 60.2% N2 and 0.4%
H2S+COS by volume. Gas calorific value is 4.6 MJ/m3 [179].
Existing IGCC Projects
United States of America
Four coal Integrated Gasification Combine Cycle (IGCC)
demonstration projects were started in the US under the Clean Coal
Technology Program (CCT Program). The CCT Program is managed by the
National Energy Technology Laboratory in cooperation with industry.
Three projects are completed: (1) the Wabash River Coal Gasification
Repowering Project (09/91-09/00), (2) the Tampa Electric Integrated
Gasification Combined-Cycle Project (12/89-12/02) and (3) the Piñon Pine
IGCC Power Project (09/91-01/01). The fourth project: Kentucky Pioneer
Energy Project is still under development (planned timeline is 05/93-
12/07) [181].
The Wabash River Coal Gasification Repowering Project
The design of Wabash River coal gasifier was based on Destec’s
Louisiana Gasification Technology, Inc. (LGTI) gasifier. Both gasifiers are of
similar size and operating characteristics.
The E-GASTM two-stage coal gasification technology is based on an
oxygen-blown, entrained-flow, refractory-lined gasifier with continuous
slag removal.
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The main elements of the combined cycle power plant are the high-
temperature gas turbine/generator (General Electric MS 7001FA), the heat
recovery steam generator and the re-powered steam turbine. The gas
turbine is a dual-fuel machine (syngas for operations and oil fuel No. 2 for
start-up) and produces 192 MWe power. The gas turbine was converted to
use natural gas as a start-up fuel instead of oil. The steam turbine output
is 104 MWe. The auxiliary equipment electric consumption is 34 MWe,
consisting of power to operate the air separation unit, pumps, motors, etc.
Total net power production of the combined cycle power plant is 262 MWe
[164].
The main components of synthesis gas from coal and petroleum coke
from Wabash River IGCC Power Plant are CO2, CO and H2, which comprise
more than 95% of gas composition. Gas composition from typical coal was:
34.4% H2, 45.3% CO, 15.8% CO2, 1.9% CH4, 1.9% N2 and 0.6% Ar by
volume. The higher heating value of the gas was 10.32 MJ/m3. Gas
composition from petroleum coke was similar: 33.2% H2, 48.6% CO, 15.4%
CO2, 0.5% CH4, 1.9% N2 and 0.6% Ar. Heating value of the gas was 9.99
MJ/m3 [164].
The Wabash River IGCC Power Plant is designed to use a range of
coals with a maximum sulfur content of 5.9% (dry basis). The selected coal
for initial operation was high-sulfur Midwestern bituminous from the No. 6
seam of a mine in Indiana (Peabody Hawthorn). Alternative feedstocks, like
petroleum coke and blends of coal and coke, were tested as well during the
three-year demonstration period [164].
The Tampa Electric Integrated Gasification Combined-Cycle Project
A single-stage, downdraft-firing, entrained flow coal gasifier is used in
Texaco coal gasification technology. Coal/water slurry with 60-70% of coal
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and oxygen (95% pure) are fed to a gasifier. The coal reacts with oxygen
and produces raw coal gas (syngas) and molten ash at a temperature of
about 1480oC. The gas flows downward into a cooler where high-pressure
steam is produced [165].
The gas turbine employed in the Tampa EIGCC power plant is a low-
NOX emission, dual-fuel (operating on syngas and using low sulfur fuel oil
for startup and backup) machine (General Electric model MS 7001F). The
power output from the gas turbine was 192 MWe. Nitrogen was used as
syngas diluent to reduce NOX formation. The steam turbine power output
was 121 MWe. Power consumption for auxiliary equipment was 63 MWe,
resulting in a net power output of 250 MWe [165].
The main components in cleaned syngas were CO, H2 and CO2. The
gas after hot-gas cleanup also contained quite high quantities of water.
Gas composition after hot-gas cleanup: 27.0% H2, 35.6% CO, 12.6% CO2,
0.1% CH4, 18.6% H2O and 5.8% N2 by volume; after cold-gas cleanup:
33.8% H2, 48.3% CO, 10.0% CO2, 0.2% CH4, 0.5% H2O, 6.1% N2 and 1.1%
Ar by volume, gas also contained some carbonyl sulphide [165].
The Tampa IGCC Power Plant was able to operate on a range of fuels.
The coals used were Illinois #5 and #6, Pittsburgh #8, West Kentucky #11,
and Kentucky #9; Indiana #5 & #6 (2.5–3.5% sulfur); petcoke, it was
possible to employ petcoke/coal blends and biomass as well [182].
The Piñon Pine Power Project
The KRW gasifier, licensed by the M.W. Kellogg Technology Company,
was employed in this project. The gasifier working principle is based on a
fluidized bed in which coal and limestone particles are suspended in a
stream of flowing gases. The particle size and weight are adjusted to
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prevent them from blowing out and remain within the bed until most of the
carbon is gasified.
The gasifier operates at about 982oC temperature, which is low
enough to avoid extensive gas cooling prior to cleaning and high enough
for reactions to proceed rapidly, and prevent formation of tars and oils
[183].
The cleaned syngas was delivered at 540oC temperature to General
Electric model MS 6001 FA gas turbine. The gas turbine produced about
61 MWe power. Gas turbine exhaust produces steam in the HRSG that
contributes 46 MWe power from the steam turbine. Power requirement for
auxiliary equipment is around 7 MWe. The power consumption by
auxiliary equipment is comparatively low due to the absence of oxygen
production plant. The net power of the Piñon Pine power plant was about
100 MWe [184].
The main components in the gas from KRW gasifier were N2, CO and
H2: 14.5% H2, 23.9% CO, 5.5% CO2, 1.4% CH4, 48.6% N2, 5.5% H2 and
0.6% Ar by volume. Lower heating value of the gas was 4.81 MJ/m3 [184].
Kentucky Pioneer IGCC Demonstration Project
In this project the utility-scale IGCC system, which uses a high-
sulphur bituminous coal and refuse-derived fuel (RDF), was combined with
a molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC) fuelled by coal gas [184]. The British
Gas/Lurgi gasifier is supplied with coal and pelletized RDF, limestone,
oxygen, and steam. Oxygen and steam react with coal and limestone
during the gasification process. Produced syngas is rich in H2 and CO.
Raw gas from the gasifier is washed and cooled; gas is also cleaned from
H2S and other sulfur compounds. Remaining particles, tars and oils are
recycled to the gasifier for further gasification [185].
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Some part of the syngas is supplied to the gas turbine. The remaining
gas is utilized in the fuel cell plant. The MCFC is composed of a molten
carbonate electrolyte placed between porous anode and cathode plates.
Cleaned fuel (syngas) and steam are fed continuously into the anode; CO2-
enriched air is supplied into the cathode [185].
The gross power from Kentucky Pioneer Energy IGCC power plant is
580 MWe; the net power is 540 MWe. Around 2.0 MWe power is generated
in the MCFC plant [185].
Syngas composition depends on the feedstock; for coal operation:
34.4% H2, 45.3% CO, 15.8% CO2, 1.9% CH4, 1.9% N2 and 0.6% Ar, higher
heating value of the gas is 10.32 MJ/m3; for 33.2% H2, 48.6% CO, 15.4%
CO2, 0.5% CH4, 1.9% N2 and 0.6% Ar by volume, HHV=9.99 MJ/m3 [185].
Cool Water IGCC Power Plant Demonstration Project
Texaco gasifier, which has 1100 tonne/day gasification capacity, was
installed in Cool Water power plant. The plant was operated from 1984 to
1989 and completed 27000 hours of operation. Four different coal types
were tested in the plant [186].
The gross power output in the Cool Water IGCC power plant is 120
MWe, [187] 80 MWe power [187] is generated by General Electric 107E
[188] model gas turbine.
Gas composition is as follows: 30.0% H2, 65.0% CO, 1.0% CO2, 3.0%
N2+Ar and 1.0% H2O [187].
Europe
Buggenum IGCC Power Plant Nuon Demonstration Project (Netherlands)
A Shell gasifier was built in the Buggenum IGCC Power plant [155].
The gasifier capacity is 2000 t/d using internationally traded coal as a
feedstock [178] (Drayton coal from Australia) [155].
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The gross power output in the Buggenum IGCC power plant is 284
MWe, 156MWe power is generated by Siemens V94.2 model gas turbine
and 128 MWe by Siemens KN model steam turbine. Auxiliary equipment
consumes 31 MWe power. The net power output is 253 MWe [155].
Syngas from this process contains considerable amount of nitrogen.
Gas composition is following: 12.3% H2, 24.8% CO, 0.8% CO2, 42.0% N2,
0.6% Ar, 19.1% H2O and 0.4% O2 by volume; lower heating value of the
gas is equal to 4.3 MJ/kg [155].
Elcogas Puertollano IGCC Power Plant Demonstration Project (Spain)
Prenflo [188,189] gasifier unit was installed in 1997 for Puertollano
IGCC power plant with capacity of 3000 t/d using a blend of high-ash coal
and petcoke as feedstock [189].
The gross power output in the Buggenum IGCC power plant is 335
MWe, 200 MWe power is generated by Siemens V94.3 model gas turbine
and 135 MWe by steam turbine. Auxiliary equipment consumes 35 MWe
power. The net power output is 300 MWe [189].
The wet syngas composition from the gasification process is following:
10.7% H2, 29.2% CO, 1.9% CO2, 53.1% N2, 0.01% CH4, 0.6% Ar, 4.2% H2O
and 0.3% O2; Lower heating value of the gas is 4.3 MJ/kg [189].
ISAB Energy Priolo Gargallo IGCC Power Plant Demonstration Project (Italy)
The Texaco gasifier unit is installed for ISAB IGCC power plant. The
plant is adjacent to Italy's second largest refinery, which provides the
feedstock (usually asphalt from the plant) [190].
The gross power output in the ISAB IGCC power plant is 540 MWe,
2×156 MWe power is generated by Siemens V94.2 model gas turbines and
2×114 MWe by steam turbines. Auxiliary equipment consumes 28 MWe
power. The net power output is 512 MWe [191].
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Syngas consists of the following components: 31.3% H2, 28.5% CO,
3.2% CO2, 36.9% H2O; lower heating value of the gas is 9.1 MJ/kg [189].
Asia
Negishi IGCC Power Plant (Japan)
Negishi IGCC power plant is the first plant in Japan using residual oil
(asphalt) as fuel for an IGCC system [191].
A Chevron Texaco Direct Quench Type gasifier unit is installed for the
Negishi IGCC power plant [192].
The gross power output in the Negishi IGCC power plant is 430 MWe,
295 MWe power is generated by Mitsubishi M701F model gas turbine and
135 MWe by steam turbine [192]. Auxiliary equipment consumes 88 MWe
power. The net power output is 342 MWe [193].
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Appendix B – Artificial neural networks (theory)
Introduction
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are parallel computing devices,
which consist of many simple interconnected processors. Each processor
in a network only knows signals, which it receives and sends to other
processors. Yet the large network of such connected processors is able to
perform complicated tasks.
The development of ANNs started in the early 20th century, but only
during the 90s, after breaking some theoretical barriers and benefiting
from the growth in computing power did ANNs become useful tools. The
word “artificial” is used to describe artificial devices rather than the
biological neural networks found in the brain. ANNs are often referred to
as a connectionist networks when emphasis is put on computing ability
rather than on biological fidelity: ANNs aim to solve specific tasks rather
than attempt to mimic some part of a biological process.
The main difference between ANNs and ordinary computer software is
that most neural solutions are “learned” not programmed: ANNs learns to
perform tasks rather than being directly programmed. Certainly, many
network solutions have been developed because it is not possible to write a
suitable program or the “learnt solution” provides better performance
[194].
ANNs have been applied successfully in various fields of aerospace,
business, automotive, banking, industrial, manufacturing, robotics,
telecommunications and many others.
The application base for ANNs is massive: stock market forecasting
[195, 196], credit scoring [197, 198] credit card fraud detection, optical
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character recognition, machine health monitoring, human health
monitoring and diagnostics, road vehicle autopilots, coal composition
prediction [10], thermodynamic properties of refrigerants prediction
[9,199], ignition delay prediction [200], pollutant formation prediction [201]
and others.
Neuron model
The model of a single neuron is given in Figure B 1. It can also be
called perceptron [202]. As mentioned earlier, “neuron” is used for analogy
only and does not describe the biological neuron.
wk2
wkr
wk1

x1
x2
xr
.
.
.
.
.
.
Bias
bk
vk f
Transfer
function
Output
ak
Summing
junction
Synaptic
weights
Figure B 1: The neuron model [202]
Each scalar input x is transmitted through a connection that
multiplies it by the scalar weight w (connection strength), to form the
product wx (scalar). All the scalars wx are fed to summing junction, where:
kkrr2k21k1k bwx...wxwxv  (B.1)
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and vk, the sum of weighted inputs, is the only argument of the transfer
function f, which produces the scalar output ak. The neuron usually has a
scalar bias bk which has a raising or lowering effect on the weighted input
sum.
The transfer function F is typically a step function or a sigmoid
function. This function introduces non-linearity in the network (sigmoid
function) and limits the amplitude range of the output signal. A typical
range of the output ak is between -1 and 1 [203].
In mathematical notations such neurons can be described as [204]:
k
r
1j
jkjk bxwv  

(B.2)
 kk vFa  (B.3)
wkj and bk are adjustable scalar parameters of the neuron. The working
principle of the ANNs is such that parameters can be adjusted so the
network behaves in a certain manner. Thus the network can be trained to
do a particular job by adjusting the weight and bias parameters [203].
Transfer functions
There are a number of transfer functions used in artificial neural
networks. ANNs with a back-propagation training algorithm mainly uses
log-sigmoid, tan-sigmoid and linear transfer functions [203]:
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Figure B 2: Common transfer functions [203]
Artificial neural network architecture
The simplest form of the artificial processor consists of a single
perceptron, see Figure B 1. As it has an input layer, a processing unit and
an output, it can be considered as an operational structure.
Actually, it is evident, that such a simple structure cannot cope with
complex problems. This is the reason why neurons are linked together,
hence mimicking the brain configuration to a certain extent.
There are different ways to link neurons in the network. The most
common way to design networks is to link neurons in the form of layers.
Some ANN architectures can be widely employed, while others are used
only for specific applications [203]. Layered networks can have a single
layer or multiple layers.
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Single-layer feedforward networks
This network is the basic form of ANN. In this ANN the input layer
source nodes project onto an output layer of neurons, but output neurons
do not project on input nodes. For this reason this network is called a
feedforward ANN. A single-layer ANN with 3 input and output neurons is
given in Figure B 3.
Input
layer
Output
layer
Figure B 3: A simple single-layer ANN [203]
This network is called “single-layer” because computations are
performed only in the output layer of neurons. In general, the input layer
of neurons is not viewed as a layer [204].
Multilayer Feedforward Networks
The presence of hidden layer(s) of neurons, located between input
nodes and the output neuron layer, characterises multilayer networks.
There can be one or several hidden layers in ANNs.
In this network the set of input nodes is presented to the first hidden
layer. The computed signal from the first hidden layer is the input for the
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following layer and so on until the output layer is reached. In this network
activation travels in a direction from input to output [195, 204].
Input
layer
Two hidden layers
Output
layer
Figure B 4: A multilayer ANN [204]
The multilayer ANN with 3 input nodes, two hidden layers (one with 3
neurons and another with 4 neurons) and a 1 neuron output layer is given
in Figure B 4. It can be presented as a 3-3-4-1 network.
Most multilayer ANNs are fully connected: each neuron is connected
to each neuron in the previous and the next layer. Sometimes they can be
partially connected; thus some interconnections can be missing in the
network.
For the ANN with hidden layers its ability to extract higher order
statistics increases and therefore to handle complex and non-linear
problems. Hidden layers are especially important when there are many
input nodes [204].
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ANN training
The training rule is applied to train networks to perform some
particular tasks. The ANN training rule is defined as a procedure (training
algorithm) for modifying network weights and biases.
Training rules can be divided into two main categories: supervised
training and unsupervised training [203, 204].
In supervised training the ANN is provided with a training set. As the
inputs are presented to the network, the network outputs are compared to
the targets, see Figure B 5. The learning rule is then used to adjust the
weights and biases of the network in order to bring the network outputs
closer to the targets.
In unsupervised training the weights and biases are modified in
response to network inputs only; there are no targets available. The
unsupervised training algorithms are employed to perform clustering
operations, because they categorize the input patterns into a finite number
of classes [203].
ANN including
connections
(weights) between
neurons
Compare
Input Output
Target
Adjust
Weights
Figure B 5: Supervised training principle [203]
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Backpropagation learning
This algorithm is employed to train multilayer networks with
nonlinear transfer functions. In the backpropagation algorithm input
vectors and the corresponding target vectors are used to train the ANN
until it can relate input vectors with specific output vectors, approximate a
function, or classify input vectors in a defined way. ANNs with biases,
sigmoid layer and a linear output layer can approximate any function with
a finite number of discontinuities [203].
The backpropagation algorithm defines two sweeps of the network:
first the forward sweep from the input to the output layer and second the
backward sweep from the output to the input layer. Both steps are similar,
except that error values are propagated back through the network to
determine how weights are to be changed during the training [195].
The backpropagation employs a generalisation of the delta or Widrow-Hoff
rule.
The generalized version of the delta rule
Consider an output unit having a transfer (output) of y and target
output of t, see Figure B 6.
output unit
x
w
y
Figure B 6: A single weight connecting two units. The signal x is multiplied by w
(weight) and passed through transfer function which means that output y is the
same as weighted input [195]
The error  is equal to:
yt  (B.4)
The signal coming into the output unit is x. the delta rule states that
the needed adjustment w is equal to:
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xw  (B.5)
where  is the learning rate (real number). The new weight value is
adjusted by:
wxw  (B.6)
The generalised version of the delta rule can be expressed as:
 jjjijij txw  (B.7)
where tj is the target value of the unit j, j is the actual output, xi is the
signal coming from unit i,  is the learning rate (how much to adapt the
weight) and wij – the change in weight of connection between units i and j.
The error derivative is expressed as:
ij
j
j
j
jij w
net
net
E
w
E









(B.8)
j can be defined as:
j
j net
E


 (B.9)
The delta rule for linear units, where output is the same as input is:
j
j
j
j net
E




 (B.10)
Since    j
2
jjp t2
1E , we have:
 jj
j
tE 


(B. 11)
For transfer function f, which typically is a logistic function, the output
can be expressed as:
 jj netf (B.12)
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The derivative of f’ is given by:
 j
j
j netf
net



(B.13)
so
   jjjj netft  (B.14)
The standard summation of products is used to find the net total input:

0i
ijij wxnet (B.15)
and so
i
ij
j x
w
net



(B.16)
So taking the product of each derivative and substituting into equation
(B.8) gives:
    ijjj
ij
xnetft
w
E



(B.17)
For the neuron in the hidden layer, the error is given by:

k
kjkjj w)net(f (B.18)
Here k is the index of layer which sends back the error (output layer for a
network with single hidden layer).
The suitable transfer function is the logistic sigmoid function:
 
 j
j netexp1
1netf

 (B.19)
The derivative of this transfer function is:
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The backpropagation algorithm
The procedure of the backpropagation algorithm is as follows:
1. At first all weights need to be initialised with small random values:
for example between -0.3 and 0.3.
2. The training is provided by supplying input and associated output
patterns. Training continues until the change of absolute value of
the averaged squared error falls to within some value between two
epochs. For example, if the tolerance is equal to 0.001, the squared
error cannot change more than ±0.001 between epochs. If ANN
meets the tolerance, it has converged. Alternatively, the measure of
convergence can be the tolerance between the output and target
values.
3. In addition, in order to reduce the oscillation of weight changes, a
momentum term is introduced. It adds an allowed proportion of
weight change:
     nw1nw ijijij  (B.21)
Thus weight change for epoch n+1 is dependent on the weight
change for epoch n [195].
Properly trained backpropagation ANNs can give reasonable answers
when the new inputs, which networks have never seen, are presented.
Usually, a new input leads to a similar output to the target output for
inputs used in training that are close to the new input being introduced.
This property to generalise allows training an ANN on a representative set
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of input/target pairs and to get reasonable results without using all
possible input/output pairs for network training [203].
Some practical considerations
There are some practical points that need to be considered when
using backpropagation networks:
1. The successful application of ANN usually requires a lot of
experimentation. There are a number of parameters that need to be
considered in order to obtain an acceptable solution:
a. The number of hidden layers in the network or number of
neurons in the hidden layer can vary.
b. The training data set needs to be selected in a way that the
correct generalisation of the ANN will be achieved on the data,
it have not seen.
There is no clearly defined way of finding a solution for a new
application. Some problems appear to be intractable to neural solution,
but it does not mean that the problem cannot be solved by ANN. Although
the trial and error approach is used in applying ANN, the requirement of
knowledge of ANNs and knowledge of the application domain should not be
underrated [195].
ANN generalisation
In backpropagation learning as many training examples as possible
are used to compute ANN weights and biases. It is expected that the
neural network so designed will be able to generalize. The ANN has the
ability to generalize well, when it computes correctly (or nearly so) the test
data set it hasen’t seen during its training. It is assumed that the data are
drawn from the same population used to generate the training data.
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The training process of the ANN can be viewed as a curve fitting
problem. The network itself can be considered to act as a non-linear input-
output mapping. Therefore the generalisation of the network can be
considered as a good linear interpolation of the input data. The ANN
performs useful interpolation primarily because multilayer perceptrons
with continuous transfer functions lead to continuous output functions.
A neural network that is designed to generalise will produce a correct
input-output mapping even with the data slightly different from the data
used for training. When, however, the ANN is presented with too many
input-output data sets, it will memorise the training data set. It will find
the feature which is in a data set (noise for example) but not a true
fundamental function that is to be modelled. Such a phenomenon is called
overtraining (overfitting). When the network is overtrained it will loose its
ability to generalise and interpolate between similar input-output data
patterns.
The essence of the ANN with a good ability to generalise is its
capability to produce the smoothest (simplest) function for input-output
data patterns [195, 204].
Comprehensive information about ANN architectures, their
mathematical formulation, and network validation can be found in S.
Haykin’s textbook [204].
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Appendix C – Uncertainty analysis
The uncertainty of the laminar burning velocity measurement is
estimated based on the uncertainties in the primary measurements. If the
result R is a given function of the independent variables x1, x2, x3…..xn, it
can be expressed as:
 n321 x,........x,x,xRR  (C.1)
If R is the uncertainty in the result and 1, 2, … n are the
uncertainties in the independent variables of all given with the same odds,
then the uncertainty is given by:
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This equation is used for the calculation of uncertainty in the air-fuel
ratio and laminar burning velocity [204].
Uncertainty in air-fuel ratio
The air-fuel ratio (AFR) is:
F
A
m
mAFR


 (C.3)
The uncertainty in the measured individual flow rates for air ( Am ) and
fuel ( Fm ) is calculated as follows:
RT
pQm  (C.4)
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Q
p
m
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(C.5)
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The uncertainty in the AFR:
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Corresponding uncertainties in equivalence ratio can be expressed as:
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The uncertainty in laminar burning velocity:
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The uncertainty in density:
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The uncertainty in laminar burning velocity:
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Piezo-resistive transducers were used to measure gauge pressures in
the rotameters. Instrument accuracies were obtained from the calibration
experiment. Transducer accuracies are ± 0.41-0.13%pgauge (for air meter)
and ± 0.56-0.09%pgauge (for fuel meter).
The temperature of the air/fuel stream was measured using a type K
(Cromel) thermocouple. Thermocouple accuracy is ± 5% (±2.5oC
thermocouple and ±2.5oC cables).
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Volume flow rate is measured in the rotameter tube with accuracy of 2%
FS; here FS – full scale.
Representative example of uncertainty calculation procedure:
67%CO/33%H2/Air mixture, ambient conditions, =0.6
Readings:
Barometer pressure: pbar=0.988bar
Air stream: pgauge=1.237bar, T=17oC, Reading=10.0
Fuel stream: pgauge=0.336bar, T=17oC, Reading=6.25
Uncertainties in the individual mass flow rates:
Air:
Q=14.0 cm3/s=14.0*10-6m3/s
 
 TMWR
Qpp
RT
pQm
air
gaugebar
A


  s/g03742.0s/kg10742.3
290)964.28/472.8314(
100.14988.0237.1m 5
6
A 






Instrument accuracies for air:
Pressure transducer: bar005072.0p%41.0 gaugep 
Rotameter: s/cm28.0 3Q 
Thermocouple: Cdeg5T 
Uncertainty in air mass flow:
s/g000645.0
Am
 
% Uncertainty in air mass flow:
    %72.1%10003742.0000645.0%100mAAm  
Fuel:
Q=6.0cm3/s=6.0*10-6m3/s
mol/g42.19233.02867.0MWF 
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  s/g006398.0s/kg106398.0
290)42.19/472.8314(
100.6988.0336.0m 5
6
F 





Instrument accuracies:
Pressure transducer: bar0018816.0p%56.0 gaugep 
Rotameter: s/cm12.0 3Q 
Thermocouple: Cdeg5T 
Uncertainty in fuel mass flow:
s/g0001103.0
Fm
 
% Uncertainty in fuel mass flow:
    %72.1%100006398.00001103.0%100mFFm  
Uncertainty in AFR:
102.0AFR 
% Uncertainty in AFR:
    %75.1%10085.5102.0%100AFRAFR 
Uncertainty in equivalence ratio:
0147.0

% Uncertainty in equivalence ratio:
    %44.2%100604.00147.0%100 

% Uncertainty in equivalence ratio is 2.44%
Uncertainty in laminar burning velocity
First the uncertainty in the density of fuel/air mixture needs to be
evaluated:
21
2
T
2
2
2
p
2
RT
p
RT
1






















(C.26)
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Measurement was performed under atmospheric pressure; therefore
density of the fuel/air mixture is defined based on atmospheric pressure,
which is measured with a barometer:
Barometer accuracy: bar00494.0p%5.0 barometricp 
Thermocouple accuracy: C5oT 
Gas constant for fuel/air mixture at =0.604 is 308.71 J/kg/K
Uncertainty in density: 3m/kg0198.0

or 1.80%
Nominal value of laminar burning velocity:
s/cm74.33s/m3374.0
1068.1171036.1
10)006398.003742.0(
A
mS 6
3
Flamemix
tot
lam 







Uncertainty in the mass flow rate:
    
212
FmA
2
AmFtotm
mm   
s/kg1084.5s/g1084.5 96
totm


Uncertainty in flame surface area:
The uncertainty in the flame surface area was found to fall within ±5%
of an average value of 117.68mm2 (85% of data points), see Figure C 1,
therefore it is assumed to be 5% of the total surface area. The analysis is
based on flame surface areas, obtained from 20 images.
2
A mm884.568.117*05.0 
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Figure C 1: Discrepancies for flame areas in comparison to the mean value, obtained
from 20 images.
Uncertainty in laminar burning velocity:
 
 
 
21
26
2
26
3
2
2
62
3
29
2
6
lamS
10884.5
1068.1171036.1
10043818.0
0198.0
1068.1171036.1
10043818.01084.5
1068.1171036.1
1





















































s/cm79.1s/m0179.0
lamS

    %31.5%1003374.00179.0%100SlamlamS 
% Uncertainty in laminar burning velocity is 5.31%
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Appendix D – Sensitivity analysis graphs
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Figure D 1: Sensitivity analysis for CO/H2 mixture, H2 sensitivity at different
CO/H2 fuel compositions
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Figure D 2: Temperature Sensitivity analysis at different equivalence ratios
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Figure D 3: H2 Sensitivity analysis at equivalence ratio 0.4
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Figure D 4: CO Sensitivity analysis at equivalence ratio 0.4
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Figure D 5: Temperature Sensitivity analysis at 20bar pressure
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Figure D 6: H2 Sensitivity analysis at 20bar pressure
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Figure D 7: H2 Sensitivity coefficients at 800K preheat temperature
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Figure D 8: H2 Sensitivity analysis for mixture with 30%H2/70%N2
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Figure D 9: Temperature sensitivity analysis at different H2/CO2 fuel mixture
compositions
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Figure D 10: Temperature Sensitivity analysis at different CO/H2/CO2 fuel mixture
compositions
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Figure D 11: Temperature sensitivity analysis for 40%CO/40%H2/20%CO2 fuel
mixture compositions
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Figure D 12: Temperature sensitivity analysis for 35%CO/35%H2/30%CO2 fuel
mixture compositions
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Figure D 13: Temperature sensitivity analysis for stoichiometric 80%H2/20%H2O
fuel mixture at ambient conditions
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Figure D 14: Temperature sensitivity analysis for stoichiometric 60%H2/40%H2O
fuel mixture at ambient conditions
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Figure D 15: Temperature sensitivity analysis for 100% CH4 fuel at equivalence
ratio 1 and ambient conditions
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Figure D 16: Temperature sensitivity analysis for 80%CO/20%CH4 fuel mixture at
equivalence ratio 1 and ambient conditions
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Figure D 17: Temperature sensitivity analysis for 97%CO/3%CH4 fuel mixture at
equivalence ratio 1 and ambient conditions
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Figure D 18: Temperature sensitivity analysis for Mix1
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Figure D 19: Temperature sensitivity analysis for Mix2
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Figure D 20: Temperature sensitivity analysis for Mix3
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Figure D 21: Temperature sensitivity coefficients for 50%CO/50%H2 at =0.5 and
critical strain rate
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Figure D 22: Temperature sensitivity coefficients for 50%N2/50%H2 at =0.5 and
critical strain rate
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Figure D 23: OH sensitivity coefficients for stoichiometric 50%CO/50%H2 at
atmospheric pressure and 1100K temperature at ignition time
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Figure D 24: OH sensitivity coefficients for stoichiometric 50%CO/50%H2 at
different pressures and 1100K temperature at ignition time
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Figure D 25: OH sensitivity coefficients for stoichiometric CO/H2 mixtures at
atmospheric pressure and 1100K temperature at ignition time
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Figure D 26: OH sensitivity coefficients for stoichiometric N2/H2 mixtures at
atmospheric pressure and 1100K temperature at ignition time
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Appendix E - Artificial neural networks (equations)
Artificial neural network for laminar burning velocity
Here the coefficients of the input parameters are used to evaluate the
summation function Zi and activation function Fi for ANNs. These
coefficients represent the weights of the summation function of each
neuron belonging to the input, hidden and output layers of the trained
network. For this purpose nine pairs of equations for the input layer, ten
pairs for first and second hidden layers and one pair for the output layer
are required. In order to calculate laminar burning velocities for
CO/H2/CH4/Diluents fuel mixture the following equations are derived:
Normalized inputs:
50/pP  ; 1000/TT 
For CO, H2, N2, CO2 H2O, CH4 and O2 inputs are the fuel/air mixture
composition in mole fractions.
Input layer:
805.3O0032.6CH3644.39OH0523.38CO6437.44
N8766.4H5076.2CO0997.6T60198.0P8915.1Z
2422
2211


 11Z11 e11F


8346.5O2811.11CH5264.19OH911.9CO9643.10
N948.6H0036.13CO4441.13T75815.0P10341.0Z
2422
2212


 12Z12 e11F


7087.22O3468.9CH386.26OH3524.1CO855.4
N4581.7H2145.20CO1149.6T9954.16P7784.3Z
2422
2213


 13Z13 e11F


1527.12O4093.8CH4061.8OH5968.12CO8783.4
N4451.12H1139.10CO2778.11T73619.0P26215.0Z
2422
2214


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 14Z14 e11F


1532.1O5082.4CH0866.6OH86457.0CO19708.0
N037128.0H5059.0CO3515.2T92365.0P3571.14Z
2422
2215


 15Z15 e11F


0069.14O2653.45CH6037.5OH8684.24CO7577.31
N3459.6H6769.1CO2233.41T18846.0P3048.1Z
2422
2216


 16Z16 e11F


2622.8O5816.9CH8419.4OH1428.7CO4289.16
N6696.6H1905.2CO6527.6T1699.0P20589.0Z
2422
2217


 17Z17 e11F


9247.4O9964.8CH6645.7OH2463.18CO9471.18
N21575.0H9675.1CO7226.1T5729.1P87081.0Z
2422
2218


 18Z18 e11F


0339.3O0552.3CH4476.21OH9045.1CO0028.16
N4017.4H7111.6CO0692.10T30168.0P3366.0Z
2422
2219


 19Z19 e11F


First hidden layer:
1281.24F4459.3F5175.79F6329.69F2508.1
F3129.5F9059.51F7984.9F1159.39F0274.9Z
19181716
151413121121


 21Z21 e11F


4745.7F9216.8F6693.3F158.8F2351.2
F0973.18F7292.3F27342.0F6325.8F8406.4Z
19181716
151413121122


 22Z22 e11F


6427.18F3825.16F419.0F9759.12F7409.5
F7549.19F9102.8F1798.0F3675.58F1906.16Z
19181716
151413121123


 23Z23 e11F


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1852.27F0604.10F0613.2F762.38F19085.0
F3932.25F7202.21F3324.2F6632.7F8895.1Z
19181716
151413121124


 24Z24 e11F


3276.10F204.2F7009.4F2893.25F43557.0
F9515.7F2479.5F14537.0F5801.26F2106.1Z
19181716
151413121125


 25Z25 e11F


6035.23F6231.10F1767.6F4406.4F6622.4
F2791.19F3892.13F2526.2F001.14F8424.9Z
19181716
151413121126


 26Z26 e11F


1125.1F091616.0F2241.25F4157.17F6171.2
F6597.14F7845.7F3562.3F8315.43F75393.0Z
19181716
151413121127


 27Z27 e11F


3844.27F4684.7F5628.9F5534.35F43418.0
F484.85F4948.32F14251.0F3921.55F5749.15Z
19181716
151413121128


 28Z28 e11F


2522.6F0712.3F0202.6F47969.0F62486.0
F6984.7F95919.0F066629.0F9661.11F9694.1Z
19181716
151413121129


 29Z29 e11F


5646.12F0251.12F185.1F1685.6F8027.2
F3398.24F6443.6F40737.0F94745.0F9731.5Z
19181716
1514131211210


 210Z210 e11F


Second hidden layer:
6134.23
F7243.3F1434.3F65503.0F4908.16F6266.13
F4685.4F5388.1F02455.0F7376.5F7005.5Z
21029282726
252423222131



 31Z31 e11F


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2842.6
F26983.0F7854.1F2601.0F4905.21F6298.4
F8455.1F58642.0F30191.0F219.2F1909.3Z
21029282726
252423222132



 32Z32 e11F


987.2
F6746.1F41728.0F89339.0F517.7F12941.0
F6955.2F7986.1F47336.0F42522.0F55424.0Z
21029282726
252423222133



 33Z33 e11F


9976.10
F0299.7F1726.6F8699.3F4353.22F3172.15
F2317.6F2342.2F3346.19F7808.2F8111.6Z
21029282726
252423222134



 34Z34 e11F


14.4
F4543.1F9199.8F70468.0F6982.11F5608.3
F224.1F9927.2F8362.1F4331.2F18626.0Z
21029282726
252423222135



 35Z35 e11F


1589.10
F9676.8F2437.2F4028.4F4311.16F9483.6
F4578.5F4945.4F1123.4F2725.5F10069.0Z
21029282726
252423222136



 36Z36 e11F


7968.21
F6781.3F2854.4F30682.0F3106.24F6864.7
F862.1F1421.2F6011.13F452.2F6564.4Z
21029282726
252423222137



 37Z37 e11F


8708.9
F2894.3F7276.2F953.1F1341.16F84113.0
F1491.2F7015.3F5089.4F082206.0F4633.1Z
21029282726
252423222138



 38Z38 e11F


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2659.19
F1967.11F0071.5F2684.6F6807.33F0373.20
F9082.8F7469.3F6881.3F4342.5F7497.6Z
21029282726
252423222139



 39Z39 e11F


80222.0
F0161.5F6198.22F3402.1F2508.8F5345.4
F1664.1F4441.1F545.0F2525.6F51003.0Z
21029282726
2524232221310



 310Z310 e11F


Output layer:
1347.40F9827.15
F0473.10F849.8F6827.38F5321.8F6506.3
F6914.27F4497.54F5796.46F1055.24Z
310
3938373635
3433323141



 41Z41 e11F


Laminar burning velocity, dependant on pressure, temperature,
mixture composition and equivalence ratio, can be calculated from:
20FS 41o 
The coefficient 20 is used to convert from normalized value to the
actual value of the laminar burning velocity.
Artificial neural network for critical strain rate to extinction
In order to evaluate the summation function Zi and activation
function Fi six pairs of equations for the input layer, eight pairs for the
hidden layer and one pair for the output layer are extracted from the
trained ANN. In order to calculate critical strain rates to extinction for the
CO/H2/N2 fuel mixture the following equations are derived:
Normalized inputs:
50/pP  ; 1000/TT 
For CO, H2, N2 and O2, inputs are the fuel/air mixture composition in mole
fractions.
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Input layer:
5752.10O0576.16
N2218.14H6177.3CO0724.9T9926.2P2176.1Z
2
2211


 11Z11 e11F


0063.10O6938.3
N1392.8H9454.18CO48.11T44734.0P35449.0Z
2
2212


 12Z12 e11F


0536.12O3406.15
N0945.18H968.4CO4932.11T6508.2P35132.0Z
2
2213


 13Z13 e11F


5696.3O9966.26
N7187.5H2602.25CO3814.9T9125.4P3376.11Z
2
2214


 14Z14 e11F


9542.2O2317.25
N0518.1H8138.12CO2421.12T56108.0P9256.7Z
2
2215


 15Z15 e11F


5405.6O4862.6
N3459.8H995.5CO5024.7T73407.0P3033.13Z
2
2216


 16Z16 e11F


Hidden layer
8558.8F1753.1
F9992.2F1818.3F8116.2F9336.3F3634.1Z
16
151413121121


 21Z21 e11F


6872.4F7321.1
F5954.3F090671.0F0671.2F3982.2F48874.0Z
16
151413121122


 22Z22 e11F


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1597.11F2679.4
F5567.1F5859.5F7628.3F6425.6F4292.4Z
16
151413121123


 23Z23 e11F


4584.7F4344.10
F2829.4F74757.0F257.2F1588.2F19004.0Z
16
151413121124


 24Z24 e11F


75864.0F1459.4
F5872.1F29642.0F3662.2F5099.1F7717.2Z
16
151413121125


 25Z25 e11F


4975.5F1313.6
F8439.2F20961.0F326.13F2637.15F1572.8Z
16
151413121126


 26Z26 e11F


3606.1F2858.8
F5782.3F2245.6F755.0F5342.7F2493.15Z
16
151413121127


 27Z27 e11F


6396.10F51978.0
F2883.3F3156.2F2277.5F7824.8F9782.1Z
16
151413121128


 28Z28 e11F


Output layer
2355.0F1311.4F0596.6F0756.16
F9306.3F6047.6F317.1F6847.12F0873.1Z
282726
252423222131


 31Z31 e11F


Critical strain rate to extinction, dependant on pressure, temperature,
mixture composition and equivalence ratio, can be calculated from:
1500000FS 31ext 
The coefficient 1500000 is used to convert from the normalized value
to the actual value of the critical strain rate to extinction.
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Appendix F – CFD Results
Figure F 1: Positions downstream the burner nozzle for the DLR temperature
measurements (drawn on temperature contours for methane)
Figure F 2: Positions downstream the burner nozzle for the DLR velocity
measurements (drawn on axial velocity contours for methane)
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Methane – benchmark case
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Figure F 3: Predicted temperature profiles for methane compared to experimental
measurements at 6 mm downstream the burner nozzle
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Figure F 4: Predicted temperature profiles for methane compared to experimental
measurements at 10 mm downstream of the burner nozzle
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Figure F 5: Predicted temperature profiles for methane compared to experimental
measurements at 15 mm downstream of the burner nozzle
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Figure F 6: Predicted temperature profiles for methane compared to experimental
measurements at 20 mm downstream of the burner nozzle
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Figure F 7: Predicted temperature profiles for methane compared to experimental
measurements at 30 mm downstream of the burner nozzle
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Figure F 8: Predicted temperature profiles for methane compared to experimental
measurements at 40 mm downstream of the burner nozzle
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Figure F 9: Predicted temperature profiles for methane compared to experimental
measurements at 60 mm downstream of the burner nozzle
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Figure F 10: Predicted temperature profiles for methane compared to experimental
measurements at 80 mm downstream of the burner nozzle
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Figure F 11: Predicted axial velocity profiles for methane compared to experimental
measurements at 1.5 mm downstream of the burner nozzle
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Figure F 12: Predicted axial velocity profiles for methane compared to experimental
measurements at 5 mm downstream of the burner nozzle
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Figure F 13: Predicted axial velocity profiles for methane compared to experimental
measurements at 15 mm downstream of the burner nozzle
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Figure F 14: Predicted axial velocity profiles for methane compared to experimental
measurements at 25 mm downstream of the burner nozzle
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Figure F 15: Predicted axial velocity profiles for methane compared to experimental
measurements at 35 mm downstream of the burner nozzle
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Figure F 16: Predicted tangential velocity profiles for methane compared to
experimental measurements at 1.5 mm downstream of the burner nozzle
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Figure F 17: Predicted tangential velocity profiles for methane compared to
experimental measurements at 5 mm downstream of the burner nozzle
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Figure F 18: Predicted tangential velocity profiles for methane compared to
experimental measurements at 15 mm downstream of the burner nozzle
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Figure F 19: Predicted tangential velocity profiles for methane compared to
experimental measurements at 25 mm downstream of the burner nozzle
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Figure F 20: Predicted tangential velocity profiles for methane compared to
experimental measurements at 35 mm downstream of the burner nozzle
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12%CO/88%H2 – first fuel mixture
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Figure F 21: Predicted temperature profiles for fuel mixture 12%CO/88%H2 for
strained and unstrained flames at 6 mm downstream of the burner nozzle;
experimental measurements of methane flame plotted as a reference
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Figure F 22: Predicted temperature profiles for fuel mixture 12%CO/88%H2 for
strained and unstrained flames at 10 mm downstream of the burner nozzle;
experimental measurements of methane flame plotted as a reference
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Figure F 23: Predicted temperature profiles for fuel mixture 12%CO/88%H2 for
strained and unstrained flames at 15 mm downstream of the burner nozzle;
experimental measurements of methane flame plotted as a reference
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Figure F 24: Predicted temperature profiles for fuel mixture 12%CO/88%H2 for
strained and unstrained flames at 20 mm downstream of the burner nozzle;
experimental measurements of methane flame plotted as a reference
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Figure F 25: Predicted temperature profiles for fuel mixture 12%CO/88%H2 for
strained and unstrained flames at 30 mm downstream of the burner nozzle;
experimental measurements of methane flame plotted as a reference
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Figure F 26: Predicted temperature profiles for fuel mixture 12%CO/88%H2 for
strained and unstrained flames at 40 mm downstream of the burner nozzle;
experimental measurements of methane flame plotted as a reference
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Figure F 27: Predicted axial velocities for 12%CO/88%H2 fuel mixture compared
with experimental measurements for methane
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Figure F 28: Predicted tangential velocities for 12%CO/88%H2 fuel mixture
compared with experimental measurements for methane
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1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2 – second fuel mixture
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Figure F 29: Predicted temperature profiles for fuel mixture
1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2 for strained and unstrained flames at 6 mm downstream
of the burner nozzle; experimental measurements of methane flame plotted as a
reference
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Figure F 30: Predicted temperature profiles for fuel mixture
1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2 for strained and unstrained flames at 10 mm downstream
of the burner nozzle; experimental measurements of methane flame plotted as a
reference
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Figure F 31: Predicted temperature profiles for fuel mixture
1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2 for strained and unstrained flames at 15 mm downstream
of the burner nozzle; experimental measurements of methane flame plotted as a
reference
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Figure F 32: Predicted temperature profiles for fuel mixture
1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2 for strained and unstrained flames at 20 mm downstream
of the burner nozzle; experimental measurements of methane flame plotted as a
reference
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Figure F 33: Predicted temperature profiles for fuel mixture
1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2 for strained and unstrained flames at 30 mm downstream
of the burner nozzle; experimental measurements of methane flame plotted as a
reference
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Figure F 34: Predicted temperature profiles for fuel mixture
1.5%CO/28.5%H2/70%N2 for strained and unstrained flames at 40 mm downstream
of the burner nozzle; experimental measurements of methane flame plotted as a
reference
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50%CO/50%H2 – third fuel mixture
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Figure F 35: Predicted temperature profiles for fuel mixture 50%CO/50%H2 for
strained and unstrained flames (50% - increased air mass flow by 50%) at 6 mm
downstream of the burner nozzle; experimental measurements of methane flame
plotted as a reference
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Figure F 36: Predicted temperature profiles for fuel mixture 50%CO/50%H2 for
strained and unstrained flames (50% - increased air mass flow by 50%) at 10 mm
downstream of the burner nozzle; experimental measurements of methane flame
plotted as a reference
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Figure F 37: Predicted temperature profiles for fuel mixture 50%CO/50%H2 for
strained and unstrained flames (50% - increased air mass flow by 50%) at 15 mm
downstream of the burner nozzle; experimental measurements of methane flame
plotted as a reference
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Figure F 38: Predicted temperature profiles for fuel mixture 50%CO/50%H2 for
strained and unstrained flames (50% - increased air mass flow by 50%) at 20 mm
downstream of the burner nozzle; experimental measurements of methane flame
plotted as a reference
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Figure F 39: Predicted temperature profiles for fuel mixture 50%CO/50%H2 for
strained and unstrained flames (50% - increased air mass flow by 50%) at 30 mm
downstream of the burner nozzle; experimental measurements of methane flame
plotted as a reference
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Figure F 40: Predicted temperature profiles for fuel mixture 50%CO/50%H2 for
strained and unstrained flames (50% - increased air mass flow by 50%) at 40 mm
downstream of the burner nozzle; experimental measurements of methane flame
plotted as a reference
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Figure F 41: Predicted axial velocity profiles for fuel mixture 50%CO/50%H2 for
strained and unstrained flames (50% - increased air mass flow by 50%) at 1.5 mm
downstream of the burner nozzle; experimental measurements of methane flame
plotted as a reference
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Figure F 42: Predicted axial velocity profiles for fuel mixture 50%CO/50%H2 for
strained and unstrained flames (50% - increased air mass flow by 50%) at 1.5 mm
downstream of the burner nozzle; experimental measurements of methane flame
plotted as a reference
